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Abstract

A task is only as difficult as one perceives it. Everything can be
dissected into its smaller simpler parts. If a task seems
unattainable, break it into smaller pieces and it will seem
simpler and more interesting to achieve or study.

With the huge growth in the amount of data generated by information
systems, it is common practice today to store datasets in their raw formats
(i.e., without any data preprocessing or transformations) in large-scale data
repositories called Data Lakes (DLs). Such repositories store datasets from
heterogeneous subject-areas (covering many business topics) and with many
different schemata. Therefore, it is a challenge for data scientists using the DL
for data analysis to find relevant datasets for their analysis tasks without any
support or data governance. The goal is to be able to extract metadata and
information about datasets stored in the DL to support the data scientist in
finding relevant sources. This shapes the main goal of this thesis, where we
explore different techniques of data profiling, holistic schema matching and
analysis recommendation to support the data scientist. We propose a novel
framework based on supervised machine learning to automatically extract
metadata describing datasets, including computation of their similarities and
data overlaps using holistic schema matching techniques. We use the extracted
relationships between datasets in automatically categorizing them to support
the data scientist in finding relevant datasets with intersection between their
data. This is done via a novel metadata-driven technique called proximity
mining which consumes the extracted metadata via automated data mining
algorithms in order to detect related datasets and to propose relevant cate-
gories for them. We focus on flat (tabular) datasets organised as rows of data
instances and columns of attributes describing the instances. Our proposed
framework uses the following four main techniques: (1) Instance-based schema
matching for detecting relevant data items between heterogeneous datasets, (2)
Dataset level metadata extraction and proximity mining for detecting related
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datasets, (3) Attribute level metadata extraction and proximity mining for
detecting related datasets, and finally, (4) Automatic dataset categorization via
supervised k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) techniques. We implement our pro-
posed algorithms via a prototype that shows the feasibility of this framework.
We apply the prototype in an experiment on a real-world DL scenario to prove
the feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, whereby we were
able to achieve high recall rates and efficiency gains while improving the com-
putational space and time consumption by two orders of magnitude via our
proposed early-pruning and pre-filtering techniques in comparison to classical
instance-based schema matching techniques. This proves the effectiveness of
our proposed automatic methods in the early-pruning and pre-filtering tasks
for holistic schema matching and the automatic dataset categorisation, while
also demonstrating improvements over human-based data analysis for the
same tasks.

Keywords: Data Lake Governance, Dataset Similarity Mining, Holistic Schema
Matching, Metadata Management, Supervised Machine Learning



Resum

Amb l’enorme creixement de la quantitat de dades generades pels sistemes
d’informació, és habitual avui en dia emmagatzemar conjunts de dades en els
seus formats bruts (és a dir, sense cap preprocessament de dades ni transforma-
cions) en dipòsits de dades a gran escala anomenats Data Lakes (DL). Aquests
dipòsits emmagatzemen conjunts de dades d’àrees temàtiques heterogènies
(que abasten molts temes empresarials) i amb molts esquemes diferents. Per
tant, és un repte per als científics de dades que utilitzin la DL per a l’anàlisi
de dades trobar conjunts de dades rellevants per a les seves tasques d’anàlisi
sense cap suport ni govern de dades. L’objectiu és poder extreure metadades i
informació sobre conjunts de dades emmagatzemats a la DL per donar suport
al científic en trobar fonts rellevants. Aquest és l’objectiu principal d’aquesta
tesi, on explorem diferents tècniques de perfilació de dades, concordança
d’esquemes holístics i recomanació d’anàlisi per donar suport al científic.
Proposem un nou marc basat en l’aprenentatge automatitzat supervisat per
extreure automàticament metadades que descriuen conjunts de dades, incloent
el càlcul de les seves similituds i coincidències de dades mitjançant tècniques
de concordança d’esquemes holístics. Utilitzem les relacions extretes entre
conjunts de dades per categoritzar-les automàticament per donar suport al
científic del fet de trobar conjunts de dades rellevants amb la intersecció entre
les seves dades. Això es fa mitjançant una nova tècnica basada en metadades
anomenada mineria de proximitat que consumeix els metadades extrets mit-
jançant algoritmes automatitzats de mineria de dades per tal de detectar
conjunts de dades relacionats i proposar-ne categories rellevants. Ens centrem
en conjunts de dades plans (tabulars) organitzats com a files d’instàncies
de dades i columnes d’atributs que descriuen les instàncies. El nostre marc
proposat utilitza les quatre tècniques principals següents: (1) Esquema de
concordança basat en instàncies per detectar ítems rellevants de dades en-
tre conjunts de dades heterogènies, (2) Extracció de metadades de nivell de
dades i mineria de proximitat per detectar conjunts de dades relacionats, (3)
Extracció de metadades a nivell de atribut i mineria de proximitat per detectar
conjunts de dades relacionats i, finalment, (4) Categorització de conjunts de
dades automàtica mitjançant tècniques supervisades per k-Nearest-Neighbour
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(kNN). Posem en pràctica els nostres algorismes proposats mitjançant un
prototip que mostra la viabilitat d’aquest marc. El prototip s’experimenta en
un escenari DL real del món per demostrar la viabilitat, l’eficàcia i l’eficiència
del nostre enfocament, de manera que hem pogut aconseguir elevades taxes
de record i guanys d’eficiència alhora que millorem el consum computacional
d’espai i temps mitjançant dues ordres de magnitud mitjançant el nostre es
van proposar tècniques de poda anticipada i pre-filtratge en comparació amb
tècniques de concordança d’esquemes basades en instàncies clàssiques. Això
demostra l’efectivitat dels nostres mètodes automàtics proposats en les tasques
de poda inicial i pre-filtratge per a la coincidència d’esquemes holístics i la
classificació automàtica del conjunt de dades, tot demostrant també millores
en l’anàlisi de dades basades en humans per a les mateixes tasques.



Résumé

Avec l’énorme croissance de la quantité de données générées par les systèmes
d’information, il est courant aujourd’hui de stocker des ensembles de don-
nées (datasets) dans leurs formats bruts (c’est-à-dire sans prétraitement ni
transformation de données) dans des référentiels de données à grande échelle
appelés Data Lakes (DL). Ces référentiels stockent des ensembles de données
provenant de domaines hétérogènes (couvrant de nombreux sujets commerci-
aux) et avec de nombreux schémas différents. Par conséquent, il est difficile
pour les data-scientists utilisant les DL pour l’analyse des données de trouver
des datasets pertinents pour leurs tâches d’analyse sans aucun support ni gou-
vernance des données. L’objectif est de pouvoir extraire des métadonnées et
des informations sur les datasets stockés dans le DL pour aider le data-scientist
à trouver des sources pertinentes. Cela constitue l’objectif principal de cette
thèse, où nous explorons différentes techniques de profilage de données, de
correspondance holistique de schéma et de recommandation d’analyse pour
soutenir le data-scientist. Nous proposons une nouvelle approche basée sur
l’intelligence artificielle, spécifiquement l’apprentissage automatique super-
visé, pour extraire automatiquement les métadonnées décrivant les datasets,
calculer automatiquement les similitudes et les chevauchements de données
entre ces ensembles en utilisant des techniques de correspondance holistique
de schéma. Les relations entre datasets ainsi extraites sont utilisées pour caté-
goriser automatiquement les datasets, afin d’aider le data-scientist à trouver
des datasets pertinents avec intersection entre leurs données. Cela est fait via
une nouvelle technique basée sur les métadonnées appelée proximity mining,
qui consomme les métadonnées extraites via des algorithmes de data mining
automatisés afin de détecter des datasets connexes et de leur proposer des
catégories pertinentes. Nous nous concentrons sur des datasets plats (tabu-
laires) organisés en rangées d’instances de données et en colonnes d’attributs
décrivant les instances. L’approche proposée utilise les quatres principales
techniques suivantes: (1) Correspondance de schéma basée sur l’instance pour
détecter les éléments de données pertinents entre des datasets hétérogènes, (2)
Extraction de métadonnées au niveau du dataset et proximity mining pour
détecter les datasets connexes, (3) Extraction de métadonnées au niveau des
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attributs et proximity mining pour détecter des datasets connexes, et enfin,
(4) catégorisation automatique des datasets via des techniques supervisées
k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN). Nous implémentons les algorithmes proposés
via un prototype qui montre la faisabilité de cette approche. Nous appliquons
ce prototype à une scénario DL du monde réel pour prouver la faisabilité,
l’efficacité et l’efficience de notre approche, nous permettant d’atteindre des
taux de rappel élevés et des gains d’efficacité, tout en diminuant le coût en
espace et en temps de deux ordres de grandeur, via nos techniques proposées
d’élagage précoce et de pré-filtrage, comparé aux techniques classiques de
correspondance de schémas basées sur les instances. Cela prouve l’efficacité
des méthodes automatiques proposées dans les tâches d’élagage précoce et de
pré-filtrage pour la correspondance de schéma holistique et la cartegorisation
automatique des datasets, tout en démontrant des améliorations par rapport
à l’analyse de données basée sur l’humain pour les mêmes tâches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To start with, don’t just share a problem, present the solution
as well!

1 Motivation

Data are becoming highly abundant in large volumes, different structures,
and they are flowing to the enterprise at high velocities which leads to the
phenomenon of “Big Data" (BD) [1, 114]. This includes datasets created and
loaded near-real-time and in big amounts.

With the huge growth in the amount of data collected, it is more common
for data scientists to store raw tabular datasets from multiple sources and
sensors into Data Lakes (DLs) [13, 53, 107, 113, 118, 128], which is the new
generation of data repositories complementing the Data Warehouse (DW) for
business intelligence (BI) and data analytics purposes [80]. DLs support the
new era of data analytics where datasets are ingested in large amounts and
are required to be analysed just-in-time [82]. For this purpose, they store
datasets in their raw formats without any transformation or preprocessing,
which allows for the concept of schema-on-read, including “fusing” different
sources for analytical purposes on-the-fly during analysis requests [107].

However, it is a challenge for data wranglers [51, 69, 128] to prepare the
datasets for analysis. They need to understand their structure and commonali-
ties for DL governance purposes [15, 42, 80, 119]. Such repositories need to be
effectively governed to gain value from them; they require the application of
techniques for extracting information and knowledge to support data analysis
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2. Background and State-of-the-art

and to prevent them from becoming an unusable data swamp [4] (a DL reposi-
tory which is not well governed, does not maintain appropriate data quality
measures, and which stores data without associated metadata, decreasing
their utility [13]). This involves the organised and automated extraction of
metadata describing the structure of data stored [132], which is the main focus
of this thesis. The main challenge for DL governance is related to information
discovery [95]: identifying related datasets that could be analysed together as
well as duplicated information to avoid repeating analysis efforts.

DLs should provide a standard access interface to support all its consumers
[54, 91], including analysis by non-technical-savvy users who are interested in
analysing these data [13, 30, 92, 128]. Such access should support those data
consumers in finding the required data in the large amounts of information
stored inside the DL for analytical purposes [132]. Currently, data preprocess-
ing, including the crucial step of information discovery, consumes 70% of time
spent in data analytics projects [128], which clearly needs to be decreased.
To handle this challenge, this thesis proposes an integrated framework for
extracting metadata describing the datasets stored in DLs and relationships
between those datasets. Thus, we propose using Data Mining (DM) techniques
to effectively and efficiently extract similarity between datasets. Currently,
there is a lack of such techniques for finding data patterns and similarity
between datasets [2, 40, 84, 99, 105]. This is the focus of this thesis.

2 Background and State-of-the-art

In this section, we introduce the preliminaries and the main concepts related
to DLs and their governance. We describe here the state-of-the-art of metadata
extraction and management for governing DLs. We present an overview of the
approaches used, including the short-comings faced which we aim to solve in
the thesis.

2.1 Data Lakes and Tabular Datasets

DLs are large repositories of raw data coming from multiple data sources
which cover a wide-range of heterogeneous topics of interest [4, 82, 107]. We
focus on DLs having datasets storing data in flat tabular formats as shown in
Figure 1.1. These are organised as attributes and instances, such as comma
separated values (CSV) files, hypertext markup language (HTML) web tables,
spreadsheets, HDFS tables in Hadoop1, etc. Such datasets are common in DLs
today [28, 42, 47].

These datasets have instances describing real-world entities, where each
is expressed as a set of attributes describing the properties of the entity. We

1https://hadoop.apache.org
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Att1 Att2 Att3

Value 1a 0.25 Value 3a 

Value 1b 55.6 Value 3b 

Value 1c 27.9 Value 3c 

Value 1d 73.1 Value 3d 

Attributes

Instances

Figure 1.1: A flat structured dataset consisting of tabular data organised as attributes and
instances

formally define a dataset D as a set of instances D “ tI1, I2, ...Inu. The dataset
has a set of attributes S “ tA1, A2, ...Amu, where each attribute Ai has a fixed
type, and every instance has a value of the right type for each attribute. We
distinguish between two types of attributes: continuous numeric attributes
with real numbers like ‘Att2’ in Figure 1.1, and categorical nominal attributes
with discrete values like ‘Att1’ and ‘Att3’.

2.2 Data Lake Governance

DL governance is concerned with management of the data stored appropriately
so that they are easy to find, understand, utilise and administer in a timely
manner [12, 53, 106, 113, 118]. This makes the DL more accessible (searchable),
data-driven, compliant to regulations, etc. It can be seen from two perspectives
as seen in the classification in Figure 1.2: (i) Policy administration and (ii)
Data management. The first is about enacting procedures, managing people
and responsibilities, implementing regulations, etc., while the latter is about
the technical implementation of protocols and technologies that help manage
the data stored as an asset for supporting users in analysing them. Figure 1.2
shows some of the main tasks required for each type of DL governance (this
is only a partial list of the most important tasks mainly based on [106] and
our adapted / expanded classification from it).

We describe the different tasks of DL governance as follows:

i. Policy Administration

• Data ownership and access rights: the policies of data stewardship
related to the procedures and regulations for data sources allowed
to be ingested in the DL, the persons responsible for managing
specific datasets and their metadata descriptions, and polices re-
garding how the data should be used (read, write and delete access

3
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Data Lake
Governance

Policy Administration Data Management

Security &
Encryption

Data Ownership &
Access Rights

...

Provenance &
Lineage

Data Quality Metadata
Management

Data
Categorization

Data Curation &
Wrangling

...

Master 
Data

Regulatory Law,
Privacy & Compliance

Data
Integration

Figure 1.2: DL governance classification and tasks

rights) and who is allowed to access specific data objects.

• Security and encryption: the rules put in place to protect the
security of the data stored in the DL (e.g., anti-malware and denial-
of-service-attack protection), and how the data are encrypted for
specific users (management of encryption keys).

• Regulatory law, privacy and compliance: the rules and policies for
compliance with the regulatory law and for protecting the privacy
of data, e.g., with data protection laws like GDPR2.

ii. Data Management

• Provenance and lineage: the collection and management of infor-
mation about the processes implemented for data collection (data
sources), data manipulation, data transformation rules and the
sequence of such processes in a traceble pipeline which led to the
final data stored in the datasets of the DL (for more details and
examples, we refer the reader to [37, 54, 65]).

• Data quality: the techniques and tools used to guarantee certain
levels of data quality and data integrity according to the rules
defined. This includes referential integrity constraints, denial con-
straints, format and patterns compliance with master data, etc. (see
[7, 38, 95]).

• Master data: this includes tools and techniques for unifying data
records into a single consolidated master data collection which
consistently and uniformly describe entities stored in them. This
leads to a centralised view of core data (e.g., unified lookup tables

2https://gdpr.eu
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for entities and their identifiers), and is commonly called Master
Data Management [92].

• Data integration: this involves combining and mapping different
datasets together so that they can be used to answer analytical
queries. It tackles overall, high-level and generic data requirements.
For details see [14, 67, 93]. Other tasks include entity resolution
and deduplication [112, 56], and extract, transform and load (ETL)
for creating a consolidated global schema or views over the data
[63, 68, 97, 129].

• Data curation and wrangling: this includes the processes for
preparing data for BI and analytics, for structuring the data into
machine processable formats and schemata, and also using the
metadata describing datasets to identify commonalities between
them, commonly called schema matching (see Section 3.1). These are
commonly tasks targeting a specific analytical goal. The reader can
find more details in [125, 128].

• Metadata Management: this is a transversal task serving all the
other governance tasks. The datasets inside the DL need to be
described to include information about what they store (i.e., with
semantic definitions and data profiling statistics), how they are
stored (e.g., data formats and schema definitions), where are they
stored, how they are related to one another, etc. This is all con-
sidered metadata, and the management of them in a centralised
repository is the main task of concern here. For a detailed discus-
sion of the types of metadata needed for DLs, the reader can check
[25, 53, 54, 58, 108, 113, 119, 118, 122, 132]. As this is a core topic
for this thesis, we further describe specific metadata which need to
be collected and managed later in this section.

• Data categorization: we introduce this data management concept
for DLs as the task involving the identification of information over-
laps between datasets and data catalogues to understand what data
are owned in the DL. Such catalogues describe how the datasets are
classified into specific subject areas (topics). This is similar to data
classification [106] as it also tags datasets with a category from a
catalogue, however, for the purpose of this thesis, it is a data-driven
and automatic task rather than a manual data-tagging task. This is
also closely related to text-document categorization [19, 55], but it
categorizes tabular datasets as described in Section 2.1 rather than
free-text documents. We describe this further in Sections 2.2 and
5.2. Also see [16] and Chapter 5 for details.
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Data categorization is the data-driven task of automatically classifying
datasets into pre-defined topics-of-interest (i.e., business domains) based on
the overlap between data stored in them and the common information they
store (i.e., dataset similarity).

In this thesis, we focus on the data management perspective and when
we refer to our proposed approaches for DL governance we mean metadata
management for data categorization in specific, which we describe further in
this section.

Metadata Management for Data Categorization

There is currently a need for DL governance by collecting and managing
metadata about ingested datasets [14, 94, 95, 107, 119] to prevent the DL from
becoming a data swamp. In addition, proper DL governance should provide
an interactive data exploration interface that supports analysing relationships
between datasets.

It is important to govern the data ingested into the DL and to be able
to describe the data with metadata [95, 119]. The current tools supporting
metadata collection in a DL environment (examples given below) usually
include automatic and manual techniques for generating metadata. As can
be seen in Table 1.1, the tools are either automatically generating metadata
about data provenance or manually generating some data content descriptions
using user tagging. Examples of such tools which are able to integrate with
Hadoop and which were available for us to survey include Apache Atlas3

(open-source tool), Teradata Loom4 (free non-commercial use), DataRPM5

(proprietary tool), Waterline6 (proprietary tool), Zaloni7 (proprietary tool),
and Podium Data8 (proprietary tool). Other examples of tools which were not
available at hand but which claim to support some metadata management
tasks for DLs include: Collibra9 (proprietary tool), Palantir10 (proprietary
tool), and PoolParty Suite11 (proprietary tool).

Apache Atlas is mainly for general metadata management and it does not
use any DM techniques. It handles mainly the data provenance metadata for

3http://atlas.incubator.apache.org
4http://loom.teradata.com
5http://datarpm.com
6http://www.waterlinedata.com/data-catalog-details
7https://resources.zaloni.com/webinars/zaloni-bedrock-and-mica-20-minute-

demonstration
8https://www.podiumdata.com/product/podium-platform
9https://www.collibra.com/data-governance

10https://www.palantir.com
11https://www.poolparty.biz/
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Technique Metadata Type Description

Automatic

Empty text
File-level metadata
(e.g. filename, creation
date, source)

Empty text
The automatic processing
of files ingested in the DL
to collect provenance
metadata like file source,
data creation and update
date and time, data
ownership, etc.

Manual User tagging of data

Empty text
This includes the user
tagging the ingested data
with business taxonomies.
The user tagging is
executed using conditional
rules defined by the user
depending on the type of
data source, e.g., tag all
data files loaded from the
financial module of the
enterprise system as
“Financial". Another
possibility is the user
visually exploring the files
from each new data source
and individually tagging
the instances seen by the
user.

Table 1.1: Current types of metadata tools for data lakes

the DL rather than data categorization. The Waterline data management tool
complements Apache Atlas by adding capabilities for simple data profiling of
datasets ingested in the DL (e.g., the top values per field, number of unique
values, etc.), which they call “Data Fingerprinting”. They only implement
simple data profiling techniques which does not include DM or cross-datasets
profiling. Teradata Loom is mainly for data lineage and provenance man-
agement of files and data manipulations / ingestion job tasks. It does some
simple statistical calculations on the input data using an automatic technology
for data profiling called “Activescan”12, but only at the column level. Finally,
DataRPM claims to have an automatic data curation platform (i.e., for data

12http://blogs.teradata.com/data-points/overview-of-teradata-loom-technology
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discovery and data preparation for analytics, whose details about data cu-
ration can be found in [128]), but with little description, no case-study and
no published research papers. After investigating this tool it was found that
it is more focused on natural language processing, similar to IBM Watson13.
Although they claim that they can automatically curate data sources in the
DL using machine learning14, there is little evidence in online material or
published research about their techniques. This might be because the company
developing the tool is a relatively new start-up.

Other tools also include Apache Falcon15 (designed for the Hortonworks
distribution of Hadoop) and the Cloudera Navigator16 (designed for the
Cloudera Hadoop distribution). Both tools handle two of the most popular
distributions of Hadoop. Concerning the support provided for handling
metadata and data governance, those tools are mainly focused on DL oper-
ations metadata like data provenance and lineage, in addition to manually
user-generated data catalogues. Both tools are targeting in newer versions
the gradual addition of more exploratory content analytics and metadata,
however, at the current time such support is very primitive and does not
include advanced techniques like schema matching [24], ontology alignment
[14, 126] or data mining [99].

The Waterline Data for Hadoop17 seems to be the closest solution available
to our envisioned metadata-based DL governance solution in this thesis. The
tool supports exploratory analysis and profiling of data ingested in the DL.
However, it is currently lacking in the following aspects described in the
research literature:

• Data and schema profiling [98, 115, 123]

• Schema and ontology matching [14, 24, 126]

• Machine learning and DM techniques for finding data patterns and
similarity [2, 40, 84, 99, 105]

• Ontology integration (semantic metadata) [2, 3, 94, 132]

Tools implementing some of the above techniques for automatic profiling
of datasets and metadata collection exist in the research literature. This in-
cludes semantic RDF profiling tools [2], ontology mapping tools like ODIN
[94], platforms for BD analysis like Metanome and Stratosphere data pro-
filer [8, 102], metadata visualization tools for BD like [46, 57, 70], and data
provenance metadata capture and management like [65]. Other research inves-
tigated specific research problems for metadata management like: automatic

13http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/what-is-watson.html
14http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/06/data-lakes-vs-data-warehouses.html
15https://falcon.apache.org
16https://www.cloudera.com/products/cloudera-navigator.html
17http://www.waterlinedata.com/prod
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key and dependency detection [98], schema matching and evolution [120],
entity resolution and matching [120], schema mining from semi-structured
data [10, 23, 105], ontology mining [3], etc. Those independent techniques still
need to be directed and integrated in a coherent framework for profiling data
in the DL and managing metadata about the content of the files [128]. We
mainly propose in this thesis an automated metadata management framework
in Section 5.1 that augments many of those techniques in a novel approach
we call proximity mining, including: data and schema profiling, schema match-
ing (see Section 3.1), and machine learning & DM techniques for similarity
computations between datasets (see Section 3.3).

Most of the research literature [98] also demonstrates the shortcomings and
gaps of current data profiling techniques for automatic metadata management
over the DL. The current shortcomings of the tools in research and industry
indicate a lack of automatic data categorization capabilities which can be
summarised in the list below:

1. Efficiently collect cross-dataset metadata like relationships between them
using automatic techniques.

2. Automatically categorize datasets into pre-defined topics of interest.

3. Provide better presentation and querying interfaces of metadata discov-
ered from the DL which can make the data more accessible for BI.

As can be seen from the above list and Table 1.1, there is a need to have an
automatic process to generate the tagging (commonly called annotation [5]) of
data content ingested in the DL using more efficient techniques compared to
the manual visual scanning of the files. This includes automatic techniques
for data profiling and analysis of similarity of data content and relationships
between datasets ingested in the DL, which is the main purpose of this thesis.

It is currently a challenge to create an analytical environment where there
is an integrated, subject-oriented view of the DL which is similar to that in
the data warehouse [64]. This poses the need for annotation of the datasets to
facilitate finding the relationships between them [30], which includes collection
of metadata about the informational content of the datasets in the DL [58].

We propose to govern the DL by means of cross-dataset metadata collec-
tion and management so it does not become a disconnected group of data
silos where datasets can not be used together in meaningful analysis. This is
done by automating the data cataloguing tasks which include finding related
datasets and categorizing datasets into topical domains. Thus, we handle DL
governance from metadata management and dataset categorization perspec-
tives, where we aim to support the users in understanding what datasets they
own, how they are related to one another, and to support automatic dataset
categorization. This should ultimately support data analytics over these data.
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We aim to automatically and efficiently collect two types of metadata: con-
tent metadata based on data profiling statistics and cross-dataset relationships
using DM (see Section 3.3) and schema matching (see Section 3.1). Tradi-
tional data profiling and schema extraction involves analysing raw data for
extracting metadata about the structural patterns and statistical distribution
of datasets [98]. There is currently a need for higher-level profiling, which
involves the analysis of data and schemas [58, 116] using DM techniques
[23, 87, 105]. This contributes to the computation of cross-dataset relationships
to support information discovery and interpretation, in addition to automatic
topical categorization of datasets, which are specific research challenges of DL
governance we tackle.

Metadata querying and visualization

Metadata collected about the datasets in the DL should be presented to the
users using querying and visualisation interfaces. Some examples of such
queryable metadata Graphical User Interface (GUI) include: [14] provides
a query engine using SPARQL over metadata stored in an RDF repository,
[34] provides a dataset search query engine over DLs, [54] provides keyword
search over the dataset names and storage location paths, and [33] provides a
query language to query the indexes of attributes found in datasets to retrieve
relevant ones. The goal is to retrieve datasets related to a specific subject-area
and all their datasets found in the enormous amount of data. We consider
that related datasets are those matched and found using the indexed metadata
stored in the repository. This should support in describing and extracting
similar data elements from data repositories, in order to reuse these data,
mash-up the data for more plausible business problems and questions, and to
be able to handle this data discovery process [125].

We aim to provide solutions to the current shortcomings of such metadata
discovery approaches for DLs. This includes the need for generic dataset
metadata handling which does not assume specific subject-areas (business
domains) or availability of pre-defined metadata like mapping to a global
ontology similar to the work in [14, 79, 96], context TF-IDF similarity of
words around a web table found on the same webpage like [133], or specific
pre-defined rules and patterns for data stored in the attributes like [134].

3 Techniques and Challenges

In order to support the DL governance tasks of automatic metadata collection
& management and dataset categorization, we utilise different techniques
including schema matching, dataset similarity computation and supervised
machine learning. We explain in this section those techniques, their current
short-comings and their challenges which we tackle.
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3.1 Schema Matching

The datasets in the DL usually cover a wide range of heterogeneous topics
making it difficult for the data scientist to identify overlapping attributes. Data
wranglers must be able to find those datasets which have related data to be
used together in data analysis tasks [82, 89], commonly referred to as schema
matching [24]. This supports in the automatic collection of metadata about
cross-dataset relationships.

D2: census_data D3: health_data

A6: type {f,m,o} A11: gender {fem,mal,oth} 

A7: age { 0<A2<100} A12: Ethnicity 
{EA,EB,EC,ED,EE,EF} 

Sim(D2,D3) = 0.5D1: 1992_city_data 

A1: salary {25k<A1<600k} 

A2: age { 20<A2<97} 

Sim(D1,D2) = 0.7

A7: age { 0<A2<100} 

A13: age { 30<A3<60} A8: race {01,02,03,04,05,06} 

{EA,EB,EC,ED,EE,EF} 

A9: House_size { 0<A4<16} A14: Temp { 35<A4<42} 

A10: sal { 50k<A5<300k} A15: H_rate { 40<A5<160} 

A2: age { 20<A2<97} 

A3: family_Size { 2<A3<11} 

A4: identity {w,m,t,u}

A5: house_type {h,t,v,s,p,l} . . .

. . .

. . .

Figure 1.3: An example of schema matching and dataset similarity computation

We show an example for schema matching in Figure 1.3 with three
datasets and their attributes (each numbered starting with ‘A’), namely
“1992_city_data”, “census_data” and “health_data”, where each dataset has
5 attributes. Attributes can be numerical like ‘A1’, ‘A7’, etc. which have
the ranges shown. On the other hand, the attributes can be nominal like
‘A4’, ‘A12’, etc. where we show the distinct values for each attribute. The
goal of schema matching is to be able to find attributes between different
schemata (datasets) which store similar data. This is shown by the attributes
connected by arrows in the figure. Those attributes have similar values (and
possibly similar names as well), which should be automatically found using
schema matching techniques. Further, we label a similarity score we call ‘Sim’
between dataset pairs, which is a real number in the range of r0, 1s describing
the overall dataset pair similarity (this is explained in Section 3.2).

Schema matching usually requires Cartesian product comparisons of at-
tributes, entities and their values for calculating their similarity [73], with the
aim of finding connection strengths between similar concepts from different
pairs of datasets [27, 35, 83, 104]. The large-scale application of such a task to
BD repositories is referred to as holistic schema matching [18, 89, 104, 110, 133],
where the goal is to match multiple datasets together considering them all
in the matching task. With thousands of datasets and millions of attributes
stored, there is a need for efficient similar attributes search, filtering schema
matching comparison tasks, commonly called early-pruning [24], as simple
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brute-force similarity search of all pairs of attributes from different datasets
becomes infeasible [54]. Alternatively, comparisons can be computed faster
using parallel computing techniques like the MapReduce framework [133].

It is a challenge for data wranglers using the DL to efficiently process
the datasets to detect their common features, as schema matching tasks are
generally expensive (involving huge amounts of string comparisons and
mathematical calculations) [14, 24, 27, 60, 71]. In this thesis, we propose novel
techniques to reduce those comparisons using pre-filtering techniques that
reduce the number of comparisons. With the rise of DLs, previous research
like [43] and [24] recommended using early-pruning steps to facilitate the
task using schema matching pre-filtering. Here, only datasets detected to be of
relevant similarity are recommended for further fine-grained schema matching
tasks, and dissimilar ones should be filtered out from further comparisons.
Such previous research like [24, 43] mentioned the need for early-pruning
steps but did not provide detailed solutions for this challenge. We explore
this with extensive details in Chapter 4.

Holistic schema matching techniques [110] seek to detect relationships
between different schemata stored in a data repository. This can include rela-
tionships between instances, which is called instance-based schema matching
and which is closely related to entity-resolution [24, 133], and also relation-
ships between attributes (fields storing common information in structured
data), which is commonly called attribute-based schema matching. We focus
in this thesis on the latter case within the environment of DLs. The goal
of using those techniques in the DL is to detect relationships between the
attributes inside different datasets. The output patterns from holistic schema
matching include multiple observations like: (i) Highly-similar and duplicate
pairs of datasets (having similar schemata and data), and (ii) Outlier datasets
which have no similarity with any other dataset in the DL (i.e., no similar at-
tributes in the DL). The main challenges concerning this include the efficiency,
scalability and handling the variety of topics found.

Current schema matching techniques are mainly based on Jaccard simi-
larity of exact value matches and overlaps between attributes from datasets
[33, 96, 101]. Those techniques fall short when values are coded differently
between different datasets and with the unavailability of extra semantic map-
pings to ontologies or word embeddings like [96]. For example, in Figure 1.3
we can see attribute “identity” (‘A4’) with the values “w”, “m”, “t” and “u” v.s.
attribute “type” (‘A6’) with the values “f”, “m” and “o”. Both contain similar
information but with different representations and attribute names which
classical schema matching can not detect. This is also the same issue for (‘A8’)
and (‘A12’) with different attribute names and value coding. Other challenges
for state-of-the-art schema matching include normalised v.s. non-normalised
numeric attributes, encrypted values v.s. non-encrypted values, etc. In this
thesis, we develop approximate matching techniques based on statistical
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metadata, which do not necessarily require exact value overlaps between
datasets.

Schema
Matching

Instance-
based

Metadata-
based

Value
matching

String
comparisons

Numerical
comparisons

Dataset-level
matching

Attribute-level
matching

Name strings
comparisons

Content statistics
comparisons

Name strings
comparisons

Content statistics
comparisons

Figure 1.4: Classification of schema matching techniques

Leading from the above discussion, for this thesis, we classify schema
matching as shown in Figure 1.4. Here, we can see on the left side the classical
schema matching techniques which seek to match values from instances in the
datasets. This is done using string comparisons of the values (and names of
attributes) or numerical comparisons for numerical attributes. This will have
good result with matching attributes like (‘A1’) and (‘A10’) from Figure 1.3 as
they have similar overlapping numerical values and similar attribute names.

On the other hand, we propose a new type of schema matching which we
call metadata-based schema matching.

Metadata-based schema matching pre-filtering techniques extract meta-
data collected about the overall profiles of datasets or statistics about at-
tributes for alleviating schema matching comparison tasks. The metadata
is used to pre-filter dissimilar pairs of datasets to reduce the number of
comparisons from the Cartesian product of value strings matching from
instances to a lower number of comparisons over the overall attributes’ and
datasets’ metadata.

For this purpose, we collect descriptive statistics about the attributes and
datasets to use them in the comparison task, which includes comparison of
name strings (e.g., using the edit distance [86]) and comparison of the statistics
collected about the content of the attributes (e.g., we can collect the number of
distinct values for attributes and compare this when matching attribute pairs).
We can collect such statistics at two levels: the dataset-level (e.g., the average
number of distinct values from all attributes in the dataset) or the attribute-
level (e.g., the distinct number of values for each independent attribute, then
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aggregating this to the dataset-level by averaging all the matching output for
each independent attribute). For example, in Figure 1.3, dataset D1 has an
average of 4.5 distinct values for nominal attributes (3 for ‘A4’ and 6 for ‘A5’)
while dataset D2 has an average of 3 distinct values for nominal attributes (2
for ‘A6’ and 4 for ‘A9’).

Attribute-level comparisons are obviously at a more detailed level of
granularity than the dataset-level. For example, in Figure 1.3, if we consider
the distinct values for each attribute to find the similarity between dataset
D2 and D3 , we will find that they both have matching nominal attributes:
‘A6’ and ‘A11’ with 3 distinct values each, and ‘A8’ with ‘A12’ with 6 distinct
values each. Therefore, if we consider individual attributes they will have 100%
matching nominal attributes, considering only ‘number of distinct values’.
Such metadata-based schema matching is further explained in Chapters 3
and 4, where the former investigates dataset-level matching and the latter
investigates attribute-level matching.

Locality Sensitive Hashing

Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [31, 44] is a family of techniques for grouping
together objects of high probability of similarity18. Objects assigned to the
same block are further compared using more expensive computational tech-
niques [117], like schema matching tasks involving string comparison of values
and statistical computations of similarity from data profiles of attributes.

The challenge is to find an adequate LSH algorithm with a relevant simi-
larity function and a list of features to use to compute an approximation of
the similarity between objects inside the datasets [28, 33] to support schema
matching. For example, in [44] they propose LSH based on the MinHash
algorithm for entity resolution in ontologies using term frequencies. We apply
similar LSH techniques in this thesis when implementing instance-based value
matching in Chapter 2.

3.2 Dataset Similarity Computation

As low-level instance-based schema matching is computationally expensive,
there is a need for a filtering strategy that computes similarities of datasets in a
cheaper way so that schema matching is conducted only in similar cases. This
is done by applying a pre-filtering task before schema matching (i.e., early-
pruning), where there needs to be dataset similarity computation techniques
that can assign an estimation of the overall similarity score between datasets.
This can be seen in Figure 1.3, where we give a similarity score between
datasets using the connecting arrows between the dataset names. For example,

18Contrary to the classical hashing goals for database partitioning, where the goal is to put
similar objects into different groups.
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datasets D1 and D2 have an overall similarity of 0.7 (on a range of r0, 1s, i.e.,
70% similarity) considering the attributes they store and the overlaps between
them.

Most similarity comptuation algorithms utilise attribute names string
comparisons when computing dataset similarity [28, 33, 35, 36, 59, 79, 88,
100, 104, 117, 133]. This becomes problematic in real-world scenarios when
attributes are not properly named or are named using generically generated
codes [27, 96].

The current state-of-the-art mainly includes expensive computations that
involve string-matching of values found in attributes. The shortcoming of such
techniques is that they can only match exact values of strings and can therefore
not produce approximate similarity computations which compare the overall
similarity of attributes even if the values are coded differently. For example,
[28, 33, 96, 101, 117, 133] aim to index and find similar attributes based on the
exact values they store, mainly using Jaccard similarity computations like in
[28, 96, 101, 117]. Other research like [60, 59, 96] use semantic based dictionary
search of synonyms over values to improve the matching process. In [59], they
also use extra query log metadata to find related attributes commonly used
together in search queries. Extra schema metadata like common primary keys
between datasets can also be used as an indicator for dataset similarity [54].

Other techniques like [134] assume that datasets have attributes storing
values according to a specific format or template (sequence of codes) which are
pre-defined by the data analyst. Values are defined according to convertible
values using conversion rules (e.g., measurements in inches and feet). Those
techniques are restricted to only matching those attributes which store those
specific values defined by the format rules, therefore limiting the generalis-
ability of their application with different domains and heterogeneous topics
of interest. We tackle those challenges and shortcomings in our proposed
proximity mining approach introduced in the next section and Section 5.1.

3.3 Similarity Models Learning

We propose a novel approach (see Section 5.1) that learns similarity models
which are capable of detecting similar and dissimilar datasets to support the
approximation of dataset similarity computation and the early-pruning task
of holistic schema matching. This is done using supervised machine learning.

Supervised machine learning is a group of classical techniques used in
artificial intelligence and data mining for automatically learning models from
data examples to support future estimation, classification or prediction of
similar cases. This has been discussed extensively in textbooks like [127]
and [32]. The main idea is to be able to make a computer (machine) learn
from training examples to classify, predict, or estimate a dependent variable
(the output, also called target variable) for new examples (commonly called
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unseen instances) based on similarity to previous already seen instances with
known classification or values for the dependent variable (commonly called
training instances). This similarity needs to be measured according to a set
of features that describe information about the instances. In contrast with
supervised machine learning, there is also unsupervised machine learning. In
such learning problems, the instances do not have a predefined classification
or value for a dependent variable, rather, one common goal is to use the
features describing such instances to segment them into groups of highly
similar instances (commonly called clustering) so we can automatically detect
if there is meaningful grouping which can classify the instances into classes
(i.e., the goal is to define the classification classes for instances which we do
not already know in advance). This type of unsupervised learning does not
require any training data (i.e., no pre-advanced annotated examples needed).

Supervised machine learning algorithms create models which are capable
of getting an input set of features about unseen instances, to apply a group
of functions that check the similarity of those instances against previously
seen instances based on those features, and to output a classification (if the
output is binary or categorical) or estimation (if the output is a continuous
number) for the dependent variable. The model created could be a decision
tree, a probabilistic statistical model, a mathematical regression, etc.

We give an example of a supervised learning model in Figure 1.5. This
model should be the resulting output from running a learning algorithm
with some training instances. The figure shows the outcome consisting of
a decision tree where the parent (top) node has an input of a previously
unseen instance. In this toy example, we use the topic of this thesis, where we
consider input descriptions for a pair of datasets, which we call Dy and Dz,
in order to decide if they are related to each other or not. The input features
could include a percentage of the difference between the attribute names and
attribute values from both datasets. Each node in the tree is a decision which
takes as input one of those features and decides which branch of the tree to
take based on the condition in the node. The leaf nodes (lowest children in the
tree visualised as shaded boxes) give the output classification by the decision
tree. In this example, the output is binary: ‘0’ for not related and ‘1’ for related
datasets. For example, if more than 80% of the attributes have similar names
then they are considered to be related (as they are ă 20% different), while
if they have more than 50% difference in the attribute names and more than
25% in their values, then they are considered not to be related. Decision trees
are one type of supervised models for classification, but other types exist as
discussed earlier (e.g., naive Bayes probabilistic approaches, lazy learners19

like k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), logistic regression for binary classification,

19They are called lazy learners because they do not create a model in advance, rather, they
check unseen instances against all previously stored examples of classified instances in a database
in order to recommend a classification based on the most similar instances found.
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Figure 1.5: Example of a decision tree model for classification of related dataset pairs

linear regression for real-value estimation, etc.).
To create a better performing machine learning model capable of more

accurately classifying new instances, it is common to create a grouping of
independent models from multiple algorithms to create a single model com-
bining them to give a single output. The combination can be a weighted
aggregation or combination of the output from the independent models. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.6, where we give an example of a decision tree ensem-
ble consisting of multiple decision trees (from 1 to n). The output is combined
using a weighted function (with weights ‘W’) to give a single classification as
a final output. Common ensemble algorithms include boosting techniques
like AdaBoost [49], decision tree ensembles like RandomForest [29], etc.

One of the common pitfalls of supervised machine learning is the dilemma
of overfitting, where there is a trade-off between highly accurate models and
overfitting of those models. Overfitting has a negative connotation as it means
that the models are highly matching the exact cases in the training instances,
to the extent that even the noise in such instances (i.e., instances which are
misclassified, erroneous, exceptional, etc.) are incorporated in the models.
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W1

W2

Wn

Decision Tree 1 Decision Tree 2 Decision Tree n

...

Final
Classification

Figure 1.6: An ensemble of decision trees for classification

This makes such overfitted models not generalisable to other instances from
another sample not seen in the training, leading to lower performance and
accuracy when applied to them. This problem is commonly avoided by: doing
cross-validation evaluation of models and optimising the performance for
all runs of the validation process, removing noise from the input data (for
example by data cleansing), removing irrelevant or correlated features used in
the training of the models, selecting more relevant features for training, using a
bigger data sample, using a supervised learning algorithm which intrinsically
leads to less bias and variance like RandomForest ensemble learners, etc.

We aim to develop a similarity technique for dataset pairs based on a set
of meta-features we collect to describe them, and then applying supervised
machine learning algorithms (including ensemble techniques) to create accu-
rate models which can support the similarity computation task. The main
challenge is finding adequate features and a generalisable approach to handle
such similarity computations accurately and efficiently. We use supervised
machine learning techniques to compute dataset similarity in Chapters 3 and
4.

4 Thesis Objectives and Research Questions

The goal of this thesis is to implement an effective framework that can fill
the research gaps presented in the previous discussion. This includes the
following objectives:
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• Objective A: Formulate techniques that can efficiently and effectively
compute approximation of dataset similarity.

• Objective B: Develop a framework based on approximate dataset similar-
ity techniques that can support DL governance, mainly cross-dataset rela-
tionships metadata management, holistic schema matching pre-filtering
and automatic dataset categorization.

• Objective C: Validate our proposed framework in a real-world DL envi-
ronment.

For Objective A, we formulate techniques which are able to approximate
overall dataset similarity based on metadata we collect from them, including
attribute profiles. In order to compute dataset similarity, we utilise supervised
machine learning algorithms (e.g., RandomForest ensemble learners [29]).
Such algorithms are able to learn from training examples to distinguish
between different classification categories, where in this thesis we aim to
differentiate between similar and dissimilar dataset pairs based on the overlap
between their data. We propose an approach that uses those techniques
to effectively and efficiently compute such similarity using the metadata
extracted.

Then, for Objective B, we exploit the output dataset similarity computations
in specific DL governance tasks. This includes supporting the early-pruning
goal for holistic schema matching, in addition to supporting dataset topical
classification using automatic categorization techniques. The thesis defines a
framework for extracting the schema metadata from flat tabular datasets using
classical techniques, in addition to experimentation with novel techniques
that can successfully tackle extraction of cross-datasets relationships, which
include computation of attribute similarity between different datasets.

Finally, for Objective C, we validate our proposed framework and its
utilised techniques on a real-world DL called OpenML20 in our experiments
[131], which has a large amount of datasets intended for analytics from
different subject areas. OpenML is a web-based data repository that allows to
upload different datasets used in DM experiments. OpenML stores datasets
in the ARFF tabular format which consists of diverse raw data loaded without
any specific integration schema. This allows us to evaluate our approach in a
real-life setting where datasets come from heterogeneous domains.

The above objectives can be translated into specific research questions as
follows:

• Dataset Similarity Computation

– Research Question RQ1: How can we use instance-based schema
matching techniques for computing dataset similarity?

20https://www.openml.org
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– Research Question RQ2: How can we use schema and data pro-
files in computing proximity between structured datasets using
supervised machine learning techniques?

• Metadata Exploitation for Governing DLs

– Research Question RQ3: How can we use proximity scores be-
tween datasets to pre-filter schema matching comparisons for early
pruning purposes?

– Research Question RQ4: How can we use proximity scores be-
tween datasets to automatically and correctly categorize datasets
into pre-existing categories of interest?

– Research Question RQ5: How can the content metadata be used to
browse the DL and to support the users in finding relevant datasets
with overlapping data?

5 Thesis Overview

In this section we present an overview of the thesis, including the proposed
proximity mining framework, the DL categorization challenge and how we
tackle it, and finally the metadata query interface.

5.1 Proximity Mining Framework

We formulate a framework that caters for the current shortcoming of a for-
malized metadata management process in the DL, with the goal of ingesting
flat tabular datasets, extracting metadata describing them, using the metadata
to find relationships, and finally categorising them in order to support gov-
ernance. This is visualised in Figure 1.7, where we see at the bottom a set of
datasets. First, we ingest them into the DL, parsing them to check that they
have no errors and extract their schema, which includes description of the
attributes found, their names and data types. All metadata extracted is stored
in a database (stored as “schema metadata”), where each dataset is annotated
with its corresponding schema description.

In the data digestion stage, we profile the datasets to extract distributions
and statistics about their attributes, which are stored as “dataset content
metadata”. Then, we apply the proposed proximity mining techniques to
extract relationships between different datasets, including similar schema (and
duplicate schema with very high similarity), and we store this as cross-schema
relationships.
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Figure 1.7: Overview of the proposed proxmity mining framework

We define proximity mining as a data mining process for the extraction of
cross-dataset similarity using metadata-based supervised machine learning
models.

Our proposed framework integrates DM techniques in the DL for enabling
analytical discovery of cross-dataset content relationships. We introduce in
Chapters 3 and 4 a novel supervised machine learning technique for com-
puting cross-dataset similarity, which makes the basis of proximity mining.
We mainly adapt the classical techniques of DM to the new environment of
the DL and BD. This includes application of DM to discover similar dataset
profiles and related attributes between them.

Finally, the extracted metadata are exploited in the top-most stage, where
the user (commonly a data wrangler [51, 69, 128]) is able to browse the DL
for finding relevant datasets with overlapping data. In addition, they are able
to categorize the datasets ingested based on the most similar ones already
existing, and applying pre-filtering steps to prune unnecessary comparisons
of dataset pairs before running schema matching techniques. We use DM tech-
niques for the pre-filtering task in Chapter 4 and the automatic categorization
of datasets in Chapter 5.

DM techniques (especially, supervised machine learning) are utilised in
the thesis to extract useful metadata about the content of the datasets and
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metadata about the relationships between them. This includes data profiles
and relevant information for the data scientist. Therefore, this thesis uses the
contributions of the DM field and applies it in the data management context
to achieve our thesis objectives. Examples of such application of DM include:

• Using supervised machine learning DM techniques to compute proxim-
ities between datasets and to detect patterns in their metadata for the
schema matching process.

• Using nearest-neighbour techniques with the metadata to automatically
find topical categories of datasets in the DL.

• Finding outliers which constitute abnormal data content which is not
related to other datasets in the DL.

We model our approach as a 3-stages framework where each higher stage
does less data analysis and gives more concise (summarised) information.
The lowest ingestion stage has to scan the complete raw dataset files to check
their correctness and extract their schema, the digestion stage only has to scan
attributes to extract data profiles and proximity metrics, and finally the highest
stage of exploitation only scans metadata without going through the raw data
inside each dataset.

The proposed framework can be applied in the context of BI inside large
business organizations with huge amounts of data or in the context of gov-
ernment administrations requiring a coherent framework of DL governance.
Our framework also helps the data consumers understand the information
owned in the DL in a quick and easy fashion. As a result, organizations can
discover new analytical opportunities for BI and improve the time-to-value of
analysing the DL.
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In order to implement the proposed proximity mining framework in
Figure 1.7, we instantiate it using prototypical implementations which use the
techniques described earlier in this chapter (Section 3). This is visualised in
Figure 1.8 as a BPMN process where each activity starts with an identifier
for the activity (e.g., ‘ING01’), followed by the chapter number(s) where the
component is described in parentheses, and a description. The process is
organised into the three stages from Figure 1.7. In ingestion, the schema is
extracted in ING01 and a random sample of the instances is collected in ING02
for passing it to the next level of digesting the data.

Digestion starts with the dataset content metadata extraction using data
profiling techniques. The datasets are profiled in DIG01 based on the sam-
pled instances from the previous activity. In DIG01, we compute high-level
summary statistics that describe the whole dataset. In DIG02, we compute
finer-grained statistics about each individual attribute inside the datasets.

Then, we compute the cross-schema relationships metadata by matching
attributes between different datasets, where their data profiles (and their
attributes) are compared in DIG03 in order to find related attributes with
similar data profiles and mapping each attribute to its top matching attribute
from the other datasets. The output from this activity is fed to the proximity
mining models in DIG04 in order to compute overall dataset-level similarity
scores.

Once the datasets are profiled and cross-schema relationships are com-
puted, the metadata generated are stored in a repository and are utilised for
different tasks and applications. In EXP01, dataset pairs with high proximity
scores are marked as related schema if they exceed a specific similarity thresh-
old, or duplicated schema if the dataset pair is highly similar. Based on the
output from EXP01, we aim in activity EXP02 to support the early-pruning
task for holistic schema matching by pre-filtering dissimilar dataset pairs with
a low similarity score from any further comparisons. We also aim in EXP03 to
categorize datasets with unknown topics into a recommended topic grouping
based on the most similar datasets found in the DL. Finally, in EXP04, all the
metadata collected are provided to the DL user in order to browse the datasets
in the DL by topics or by finding dataset pairs with highly similar schemata
(possible overlapping data). This can be presented as a proximity graph where
nodes represent datasets and edges represent the proximity scores between
those datasets. We describe how we present the proximity graph and the
output of exploitation in the following sub-sections.

5.2 DL Categorization

One of the tasks of DL Governance is effective data categorization. This means
finding the subject areas in the datasets and classifying them accordingly. This
supports data discovery which includes finding related datasets [10, 95] that
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can be analysed together, duplicate datasets for data quality checks [56], and
outlier datasets [74].
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Figure 1.9: A proximity graph showing topic-wise groupings of interlinked datasets in the DL
with their similarity scores

We seek to detect topic-wise categories of datasets in the DL describing
similar real-life subject areas and business domains. This includes groupings
of highly related datasets with similar data components stored inside them,
as depicted in the proximity graph in Figure 1.9. Here we show groupings of
datasets into topic-wise clusters. Each numbered node is a dataset and the
edges connecting them show a similarity score, where 1 means most similar
and 0 means most dissimilar. The goal is to be able to maintain such groupings
over the DL, where each topical cluster consists of interlinked datasets that
are similar to each other.

We tackle this challenge by first extracting metadata describing the content
of the datasets in the DL in order to implement this categorization. We use
the relationships detected between pairs of datasets to find their proximity
(similarities). Then, we use a measure of proximity between datasets using
those detected relationships within the categorization algorithm, and finally
we allocate datasets to the topics existing in the DL based on their most similar
cluster found in the DL or indicating that a dataset is an outlier that does not
belong to any such topic if no highly similar datasets are found [10, 105].

We allocate Chapter 5 to discuss the concept of automatic dataset catego-
rization into pre-existing topics-of-interest where we are able to group datasets
containing data about the same topic into the same grouping. This is a first
step toward fully automatic dataset categorisation for governing diverse DLs.
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5.3 Metadata Query Interface
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Figure 1.10: DL content metadata management and analysis process

Our ultimate goal is to be able to store all content metadata and cross-
dataset relationships extracted within our framework in a common repository
which could be queried by data scientists to find relevant data in the DL.
This can be seen in the process visualised in Figure 1.10. It is a 3-steps
process, where first the datasets ingested in the DL are annotated with their
schema metadata and content profiles (output statistics about datasets and
their attributes using data profiling). This is stored in metadata DBs. Then,
these metadata are consumed by the proximity mining (see Section 5.1) and
schema matching techniques (see Section 3.1) in order to compute dataset
similarity between pairs and to store relationships between them in a cross-
profile relationships repository. Finally, the output metadata and cross-profile
relationships are presented to the user in a queryable GUI. We demonstrate
this process in Chapter 6.

6 Thesis Contributions

This thesis covers different techniques to collect useful metadata about the
content of the DL, which supports in better understanding the datasets stored
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and their relationships, including automatic algorithms for that collection. The
research undertaken is expected to contribute to multiple fields, but mainly to
the data management community. The outcome directly contributes to data
management by creating new knowledge about managing metadata, which in-
cludes techniques to efficiently and effectively gather them to support holistic
schema matching, information discovery and information summarisation.

Thus, the thesis formalises the DL metadata management process for
governance purposes, experimenting with some schema matching techniques
for detecting relationships, and using DM techniques to compute proximity
between pairs of datasets. This includes reviewing the different techniques
previously utilised in the research literature and adapting/improving those
techniques in a holistic process to answer the research questions in Section
4. In addition, we experiment with the data ingestion process of metadata
extraction, which allows for the utilisation of schema matching and ontology
alignment techniques, like those in [126], to successfully compute similarity
and cross-schema relationships between datasets. A novel DM-based approach
to compute data profile similarity to find duplicates and relationships is also
evaluated for the early-pruning step of holistic schema matching, making
some new development and advancement for this topic.

For information discovery, the techniques proposed help discover data
profiles and relationships between datasets to support identification of do-
mains within the DL and identification of related datasets. As for information
summarisation, the techniques investigated support producing statistical sum-
maries and patterns from the data which efficiently describe their content.
Finally, data schemas are extracted to maintain knowledge about dataset
structures and how they can be used together to improve data utilisation.
In addition, the output metadata are managed to enhance integration and
querying for analytical discovery, which helps in the utility of the DL.

We implement and experiment with new proximity mining techniques
(we describe them in Section 5.1) and prove their capabilities in accurately
and efficiently computing similarities between heterogeneous schemata. We
propose generic techniques that do not assume any specific topic or business
domains, and improve the performance of the schema matching pre-filtering
task, outperforming the state-of-the-art instance-based schema matching tech-
niques. In our proposed techniques, we use metadata-based approximation
when matching datasets and their attributes instead of the current state-of-the-
art involving exact-value string-matching techniques. This helps in finding
related attributes and datasets where the data are coded or named differently
between datasets. Thus, we handle the shortcomings of current techniques
for dataset similarity computation (see Section 3.2) by developing a proximity
mining based approach in Chapters 3 and 4 which achieves the following:

• Extract automatic metadata about the data content stored in datasets at
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the attribute- and dataset- levels.

• Propose similarity approximation techniques which do not depend on
exact value matching and name based string-matching only.

• Propose generic approaches which do not assume the existence of any
specific attribute value formats, conversion rules, topic domains, or
the existence of pre-defined metadata describing the datasets and their
attributes like ontology mappings.

This thesis examines multiple directions of research in data management,
where the main contributions include answering the RQs in Section 4 as
follows:

1. rRQ1s Develop an approach for dataset similarity computation using
instance-level schema matching between datasets.

2. rRQ2s Formulate a supervised machine learning technique to find prox-
imity between heterogeneous datasets covering diverse topics.

3. rRQ2s Develop an approximate metadata-based schema matching ap-
proach where the goal is not to depend solely on syntactic string-based
matching but also on data profiles.

4. rRQ3s Experiment with techniques for schema matching early-pruning
and introduce the concept of pre-filtering using proximity mining.

5. rRQ3, RQ4s Propose a framework that utilises proximity mining in DL
governance, mainly for dataset categorisation and schema matching
pre-filtering.

6. rRQ5s Develop a GUI to query and use the output from our work to
help in discovering the datasets stored in the DL and their relationships.

7 Structure of the Thesis

We aim to conduct the following tasks: (i) Framework conceptualisation and
formalisation for the holistic proximity mining and metadata management in
the DL, (ii) Prototyping with instance-based techniques for matching datasets,
(iii) Implementing efficient and effective proximity mining techniques for
early-pruning within holistic schema matching, (iv) Efficient pre-filtering
schema matching implementation, and (v) Effective categorization techniques
for segmenting the DL.

The thesis is organised as follows:
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7.1 Chapter 2: Instance-level value-based schema matching
for mining proximity between datasets

This chapter focuses on Objectives A and C and tackles Research Question
RQ1. The goal is to apply instance-level value-based schema matching tech-
niques to find related attributes between datasets and to compute overall
dataset-level similarity. This includes the implementation of dataset similarity
computation based on probabilistic value-based string matching techniques
[126]. The computed relationships are aggregated to give overall dataset-
level proximity scores between datasets. We experiment with different string
matching techniques and different instance sampling sizes, where we test our
proposed approach on a sample from a real-world DL to prove its effectiveness.
The experiment includes comparison of performance of our proposed auto-
mated approach against human-based analysis, where our approach was able
to achieve a better performance when compared to humans. The approach
was found to be effective as a first step towards fully automated metadata
collection and management framework fro DLs. However, some shortcomings
were found, including the expensive computations required for the schema
matching task which need to improve by using a more efficient approach.
This is achieved in Chapters 3 and 4 using higher-level approximate schema
matching pre-filtering techniques.

The chapter incorporates the tasks ING01, ING02, DIG03 and DIG04 from
Figure 1.8. As this approach handles the raw dataset and does not use any
content-based metadata, it does not need to implement tasks DIG01-02.

7.2 Chapter 3: Dataset-level content metadata based proxim-
ity mining

This chapter focuses on Objectives A and C and tackles research question
RQ2. We introduce the concept of proximity mining where we collect high-level,
overall dataset content metadata using data profiling techniques, and we use
these metadata in supervised machine learning techniques for computing
cross-dataset proximity (similarities) and duplicate schemata. We experiment
our proposed techniques on a real-world DL, where we are able to detect
related and duplicated datasets using high recall rates and efficiency gains.
This includes tasks DIG01, DIG04 and EXP01 from Figure 1.8.

7.3 Chapter 4: Attribute-level content metadata based prox-
imity mining for pre-filtering schema matching

This chapter focuses on Objectives A, B, and C and tackles research question
RQ3. We aim to improve the proximity mining techniques from Chapter 3
by computing finer-granularity proximity scores between attributes and then
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computing overall dataset-level proximities by aggregating the individual
proximity scores between the top-matching attributes for a dataset pair. We
demonstrate an application of our proposed techniques by pre-filtering schema
matching comparisons effectively and efficiently. Here, we are able to filter
irrelevant dataset pairs with a low proximity score from further detailed
value-based schema matching at the instance-level. We compare our approach
against the state-of-the-art instance-based matching techniques and prove that
our proposed approach is more efficient and effective in detecting related
datasets. This supports the goal of early-pruning, where we reduce the
amount of comparisons for schema matching. This includes tasks DIG02,
DIG03, DIG04 and EXP02 from Figure 1.8.

7.4 Chapter 5: Automatic categorization of datasets using prox-
imity mining

This chapter focuses on Objectives B and C and tackles research question
RQ4. The goal is to identify a category of a dataset based on the most similar
datasets already existing inside the DL. We devise a k-nearest-neighbour
based approach to handle this task, where we find the top-k most similar
datasets depending on the extracted cross-dataset relationships metadata
and we allocate the most common category among those datasets as the
appropriate category. We experiment using a real-world DL sample and find
that our approach is highly effective in terms of recall and precision. This
includes task EXP03 from Figure 1.8.

7.5 Chapter 6: Prox-mine tool for browsing DLs using prox-
imity mining

This chapter focuses on Objective C and tackles research question RQ5. Here,
we integrate the different components and techniques of our approach into
a single prototype to demonstrate the value of proximity mining techniques
in a real-world setting. We implement a prototype that can handle dataset
ingestion, digestion and metadata exploitation for browsing the DL. This
includes tasks EXP04 from Figure 1.8, in order to support the DL user in the
following tasks:

• Find related and duplicated datasets.

• Identify the category of a new dataset based on the most similar datasets
existing in the DL.

• Identify the top-matching attribute candidates between a dataset pair
for detailed schema matching.
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• Browse the DL based on a proximity graph visualisation that shows
the relationships between datasets inside the DL using their computed
proximity scores.
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Chapter 2

Instance-level value-based
schema matching for
computing dataset similarity

Everything starts as an experimental prototype under
development, then it keeps changing, learning, evolving, and
adapting over time. Everything that gets measured eventually
gets managed. One never stops learning!

This chapter has been published as a paper in the proceedings of the 16th
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Abstract

There is currently a burst of Big Data (BD) processed and stored in huge raw data
repositories, commonly called Data Lakes (DL). These BD require new techniques
of data integration and schema alignment in order to make the data usable by its
consumers and to discover the relationships linking their content. This can be provided
by metadata services which discover and describe their content. However, there is
currently a lack of a systematic approach for such kind of metadata discovery and
management. Thus, we propose a framework for the profiling of informational content
stored in the DL, which we call information profiling. The profiles are stored as meta-
data to support data analysis. We formally define a metadata management process
which identifies the key activities required to effectively handle this. We demonstrate
the alternative techniques and performance of our process using a prototype imple-
mentation handling a real-life case-study from the OpenML DL, which showcases the
value and feasibility of our approach.
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1 Introduction

There is currently a huge growth in the amount, variety, and velocity of data
ingested in analytical data repositories. Such data are commonly called Big
Data (BD). Data repositories storing such BD in their original raw-format are
commonly called Data Lakes (DL) [128]. DL are characterised by having a
large amount of data covering different subjects, which need to be analysed by
non-experts in IT commonly called data enthusiasts [91]. To support the data
enthusiast in analysing the data in the DL, there must be a data governance
process which describes the content using metadata. Such process should
describe the informational content of the data ingested using the least intrusive
techniques. The metadata can then be exploited by the data enthusiast to
discover relationships between datasets, duplicated data, and outliers which
have no other datasets related to them.

In this chapter, we investigate the appropriate process and techniques
required to manage the metadata about the informational content of the DL.
We specifically focus on addressing the challenges of variety and variability of
BD ingested in the DL. The metadata discovered supports data consumers in
finding the required data in the large amounts of information stored inside
the DL for analytical purposes [132]. Currently, information discovery to
identify, locate, integrate and reengineer data consumes 70% of time spent
in data analytics project [128], which clearly needs to be decreased. To
handle this challenge, this chapter proposes (i) a systematic process for the
schema annotation of data ingested in the DL and (ii) the systematic extraction,
management and exploitation of metadata about the datasets’ content and their
relationship by means of existing schema matching and ontology alignment
techniques [13, 24, 126].

The proposed process allows for the automation of data governance tasks
for the DL. To our knowledge, the proposed framework is the first holistic
approach which integrates automated techniques for supporting analytical
discovery of cross-DL content relationships, which we call information profiles as
explained below. This should cater for the current shortcoming of a formalized
metadata management process to prevent the DL from becoming a data swamp;
that is a DL that is not well governed and can not maintain appropriate
data quality. Data swamps store data without metadata describing them,
decreasing their utility [13].

Information Profiling. Traditional schema extraction and data profiling
involves analysing raw data for detecting structural patterns and statistical
distributions [98]. There is currently a need for higher-level profiling which
involves analysing information about the approximate schema & instances
relationships between different datasets instead of just single datasets [58],
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which we specifically define as Information Profiling. This involves the
analysis of metadata and schema [58, 116] extracted from the raw data
using ontology alignment techniques [24, 126]. Such techniques exploit 1.
schema metadata and 2. data profile metadata to match different attributes
from different datasets, generating the information profile. A schema
profile describes the schema of datasets, e.g. how many attributes, their
data types, and the names of the attributes [1]. The data profiles considered
describe the values of the dataset, i.e. the single-attribute statistics of values
[98]. Information profiles, the 3rd type of content metadata, exploits the
patterns from data profiles and data schemas [132]. For example, annotating
attributes which can be linked based on approximate similarity of data
distributions and data types.

Content Metadata. Content metadata is the representation of all types
of profiles in the DL. Of our interest is augmenting metadata describing
the informational content of datasets as first-class citizens, in order to
support exploratory navigation of the DL. This involves representing the
schema and profiles of data ingested in semantic-enabled standards like
RDF (https://www.w3.org/RDF), which is a recommendation of the W3C
for representing metadata. It is important to have metadata in semantically-
enabled formats, because it supports information profiling using schema
matching and ontology alignment techniques like [24, 126].

Contributions. The main contribution here is an end-to-end content metadata
management process which provides a systematic approach for data governance.
We identify the key tasks and activities for content metadata management
in the DL for alignment purposes [76]. We focus on detecting three types of
relationships: duplicate datasets, related datasets (i.e. “joinable" data attributes
between datasets), and outlier datasets. This includes (i) identification of
what content metadata must be collected for detecting relationships between
datasets. In addition, (ii) identification of methods to collect such metadata to
annotate the datasets. Finally, (iii) we prove the feasibility of our approach
using a prototype applied to a real-life case-study. With the challenge of new
formats of raw data flowing inside the DL and the high variability of such
data, the answer to these challenges is non-trivial. Difficulties here include
effective techniques for sampling the data to improve efficiency, applying
the right matching techniques and efficiently using them for convergence.
We propose a framework catering for those challenges which considers the
schema, data, and information profile metadata managed.
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For the remainder of the chapter: we review related work in Section 2;
we demonstrate our approach using a motivational case-study in Section 3;
we propose a framework & process for managing such metadata in Section
4; we showcase a prototype implementing our approach in Section 5; we
follow with results from experimenting with the prototype on the DL from
the motivational example in Section 6; and we conclude the chapter with a
discussion of the metadata management approach and recommendations for
future research in Sections 7 and 8.

2 Related Work

There is currently missing a holistic approach of informational content meta-
data management to support the data enthusiast [128, 91]. The DL also
needs to have accompanying metadata to prevent it from becoming a data
swamp [13]. Currently, data profiling and annotation is of great importance
for research in DL architectures and is currently a hot topic for research
[132, 105, 92]. Some techniques and approaches were previously investigated,
but are mainly focused on relational content metadata [98, 1], free-text meta-
data [92], or data provenance metadata [128, 65]. Most of the current research
efforts are suggesting the need for a governed metadata management process
for integrating different varieties of BD [58, 92, 30]. This is currently handled
by manual inspection of the data in the DL which consumes a lot of time and
results in a big analytical latency [30]. Our proposed framework handles this
metadata using automatic techniques.

Many research efforts are targeting extraction of schema and content metadata.
Those provide an overview of techniques, algorithms and approaches to
extract schemas, matching schemas, and finding patterns in the data content
of data files [92, 130]. There is also research to detect cross-data relationships
which aim at detecting similar data files with similar informational concepts
[30, 90].

Ontology alignment and schema matching techniques which are based
on finding similarity between data schemas and instances of data can also
be utilised to integrate datasets [24]. This can be achieved by extracting
the schema and ontology from the data and then applying the matching
techniques [130].

The current shortcoming of research about managing metadata in the DL is
that the available techniques are not formally defined as a systematic process
for data governance, it is still applicable only to relational data warehouses,
and does not handle the automatic annotation of informational content of
datasets in the DL. We cover this gap by proposing an automatic content
metadata management process. The ontology alignment techniques were also
classically applied to discover similarity between two large ontologies [126],
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Table 2.1: Description of OpenML datasets

Domain Datasets IDs Datasets
Vehicles 21,455,967,1092 car,cars,cars,Crash
Business 223,549,841 Stock,strikes,stock
Sports 214 baskball
Health 13,15,37 breast-cancer,breast-w,diabetes
Others 48,50,61,969 tae,tic-tac-toe,Iris,Iris

but have not been sufficiently applied before to duplicate detection, outlier
detection and cross-datasets relationships extraction on multiple discrete
datasets.

3 Motivational Case-Study

In order to demonstrate the feasibility and value of our systematic approach for
content metadata discovery, we implement a prototype called Content Metadata
for Data Lakes (CM4DL). This prototype is tested with a real-life example of a
DL called OpenML1. OpenML is a web-based data repository which allows
data scientists to contribute different datasets which can be used in data
mining experiments [131]. The OpenML platform supports loading different
types of data which are stored in the WEKA2 format (i.e. ARFF). OpenML
stores datasets which represent diverse data domains, and can be considered a
DL because it involves raw data loaded without a specific integration schema
and which represent diverse subject-areas intended for analytics. A subset of
this DL involving 15 datasets categorized into 5 subject-areas were used in
our experiments and can be seen in Table 2.1 (it uses the OpenML dataset-ID,
which can be used for retrieving the data using the OpenML API3. The dataset
names from OpenML are given in the last column).

OpenML provides pre-computed data profiles for each dataset as JSON
files (retrievable by the API too), which we have parsed in our prototype and
used to compare the datasets with each other. This includes the statistical
distribution of numerical attributes and the value frequency distribution of
nominal attributes [131]. The datasets will be used in our experiments as
input datasets. They will be automatically annotated to describe their content
(attributes and instances). Each dataset consists of a number of attributes for
each instance. Each instance of a dataset shares the same attributes.

1http://www.openml.org
2http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
3http://www.openml.org/guide
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x “ rdpd´ 1q{2s ˚m2 (2.1)

The number of attributes is 10 per dataset on average. In order to compare
all attributes together from those datasets, there needs to be about 10500
comparisons according to Equation 2.1. This approximates the number of
comparisons x in terms of d number of datasets and m number of attributes,
not comparing a dataset to itself or to other datasets twice. This is very
difficult for a human to achieve and will require a huge effort (as will be
described in the experiments in Section 6). Therefore, it is important to
have an automatic process which is capable of efficiently executing those
comparisons and capturing the important informational relationships between
the datasets. Challenges which arise include efficiently handling the large
varieties of datasets in OpenML. The automated process handling this is
described in the next Section.

4 A Framework for Content Metadata Management

In this section, we propose a framework for the automatic management of
metadata about the DL. The goal is a cross-datasets relationships aware DL
which can be navigated easily. This framework integrates the different schema
matching and ontology alignment techniques for the purpose of information
profiling. Metadata annotation can be efficient and does not heavily affect
processing times of datasets in the DL as shown in related experiments like
[92, 65] and in our experiments in Section 6.
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The framework involves 3 main phases. The first phase is data ingestion
which includes discovering the new data by its provenance metadata, parsing
the data, extracting the schemas from the data (similar to [130]), and storing
the data in the DL with its annotated schema metadata. The second phase is
data digestion which means analysing the data flowing to the DL to discover
informational concepts and data features. This phase includes data profiling,
schema profiling and ontology alignment to extract information profiles (i.e.
extraction of all content metadata artefacts). The datasets are annotated with
their profiles in the metadata repository. The third phase includes metadata
exploitation like discovering relationships between datasets. This involves in-
formation profiling which exploits the content metadata from the data digestion
process to detect and annotate the relationships of a dataset with other related
datasets which can be analysed together [132]. Those are called cross-dataset
relationship metadata.

The framework is implemented by a structured metadata management
process, which can be seen in Figure 2.1. This facilitates systematically col-
lecting and maintaining the metadata throughout the lifetime of the DL. To
define the activities for this framework, we present a BPMN process model.
Each activity in the BPMN model is described below by the technique along
with its computational complexity, and description of what is achieved.
Start & data ingestion. The dataset annotation process starts when a signal
arrives to the metadata engine, indicating that a new dataset is uploaded
to the DL. In ING01, the dataset is located using its provenance metadata
in Op1q time. Then it is parsed in ING02 to verify its structural correctness
in Opnq time, where n is number of instances. The dataset is then analysed
in activity ING03 to extract and annotate the schema semantics in Opmq
time, where m is the number of attributes. This is done using RDF ontology
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extraction techniques like in [130]. The generated metadata are stored in a
semantic-aware metadata repository (i.e. RDF Triplestore4).
Data digestion. The dataset is then digested to extract the content metadata.
This starts by DIG01 which creates the data profile and schema profile using
simple statistical techniques and profiling algorithms similar to [98]. This is
done in Opnq time. The following activity DIG02 samples the data instances
to improve the efficiency of the information profiling algorithms in the next
activity, which is completed in Op1q time. In DIG03, the dataset and its profiles
are compared to other datasets and their profiles using ontology alignment
techniques, which requires Opm2q in worst case scenario [76]. We propose
an algorithm to reduce this complexity in Section 5. There should be certain
cut-off thresholds of schema similarity (like [92, 130, 90]) and data profile
similarity [105] to indicate whether to align two datasets together, in order to
decrease the number of comparisons made in this activity. Ontology alignment
is used to extract metadata about the relationships with other datasets. The
existing alignment techniques we utilize first hash and index the values from
the data instances like [124], then use an alignment algorithm like [126] to
match the attributes from the datasets. The dataset is analysed to extract its
information profile and then goes to the exploitation phase of the framework.
Metadata exploitation. This starts in the EXP01 subprocess which detects
relationships with other datasets using the content metadata stored in the
Metadata Repository. This can be seen in Figure 2.2. This includes EXP01-1
which checks if similar attributes in other datasets exist by comparing the
similarity stored between datasets’ attributes against a specific threshold.
If the similarity of attributes exceeds the threshold then related datasets
exists, and the flow follows with EXP01-4 which annotates the cross-profile
relationships and stores this as the Cross-Profile Metadata. We also discover
duplicate datasets in EXP01-4. Those are datasets with the same profiles
including the same schema structure, with the same number of attributes, and
similar data profile (i.e. overlapping value frequency distributions). Otherwise,
if there is no related datasets detected in EXP01-1, the dataset is checked in
EXP01-2 to see whether it is an outlier [1]. The dataset is an outlier if it has no
matching attributes with other datasets found in the metadata repository, and
is annotated as an outlier in EXP01-3.

The remainder of this chapter discusses an instantiation of this process
and experimental results from its implementation.

5 The CM4DL Prototype

In order to instantiate the BPMN model in Figures 2.1 & 2.2 and to prove its
feasibility, we implement a prototype called Content Metadata For Data Lakes

4https://www.w3.org/wiki/LargeTripleStores
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Figure 2.3: CM4DL System Architecture

(CM4DL in short). The prototype consists of multiple components and the
system architecture can be seen in Figure 2.3. The prototype is based on a
Java implementation. Tools and APIs which are developed by 3rd-parties, but
which are utilised are shown using a different symbol as seen in the legend.

5.1 Prototype Architecture

The prototype consists of three main layers, in addition to the DL dataset
files. The DL files containing the datasets are first read along with their
accompanying JSON metadata from OpenML (using the OpenML Java-based
API library). This retrieves the ARFF datasets and JSON metadata objects
from the OpenML library and stores it on the local server machine. In the
data ingestion engine layer, a Java data parser component is utilised. The
data parser reads the ARFF files using the WEKA Java API and converts the
datasets to CSV files. This conversion is based on mapping the ARFF attributes
to CSV columns. The parser utilises the JSON metadata files provided by the
OpenML API which describe each attribute and its data-type. This provides
us with pre-computed data-profiles describing the dataset and each attribute
in the dataset. For numeric attributes, the metadata includes min, max, mean,
and standard deviation. For nominal and string attributes, it provides the full
frequency distribution of values.

The next layer is the main component for content metadata management,
which is called Content Metadata Middleware. It is responsible for first
converting the datasets from OpenML to RDF schemas. This is done using the
schema extractor which loads the CSV files into a Jena TDB RDF triplestore.
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Those files are sampled for a specific number of instances, and are then
parsed using the Jena RDF library for Java5. The output leads to a mapping
of each ingested dataset with an RDF N-triple ontology representing the
schema and its sampled instances. Each dataset is represented as an RDF
class and each attribute as an RDF property. Finally, a metadata annotator uses
the generated ontology mappings to discover relationships between datasets
consisting of similar attributes. This matching task is done using the ontology
alignment engine in the last layer which detects schema- and instance- based
relationships between datasets, and returns them to the metadata annotator
to be stored in the Metadata Repository.

Each component in the system architecture of the prototype implements
and automates activities from the BPMN process in Figure. 2.1. The Java
Data Parser handles the activities ING01 and ING02. The schema extractor in
the middleware layer handles activity ING03. The data and schema profile
is ingested in the OpenML JSON metadata and JSON parser which provide
the profile metadata for the middleware. The metadata annotator in the
middleware is able to exploit this profile metadata and the schema metadata to
detect duplicates using profile querying and ontology alignment respectively.
This handles activity DIG03. To detect relationships between datasets, EXP01
is implemented in the ontology alignment layer to detect related datasets
and their related attributes by analysing the information profiles extracted in
DIG03.

5.2 Ontology Alignment Component

In the CM4DL prototype, we utilize the existing ontology alignment engines
to facilitate our approach. The field of ontology alignment is very developed
and to understand the basic techniques of such tools you can refer to the
following references: [24, 126, 124]. In order to select an appropriate tool for
our task, we evaluated the research literature for a tool which supports the
following:

• Schema- and instance- based ontology alignment: the tool needs to analyse
both the schema (attribute types and dependencies) and the instances (values
for the attribute) to check for similarity. [24] compares such techniques.

• Indexing and hashing techniques (like the MinHash algorithm [124]): this
is essential to speed-up the comparison of the datasets and to make this
more efficient.

• Different techniques of instance-based similarity: the tool should imple-
ment different techniques for comparing values of instances like different

5https://jena.apache.org
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string-comparison techniques (e.g., normalised identities [126], shingling-
MinHash distances [124], etc.). The different similarity comparison tech-
niques can yield different effectiveness with different types of data. Therefore,
it is important to study different comparison techniques for effectiveness and
efficiency in our task.

• Open-source Java API: the tool must expose an open-source API which is
integrable within our developed prototype.

From the short-listed tools, according to the above criteria, we identified
COMA++ [24] and PARIS probabilistic ontology alignment [126] as possible
candidates. We selected PARIS because of its simplicity in integration with
a Java-based API and being cited for having high effectiveness with large-
scale ontology alignment when compared against other tools and benchmarks
(see [76]). PARIS aligns ontologies [126] by finding RDF subclasses which in
our case indicates the similarity of datasets, and RDF subproperties indicating
similarity of attributes in the datasets. Similarity is given as a percentage;
higher values means more similar.

The ontology alignment tool is capable of reading two ontologies and
detecting the degree of similarity between the two ontologies based on the
schema and instances in the ontology [126]. The ontology must be defined
in N-Triples6 RDF representation. The metadata annotator component can
send any two datasets in N-Triples format and then the tool will return the
similarity of classes (i.e. datasets) from both ontologies (coefficient between
0 and 1) along with similarity between both datasets attributes (modelled as
RDF properties). The similarity is based on comparing instances (modelled as
RDF concepts) using string matching techniques. In PARIS [126], there are two
techniques provided, which we have used in our prototype: the identity-based
exact match [126] and the shingling-based MinHash approximate matching
[124]. For the identity-based approach the attribute values are normalized by
removing punctuation marks and converting the characters to lower-case. The
normalized text are then compared for exact matches. This works best for
numeric attributes with exact values. The shingling-based approach compares
n-grams of text (i.e. specific number of character sequences) and is better
suited for approximate matching of strings.

Relationships detected in this layer include examples like those in Table
2.2 which are based on the OpenML datasets used in the experiments. The
table compares attributes from two datasets by showing their relationship.
Each dataset is described by its OpenML ID and dataset name. The attribute
name from each dataset is then given. Finally a relationship is listed as either:
related, duplicate, or outlier. The relationship related is used to identify similar
attributes which can be used to “link" the datasets together. The relationships

6https://www.w3.org/TR/n-triples
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Table 2.2: Example Cross-dataset Relationships

No. Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Relationship
1 37 (diabetes) 214 (baskball) age age related
2 455 (cars) 549 (strikes) model.year year related
3 455 (cars) 967 (cars) all all duplicate
4 455 (cars) 1092 (Crash) name model related
5 455 (cars) 1092 (Crash) weight Wt related
7 50 (tic-tac-toe) N/A all N/A outlier

are identified by analysing the similarity of the actual value distribution of the
attributes as exhibited by the instances of data in the dataset [126]. Related
attributes should have an overlapping distribution of values which can be
used to link the attributes together. The ontology alignment algorithms should
be capable to detect that attributes like those in relationships no. 2, 4, and
5 are related. Although the attributes have different names in the schema,
their values are overlapping and hold similar character- or numeric- values.
Therefore, it is important to use ontology alignment which is instance-based
to detect such relationships.

In addition, when all attributes are related with attributes of another
dataset we call this relationship a duplicate relation. This means the datasets
contain similar informational content in all their attributes. This can be seen
for example in Table 2.2 row 3. Detecting duplicates can help in data cleansing
and de-duplication by eliminating or merging them to maintain high data
quality in the DL with less redundancy. It is based on taking a cut-off threshold
of similarity generated by the ontology alignment tool to indicate if datasets
are duplicates (e.g. taking 0.8 for similarity of all attributes). Finally, an outlier
is a dataset which has no related attributes in any of the other datasets in the
data lake. For outliers, all attributes of a dataset have no matching attributes
in any other dataset.

5.3 Dataset Comparison Algorithm

In order to match the datasets we use Algorithm 1. It automates the infor-
mation profiling activity DIG03 in Figure 2.1, however, note that the BPMN
describes the handling of each separate dataset while the algorithm describes
the overall collective handling of datasets. The matching algorithm is based
on the ontology alignment similarity measure [126] and the average data and
schema profile similarity. The profile similarity is calculated as the average of
the difference between the normalized profile features from each dataset. The
list of profile features used includes: the number of attributes in the dataset,
number and percentage of numerical/binary/symbolic attributes, the number
of classes for the target variable, the size and percentage of the majority and
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Algorithm 1: DatasetSimilarityMatching
Input: DLNTripleFiles, Pro f ileMetadata, Pro f ileThreshold, RelationThreshold, DuplicateThreshold
Output: Duplicates, Relationships, Outliers
begin

1 D Ð pDLNTripleFiles, Pro f ileMetadataq
2 Duplicates, Relationships, Outliers Ð tu

3 foreach d P D do
4 P Ð Dztdu
5 foreach p P P do
6 psimilarity Ð AvgPro f ileSimilaritypd, pq
7 if psimilarity ą Pro f ileThreshold then
8 Sem Ð parisSimilaritypd, pq
9 foreach r P Sem do

10 if sprq ą RelationThreshold then
11 Relationships Ð RelationshipsYtru

12 End If

13 if @a1 P Attributespdq,Da2 P Attributesppq^ pd, a1, p, a2, sq P Sem^ s ą
DuplicateThreshold then

14 Duplicates Ð DuplicatesYtpd, pqu

15 End If

16 D Ð Dztdu

17 D Ð pDLNTripleFiles, Pro f ileMetadataq
18 foreach d P D do
19 if Epd, a, d2, a2, sq P Relationships then
20 Outliers Ð OutliersYtdu

21 End If

22 return Duplicates, Relationships, Outliers

minority classes of the target variable, the number of instances in the dataset,
percentage of instances with missing values, and the dimensionality measure.
This subset of features were selected because they are the most frequently
occurring in the OpenML JSON metadata.

The algorithm consists of input DL N-Triple files (DLNTriples), the JSON
metadata features (ProfileMetadata), and the thresholds for matching datasets
on the basis of profile metadata (ProfileThreshold), or thresholds for matching
attributes in the ontology alignment tool as related (RelationThreshold) or
duplicates (DuplicateThreshold). The output of the algorithm is 3 sets consisting
of discovered relationships. If two datasets d1 and d2 are duplicates of each
other they are added to the Duplicates set as a tuple pd1, d2q, if they are not
related to any other dataset then they are added to the Outliers set as a tuple
of the dataset identifier pdxq and if they are related to other datasets then the
exact attributes from both datasets a1 and a2 with relationships (similarity
measure s between 0 and 1) between them are added to the Relationships set as
a tuple ‘r’ of pd1, a1, d2, a2, sq.

The algorithm loops (Lines 3-16) on each dataset (and its accompanying
profile) and compares it with each of the other datasets (in set ‘P’ from Line
4) based on the similarity of their data and schema profiles psimilarity. If
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the psimilarity is bigger than the assigned threshold in the input then the
ontology similarity is computed within the inner-loop of Lines 5-15 which
compares each dataset with each of the other datasets not checked before
by the algorithm. This filtration If-statement (Line 7) is used to prevent non-
necessary expensive comparisons with ontology alignment tools for datasets
with disjoint profiles. To prevent any filtration in this step, we can set the
ProfileThreshold to 0. The psimilarity is calculated as the average similarity
of all data-profile and schema-profile metadata features in ProfileMetadata
for both datasets in AvgProfileSimilarity(d1, d2). In Line 8 we compute the
ontology similarity parisSimilarity [126] between each attribute of the dataset
and attributes of the other datasets not checked by the algorithm before
(we guarantee not double checking datasets by removing them from the
comparison list of ‘D’ at the end of the loop in Line 16). The set Sem in Line 8
contains relationships tuples ‘r’. In Line 13, if all the attributes between both
datasets have relationships with similarity exceeding the DuplicateThreshold,
then we add the datasets to the Duplicates set. In Lines 18-21, if the dataset
is not related to any other dataset (i.e. does not have any member tuple in
the Relationships set), then we add it to the Outliers set in Line 20. To make
the algorithm more efficient we take samples of instances for comparison in
the N-Triples of each dataset element of ‘D’. The worst-case complexity of the
algorithm is given in Equation 2.1.

6 Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe the results of executing the prototype on the
OpenML DL. To compare the automated approach and algorithm with the
manual approach, we conduct an experiment with OpenML data. Our goal is
to test the feasibility and effectiveness of our automated approach as compared
to manual human checks. For the sample data of 15 datasets related to
different domains as described in Table 2.1, we present these data to 5 human-
experts to analyse the relationships (like those listed in Table 2.2) and then
compare this to our automated approach. The human participants consisted
of postgraduate pharmacists representing data enthusiasts. We have also
independently analysed the datasets in 6 hours and have created a gold-
standard of relationships, duplicates, and outliers for evaluating the manual
and automatic approaches against. Such relationships detection includes
analysis of two main types of attributes described below:

• Numeric attributes: Those include attributes represented as integers or real
numbered values. They have a data profile involving statistical value distri-
butions like mean, min, max, and standard deviations. An example would
be the attributes in row no. 5 in Table 2.2 showing the continuous numeric
value of the weight of cars in kilograms (e.g., 3000).
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• Nominal and String attributes: Those include attributes having discrete
values of nominal numbers or strings of characters. Their data profile mainly
involves frequency distributions of their distinct values. An example would be
the attributes in row no. 4 in Table 2.2 showing the name of the car models in
the dataset in character strings. For example, the strings “volkswagen_type_3"
and “Volkswagen". Although the values are represented in different strings
of characters, they still hold the same information about Volkswagen cars and
should be detected in the experiments as similar values.

For the automated CM4DL implementation, the thresholds used with
Algorithm 1 were 0.5 or 0.0 for ProfileThreshold, 0.5 for RelationThreshold and
0.75 for DuplicatesThreshold. All experiments were executed on an i7-5500U
Quad-core CPU, 8GB of memory and 64-Bit Windows 7 machine. We examine
using the following alternatives:

• Different sampling sizes: we execute random sampling on the data instances
to speed-up the ontology alignment task. We test using samples of sizes 100,
500, and 700 instances.

• Different iteration counts until convergence: In order to align the ontologies,
the techniques used are usually iterative in nature and require multiple
iterations until convergence [126]. The iterative nature allows for refinement
of the matching results [76]. We test different number of iterations until we
stop the alignment task. We test using 3,5,7, and 10 iterations.

• Different similarity detection approaches: We test two alternative approaches
for similarity detection between attributes: the identity-based and the shingling-
based matching. We also combine both approaches to detect relationships by
running them both on the data and merging the output.

• Different profile similarity thresholds: We examine using the average profile
similarity between datasets as a filtering technique to eliminate comparisons
using ontology alignment. This involves eliminating datasets having a profile
similarity below a threshold. We test two thresholds: 0.5 and 0. For the later
threshold, it means we do not filter any comparisons.

We compare the overall standard precision, recall and F1 measures [86]
for the relationships detected. For the human-experts, their results are sum-
marized in Table 2.3. As can be seen, it takes considerable effort and time to
manually compare the datasets. It took on average more than 2 hours and up
to 4 hours to annotate the datasets by a human. The precision average is also
considerably low at 57.5% (with a min of 20.5% and max of 91.3%). For the
recall, it was also at a low average of 61.1%. The overall F1 mean is at 55.6%
which shows a need for improvement by automated techniques.

The graphs in Figure 2.4 show the assessment of the F1 measure and
computational efficiency (timing) of executing the automated algorithm on
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Table 2.3: Results of Manual Annotation

Participant Time Taken Precision Recall F1
1 0.66 hours 91.3 55.3 68.9
2 4 hours 66.0 92.1 76.9
3 3 hours 20.5 42.1 27.6
4 2.66 hours 28.8 60.5 39.0
5 1.5 hours 80.8 55.3 65.6
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Figure 2.4: Performance analysis of CM4DL in the OpenML experiments

the experiment data. The time durations include the following: loading the
datasets along with the JSON metadata to the triplestore, the tasks of the
content metadata middleware in parsing the data and converting them into
RDF N-Triples, and the ontology alignment execution time between all the
datasets in the experimental setting. We test and compare for different number
of iterations for the ontology alignment and matching execution, different
sampling and different threshold of data profile similarity filtration. Graph
(a) shows the F1 for the combined identity-similarity and shingling-similarity
instance-matching techniques, and graph (b) shows the corresponding execu-
tion time of the Algorithm 1. Each line in the graphs represent the following
as indicated in the legend: ProfileThreshold for Algorithm 1-sampling size-
similarity technique. ProfileThreshold was tested at 0.5 and without any limit
(as indicated by ‘no’).

From the graphs in Figure 2.4, it can be seen that the automatic approach
yields good F1 scores between 82% and 91% for sample sizes between 500
and 700 instances. Generally, sampling negatively impacts the F1 score of
the algorithm, however it has a bigger effect on smaller sample sizes like 100
instances which yielded F1 between 46% and 50%. Filtering the data profiles
before comparisons proved to be effective in improving computational times
while not severely impacting the F1 score. For a sample of 700 instances, we
can still achieve 87% F1 (just 3% downgrading from comparing all datasets)
while considerably saving computation time from 151s to 92s. It was noted,
as expected, that more iterations of the ontology alignment algorithm yields
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more time for computations. However, there is no big downgrades from using
less iterations, while it can considerably save processing time.

We only demonstrate the results from the combined approach in the graphs
of Figure 2.4. However, it must be noted that the identity-similarity matching
outperformed the shingling-similarity matching in all experiments. Shingling
had an F1 score between 35% and 49% while taking more computation time
between 63s and 82s for no filtering and 40s to 50s for filtering the data
profiles. On the other hand, identity had an F1 score between 86% and 89%
for sample sizes between 500 and 700 instances. For 100 instances samples,
the effectiveness deteriorated sharply between 50% and 55%.

7 Discussion

As can be seen in the results, the automated techniques outperforms human
subjects in both effectiveness (in terms of F1 measure) and efficiency (in terms
of time for computation). By interviewing the human subjects, it was noted
that they mainly focus on analysing nominal attributes without delving into
numerical attributes analysis. In some subjects, there were almost no relations
made within numeric attributes in the whole exercise, although they were
instructed to do so. The automated techniques are more adept at comparing
numeric features. On the flip side, humans are good at analysing nominal
attributes as they can understand the semantic meanings behind them, which
is difficult for a machine, e.g., for relationship no. 2 in Table 2.2, it is obvious
for humans that a year ‘1975’ is similar to ‘75’ but the automated algorithms
considering shingling-sizes of 3 or 4 can not easily detect this relationships (as
was experienced in our experiments). Also, the general feedback from human
subjects expresses that they feel reluctant when making correlations between
data. Such data enthusiasts simply do not want to spend considerable time to
take the same systematic approach as a machine.

The results show that sampling can considerably minimize the algorithm’s
execution duration while not severely impacting the performance of the
algorithm. It was observed, as expected, that smaller sample sizes negatively
impact effectiveness measured by F1. However, this impact becomes sharp
with very small sample sizes only. For slight sampling variations in larger
sample sizes, the F1 measure is not severely impacted. The results indicate
that higher number of iterations for the alignment algorithms can yield better
results, however, a more optimal number of less iterations can be selected
without severely impacting the effectiveness of the algorithms. The efficiency
gains from less iterations and more sampling can save considerable time.
Sampling the data profiles from the datasets before comparison using ontology
alignment techniques also saves sufficient computational time while not having
considerable negative impact on the F1 score.
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Duplicates were overall really well detected in all experiments applying
the identity-based matching algorithm. Relationships in numeric attributes
were better detected using identity-based matching, and for string attributes
they were better detected using shingling-based matching. Combining both
matching approaches led to the highest overall F1 score.

Shingling matching techniques generally have a low recall and precision
but are good in detecting approximate relationships for string-based attributes.
Shingling adds considerable errors especially in numeric attributes which
reduces the precision. Identity-based techniques have high recall and precision
but miss the cases of quasi-similarity string matching. Identity techniques
have a high rate of recall and can easily detect duplicated datasets. It is
therefore advisable to use multiple techniques in ontology alignment between
datasets to improve the effectiveness in detecting the relationships between
them.

The automated end-to-end process saves the huge manual effort required
to analyse the datasets and annotating the metadata to the datasets. The
automation results in some tens of seconds for metadata extraction and man-
agement instead of the multiple hours required by manual human inspection.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented our content metadata management framework which fa-
cilitates alignment in DL. We have demonstrated our approach within the
OpenML DL environment. Our experiments shows the feasibility of our auto-
matic approach in detecting relationships between the datasets. The results
show that filtering the datasets for comparison, using sampling techniques,
and using different ontology matching techniques can improve the efficiency
of the approach while still achieving good effectiveness. We have also demon-
strated the types of content metadata to collect for: schema, data profiles, and
information profiles. This content metadata was used in a structured process
to detect relationships between datasets, in order to facilitate the navigation
and analysis of the DL.

For the future, we will examine the utilization of different supervised
learning techniques to find the optimum similarity thresholds and weightings
of the similarity measures to use in our algorithm. We will also investigate
how to dynamically select the sample size based on a measure of heterogeneity
of the datasets being compared together. We also acknowledge that we can
improve the efficiency of the algorithm by creating a 3rd reference integration
ontology after each ingestion to decrease the number of comparisons by the
algorithm to this single-integrated ontology. To improve the efficiency of
our algorithm we are planning to parallelize the computations in a parallel-
computing framework like MapReduce.
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Abstract

With the arrival of Data Lakes (DL) there is an increasing need for efficient dataset
classification to support data analysis and information retrieval. Our goal is to use
meta-features describing datasets to detect whether they are similar. We utilise a
novel proximity mining approach to assess the similarity of datasets. The proximity
scores are used as an efficient first step, where pairs of datasets with high proximity
are selected for further time-consuming schema matching and deduplication. The
proposed approach helps in early-pruning unnecessary computations, thus improving
the efficiency of similar-schema search. We evaluate our approach in experiments
using the OpenML online DL, which shows significant efficiency gains above 25%
compared to matching without early-pruning, and recall rates reaching higher than
90% under certain scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Data Lakes (DL) [4] are huge data repositories covering a wide range of
heterogeneous topics and business domains. Such repositories need to be
effectively governed to gain value from them; they require the application
of data governance techniques for extracting information and knowledge to
support data analysis and to prevent them from becoming an unusable data
swamp [4]. This involves the organised and automated extraction of metadata
describing the structure of information stored [132], which is the main focus
of this chapter.

The main challenge for data governance posed by DLs is related to in-
formation retrieval: identify related datasets to be analysed together as well
as duplicated information to avoid repeating analysis efforts. To handle this
challenge it was previously proposed in [15] (see Chapter 2) to utilise schema
matching techniques which can identify similarities between attributes of
different datasets. Most techniques proposed by the research community [24]
are designed for 1-to-1 schema matching applications that do not scale up to
large-scale applications like DLs prone to gather thousands of datasets.

To facilitate such holistic schema matching and to deal with the sheer size
of the DL, [24] proposed to utilise the strategy of early pruning which limits
the number of comparisons of pairs of datasets. We apply this approach in
this chapter by proposing a technique which approximates the proximities of
pairs of datasets using similarity-comparisons of their meta-features. More
specifically, we use a supervised machine learning approach to model topic-
wise related classification of datasets. We then utilise this model in assigning
proximities between new datasets and those already in the DL, and then
predicting whether those pairs should be compared using schema matching
(i.e., have related information) or not. We implement this technique in the
datasets-proximity (DS-Prox) approach presented in this chapter. Our focus
is on early-pruning of unnecessary dataset comparisons prior to applying
state-of-the-art schema matching and deduplication (the interested reader is
referred to [24, 110] for more details on such techniques).

Our contributions include the following: 1. a novel proximity mining
approach for calculating the similarity of datasets (Section 4), 2. applying our
new technique to the problem of early-pruning in holistic schema matching
and deduplication within different scenarios for maintaining the DL (Sections
2, 3), and finally, 3. testing the proposed proximity mining approach on a
real-world DL to demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in early-pruning
(Section 5).

The chapter is organised as follows: we present a description of the
problem in Section 2, we present related work in Section 3, we present our
proposed dataset proximity mining approach in Section 4, we experimentally
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evaluate our approach on a real-world DL in Section 5 and finally we conclude
and present future work in Section 6.

2 Problem Statement

Our goal is to automate information profiling, defined in Chapter 2, which
aims at efficiently finding relationships between datasets in large heteroge-
neous repositories of flat data (i.e., tabular data like CSV, web tables, spread-
sheets, etc.). Those repositories usually include datasets uploaded multiple
times with the same data but with different transformed attributes. We focus
on two types of attributes: continuous numeric attributes and categorical nom-
inal attributes, and two types of relationships for pairs of datasets rD1, D2s:

RelpD1, D2q: Related pairs of datasets describe similar real-world objects or
concepts from the same domain of interest. These datasets store similar in-
formation in (some of) their attributes. Typically, the information contained
in such attributes partially overlap. An example would be a pair of datasets
describing different human diseases, like one for diabetes patients and
another for hypertension patients. The datasets will have similar attributes
(partially) overlapping their information like the patient’s age, gender, and
some common lab tests like blood samples.

DuppD1, D2q: Duplicate pairs of datasets describe the same concepts. They
convey the same information in most of their attributes, but such information
can be stored using differences in data. For example, two attributes can
describe the weight of an object but one is normalised between 0 and 1 and
the other holds the raw data in kilograms. Both attributes are identified to
be representing similar information although their data are not identical.

Examples. We scrutinise the relationship between two pairs of datasets in
Figure 3.1. Each dataset has a set of attributes. An arrow links similar
attributes between two datasets. For example, attributes ‘A1’ from D2 and
D3 are nominal attributes with two unique values, making them similar. A
numeric attribute like ‘A2’ in D2 holds similar data as attributes ‘A3’ and ‘A4’
from D3, as expressed by the intersecting numeric ranges. In our approach
we extract meta-features from the datasets (for this example, the number
of distinct values and means respectively) to assess the similarity between
attributes of a given pair of datasets. The Rel and Dup properties are then
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used to express datasets similarities. For example, DuppD1, D2q returns ‘1’
because they have similar information in most attributes (even though ‘A5’ and
‘A3’ do not match). Based on these two properties, our proposed approach
will indicate whether two datasets are possibly related (e.g., RelpD2, D3q =‘1’)
and should be considered for further scrutinising by schema matching, or if
they are possibly duplicated (e.g., DuppD1, D2q =‘1’) and should be considered
for deduplication efforts.

D2: census_data D3: health_data

A1: type {f,m} A1: gender {female,male} 

A2: age { 0<A2<100} 

A3: age { 30<A3<60} A3: race {01,02,03,04} 

A2: Ethnicity {AS,AF,ER,LT} 

A4: Household { 0<A4<16} A4: Temp { 35<A4<42} 

A5: income { 50k<A5<300k} A5: H_rate { 40<A5<160} 

Rel(D2,D3) = 1
Dup(D2,D3) = 0D1: 1992_city_data 

A1: salary {25k<A1<600k} 

A2: age { 20<A2<97} 

A3: family_Size { 2<A3<11} 

A4: identity {w,m,t}

A5: house_type {h,t,v,s,p,l} ...

Rel(D1,D2) = 1
Dup(D1,D2) = 1

. . .

. . .

Figure 3.1: Similarity relationships between two pairs of datasets

Scenarios. We aim at governing the DL by maintaining the Rel and Dup rela-
tionships between the datasets it contains. We consider two typical scenarios.
In scenario (a), we want to dredge a data swamp which we don’t know any
relationships for, thus, for all pairs in the DL we need to find if they are related
or duplicated. In scenario (b), we have an existing DL for which we know
all relationships between the datasets. However, given the dynamic nature
of DLs new datasets are frequently ingested. Thus, we need to compare this
dataset against the datasets already in the DL to find its relationships with
them.

3 Related Work

As described in [132], metadata describing the information stored in datasets
need to be collected to effectively govern BD repositories. Such metadata are
usually automatically collected across multiple datasets using data profiling
techniques like schema matching [98], which seeks to identify schematic
overlaps between datasets. This involves detecting related objects (instances or
attributes) and matching instances between two different schemata [24]. The
main line of research in this field is focused around improving the efficiency
of matching techniques for two very large schemata. In our research, however,
we focus on matching attributes between multiple large amounts of schemata,
closely related to the field of holistic schema matching [24, 110]. A more
restrictive case of schema matching involves deduplication [110]; finding highly
overlapping instances [39]. Similar to our special requirements for schema
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matching, we also seek to detect duplicated schemata instead of instances. This
is when schemata have similar overlapping attributes, not necessarily the same
instances.

As described in [24], it is recommended to utilise early-pruning mecha-
nisms for holistic schema matching, which filters out unnecessary matching
efforts using less complex techniques. This is commonly done using similar-
ity search techniques which seek to eliminate unnecessary comparisons of
datasets [103]. Several techniques for instance-based matching were proposed
including techniques like clustering [20, 39, 48], hashing [103], and indexing
[81, 103]. Alternatively, we propose to focus on attribute-based matching across
multiple-schemata for governing the DL which needs new and efficient tech-
niques. This field was not sufficiently studied before, with only preliminary
results in [125]. We propose a new approach utilising a novel technique of
computationally cheaper meta-features proximity comparisons. We seek to
prevent unnecessary and expensive schema matching computations in further
steps. We propose a machine learning approach for early-pruning that is
based on metadata collected from datasets. Such learning techniques were
proposed for future research in similarity search [26] where they use a su-
pervised machine learning model based on SVM to find similar strings for
deduplication. [26] shows that using machine learning leads to more accurate
similarity search from different domains of knowledge.

4 The DS-Prox Approach

We propose a proximity computation based on overall meta-features extracted
from the datasets, which we call DS-Prox. We are seeking to have approximate
similarity comparisons of pairs of datasets for the early-pruning task. Here
we apply cheap computation steps for the overall similarity search, to prevent
further expensive detailed analysis of the content of datasets which are es-
timated to be dissimilar. Similar to our previous work in [15] (see Chapter
2), we seek to profile the datasets ingested in the DL by extracting some
meta-features describing the overall content and attributes in the datasets. We
compute distances between each of the meta-features as proximity metrics.
We take a sample of pairs of datasets which are analysed by a data analyst
and annotated whether they hold related or duplicate data by means of the
Rel and Dup properties. Rel and Dup are boolean functions retrieving ei-
ther 1 (similar/duplicate respectively) or 0 (dissimilar/not duplicate). We
then use machine learning techniques over the proximity metrics to create
two independent models which can classify pairs of datasets according to
RelpD1, D2q and DuppD1, D2q respectively. The classification models are used
to score pairs of datasets with a similarity measure SimpD1, D2q. The similarity
score ‘Sim’ is defined independently for each of the relationships RelpD1, D2q
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and DuppD1, D2q as a number between 0 and 1, where 0 means dissimilar and
1 means most similar: SimpD1, D2q P r0, 1s.

4.1 The Meta-Features Distance Measures

Table 3.1: DS-Prox meta-features

Type Meta-feature Description

General
Number of Instances The number of instances in the dataset
Number of Attributes The number of attributes in the dataset
Dimensionality The ratio of number of attributes to number

of instances

Attributes by Type Number per Type The number of attributes per type (Nominal
or Numerical)

Percentage per Type The percentage of attributes per type (Nomi-
nal or Numerical)

Nominal Attributes
Average Number of Values The average number of distinct values per

nominal attribute
Standard Deviation of Number
of Values

The standard deviation in the number of dis-
tinct values per nominal attribute

Minimum/Maximum Number
of Values

The minimum and maximum number of dis-
tinct values per nominal attribute

Numeric Attributes
Average Numeric Mean The average of the means of all numeric at-

tributes
Standard Deviation of the Nu-
meric Mean

The standard deviation of the means of the
numeric attributes

Minimum/Maximum Numeric
Mean

The minimum and maximum mean of nu-
meric attributes

Missing Values

Missing Attribute Count The number of attributes with missing values
Missing Attribute Percentage The percentage of attributes with missing val-

ues
Minimum/Maximum Number
of Missing Values

The minimum and maximum number of in-
stances with missing values per attribute

Minimum/Maximum Missing
Values Percentage

The minimum and maximum percentage of
instances with missing values per attribute

Mean Number of Missing Val-
ues

The mean number of missing values from
each attribute

Mean Percentage of Missing Val-
ues

The mean percentage of missing values from
each attribute

For each dataset in the DL, we extract meta-features using data profiling
techniques. This includes general statistics about the dataset and its attributes
as described in Table 3.1. Our purpose for those meta-features is to describe the
general structure and content of the datasets for an approximate comparison
using our proximity metric and classification models. We compute distances
for each meta-feature mi from Table 3.1 between each pair of datasets rD1, D2s

using equation 3.1 which gives the relative difference as a number between 0
and 1. Those distances we feed to the supervised machine learning algorithm
in our approach.

distmi pD1, D2q “
maxtmipD1q, mipD2qu´mintmipD1q, mipD2qu

maxtmipD1q, mipD2qu
(3.1)
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4.2 The Approach

The approach proposed for early-pruning depends on classical machine learn-
ing which is divided into two phases: Supervised Learning Phase and Scoring
and Classification Phase. In the first phase, which can be seen in Figure 3.2,
we build a classification model for each of the properties Rel and Dup using
supervised learning techniques. First, for each dataset we extract its meta-
features from Table 3.1 which returns its data profile (In Figure 3.2 we see
a sample of two meta-features: number of attributes ‘nAttr’, and number of
instances ‘nIns’). Then, for each dataset, we generate all pairs with each of the
other datasets and compute the distances between their meta-features using
Equation 3.1. We also present the pairs of datasets to a human-annotator who
manually decides whether they satisfy (assign ‘1’) or not satisfy (assign ‘0’)
RelpD1, D2q and DuppD1, D2q. Any pair annotated as a match for DuppD1, D2q

must also be annotated as a match for RelpD1, D2q (i.e., all duplicate pairs of
datasets are also related). We feed both the annotated pairs of datasets with
their distances as training examples to a learner which creates two classifiers:
Mrel and Mdup.

Figure 3.2: DS-Prox: supervised machine learning

In the second phase, we apply the classifiers to the scenarios discussed in
Section 2, to score each new pair of previously unseen datasets. In scenario (a),
we have a setting where there are two DLs. DL1 has a group of datasets which
have previously known annotations of all their RelpD1, D2q and DuppD1, D2q

relationships between all pairs of datasets. On the other hand, DL2 is without
any annotations of such relationships and is therefore a data swamp we would
like to dredge. Therefore, we need to learn the models for RelpD1, D2q and
DuppD1, D2q from DL1 and apply them to DL2 which has different datasets.
In scenario (b), we have an existing DL for which we know all relationships
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between the datasets. We need to deal with a new dataset as it arrives in this
DL. We learn the models from the DL, and we apply them to each new dataset
Di ingested within the same DL. The models should identify all datasets in
the DL which are related or duplicate of Di.

When applying the classifiers, we compute for each pair of datasets the
similarity score of SimrelpD1, D2q and SimduppD1, D2q using the classifiers ex-
tracted in the previous phase. The Sim score is the positive-class distribution
value generated by each classifier. The predicted distribution-value achieved
for the ‘true’ class from each classifier is checked against a minimum threshold
to indicate whether the pair of datasets are overall related or duplicates. In our
approach, pairs of datasets are evaluated first if they match the DuppD1, D2q

relationship (indicating that it also matches RelpD1, D2q). If it fails this dupli-
cate test, then we evaluate if the pair still satisfies RelpD1, D2q. The output
classifiers can classify in the future any new pairs of datasets as either related
or duplicate according to two matching approaches: 1-to-1 matching or cluster
matching.

1-to-1 matching: all pairs satisfying RelpD1, D2q and DuppD1, D2q need to
be selected for further schema matching and deduplication. The calculations
are performed under the assumption that each and every pair of matching
datasets should be correctly identified using our models.

Cluster-based matching: It is common to use clustering based approaches
for the matching process [20, 24, 48]. Groups of datasets with close proximity
are segmented into clusters. In our case, the relationship Rel can be used
to cluster the datasets in the DL, after all relationships are discovered. We
therefore relax our requirements for the second phase so that a new dataset
should match with any single dataset in the same cluster in order to consider
it a positive match. Therefore, if a dataset matches one or more dataset(s)
from a cluster, we consider all pairs of datasets in this cluster as positively
matching pairs (even if the classifier did not indicate a positive match for
some of those pairs separately). The rationale behind this approach is that
in a real holistic schema matching setting, a new dataset ingested should be
compared to all the datasets in a cluster it matches to. Clustering can take
place after schema matching identifies the relationships between datasets
(which is outside the scope of this chapter, but the reader can refer to [20, 48]
for such clustering in instance-based matching).

We illustrate our general approach with a toy example in Figure 3.3. Sup-
pose we have two meta-features nIns and nAttr for each dataset. To classify
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a pair rpnIns1, nAttr1q , pnIns2, nAttr2qs we compute the relative differences.
In Figure 3.3(a) we have plotted p∆nIns, ∆nAttrq for all pairs in the training
data. ‘+’ indicates a matching pair, ‘-’ a non-matching pair. Based on this data
we learn a classifier, for instance a separating hyperplane as shown in Figure
3.3(a) by the red line. Here, for simplification, we show pairs of datasets
plotted based on the distances of only two meta-features (nIns and nAttr).
The actual approach would consider all meta-features in Table 3.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: DS-Prox cut-off thresholds tuning

Most classification models produce a score instead of a binary output.
In the example of the separating hyperplane the obtained distance to the
hyperplane can be used as a score. This score can be compared against
different cut-off thresholds to decide on the final classification ‘+’ or ‘-’. The
threshold can be chosen to lead to different results, as seen in Figure 3.3(b). If
we choose the cut-off threshold ‘C1’ we restrict the classifier to return less pairs
of high proximity (i.e., low distance), leading to lower recall but less work.
Alternatively, if we alter the cut-off threshold to ‘C2’, we relax the classifier
to return pairs of lower proximity. This leads to more pairs (i.e., more work)
returned by the classifier as positive matches and higher recall of positive
cases, but, with more pairs marked incorrectly as matching. Therefore, the
cut-off threshold can be tweaked by the data scientist according to practical
requirements in order to increase recall at the expense of more work or vice
versa. This is the trade-off which we seek to optimise in our experiments when
selecting different thresholds. We can use different thresholds ‘crel’ and ‘cdup’
for each of the classifiers evaluated. This means that we consider a positive
match if the classifier scores a new pair of datasets with a score greater than
the threshold as in Equations (3.2) and (3.3).

RelpD1, D2q “

#

1, SimrelpD1, D2q ą crel

0, otherwise
(3.2) DuppD1, D2q “

#

1, SimduppD1, D2q ą cdup

0, otherwise
(3.3)
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The complexity of our approach is quadratic in the number of datasets,
however, it applies the cheapest computational steps for early-pruning (just
computing distances in Equation 3.1 and the classifier scoring model on each
pair). This way, we save unnecessary expensive schema matching processing
in later steps.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We tested an implementation of the DS-Prox approach on OpenML1, which
can be considered an online DL. It consists of different datasets covering
heterogeneous topics, each having a name and a description.

5.1 Datasets

The main challenge is to create the ground-truth which we use to evaluate our
approach. To achieve this, we created an experimental environment where we
extracted the following independent sets of datasets from OpenML:

• Restricted-topics sample: First, we extract some datasets by topic us-
ing 11 keywords-search over OpenML, e.g., “Disease", “Cars",“Flights",
“Sports", etc. This restricted sample consists of 130 datasets and we
consider them to be similar if they belong to the same topic.

• All-topics sample: This is an independent set of other datasets collected
from OpenML. To collect this sample, we scraped the OpenML repository
to extract all datasets not included in the restricted-topics sample and
having a description of more than 500 characters. Out of the 514 datasets
retrieved we selected 213 with descriptive descriptions (i.e., excluding
datasets whose descriptions do not allow to interpret its content and to
assign a topic).

Therefore, we created two new groups of datasets from OpenML for our
experiments, each having its own independent set of datasets without any
overlap. Having two independent sets strengthens our results and allows
us to generalise our conclusions. A domain expert and one of the authors
collaborated to manually label the pairs of datasets with the same topic as
duplicated and / or related. The interested reader can download the two
annotated datasets from GitHub2. The details of each sample is summarised
in Table 3.2, which lists the number of datasets, the number of topics, top
topics by the number of datasets, and the number of related and duplicated
pairs per sample.

1http://www.openml.org
2https://github.com/AymanUPC/datasets_proximity_openml
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Table 3.2: A description of the OpenML samples collected

Sample Datasets Topics Top Topics RelpD1, D2q DuppD1, D2q

Restricted-
topics

130 29 Diseases (45), Health (31), Cars
(13), Academic Courses (6),
Sports (5)

1205 72

All-topics 213 79 computer software defects (17),
citizens census data (12), digit
handwriting recognition (12),
Diseases (11)

570 128

Table 3.3: An example of pairs of datasets from the all-topics sample from OpenML

No. DID 1 Dataset 1 DID 2 Dataset 2 Topic Relationship
1 23 cmc 179 adult Census Data related
2 14 mfeat-

fourier
1038 gina_agnostic Digit Handwriting

Recognition
related

3 55 hepatitis 171 primary-
tumor

Disease related

4 189 kin8nm 308 puma32H Robot Motion Sensing duplicate
5 1514 micro-

mass
1515 micro-mass Mass Spectrometry

Data
duplicate

Some of the pairs from the all-topics sample can be seen in Table 3.3.
Dataset with ID 23 should match all datasets falling under the topic of ‘census
data’ like dataset 179. Both datasets have data about citizens from a population
census. In rows 4 and 5 we can see examples of duplicated datasets, which
have highly intersecting data in their attributes. Duplicate pairs in row 4
have the same number of instances, but described with different number of
attributes, which are overlapping. The duplicate pairs in row 5 have identical
number of attributes, yet, the attributes are transformed using pre-processing
techniques and there are different number of instances between both datasets,
so in essence the second dataset is a transformed and cleaned version of the
first. We aim to detect such kind of scenarios using our DS-Prox approach.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate our approach, we create an experimental setup where
we have two sets of datasets for each experiment: 1. Training set and 2. Test
set. The training set is used in the supervised learning phase to create the
classification models. The classification models are then evaluated using the
test set. We use the restricted-topics sample as a training set, and we use both
the restricted-topics and the all-topics samples in the scoring phase as test sets
to evaluate our approach. We describe how we used those samples to create
the training and test sets within our experiments for the two scenarios from
Section 2:

• Scenario (a) from Section 2: We evaluate our approach by using the
restricted-topics sample as the training set and the all-topics sample as
the test set. In this case the testing set is an independent collection of
datasets. We evaluate both of the 1-to-1 matching and cluster matching
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approaches for RelpD1, D2q. We also evaluate the 1-to-1 matching with
DuppD1, D2q.

• Scenario (b) from Section 2: We evaluate our approach using a leave-one-
out (LOO) variant evaluation method and the restricted-topics sample.
Here we remove a dataset and all its pairs from the original training
set and we use those pairs for evaluation of the output classifiers as a
separate test set. We also remove all duplicate pairs of this dataset from
the training set to guarantee independence between the training and
evaluation environments. We repeat this for every dataset in the input
training set. We use the 1-to-1 matching approach in our evaluation.

To execute our experiments, we profile the datasets to extract their meta-
features. We use the training set of annotated datasets with the WEKA3

tool to create the classification models using different supervised techniques:
Bayesian (Bayesian Network with K2 search, Naïve Bayes) , Regression (Log-
itBoost) , Support Vector Machines (Sequential Minimal Optimization) , and
Decision Trees (Random Forest). We also use Ensemble Learners [45]: Ad-
aBoost (with Decision Stump classifier), Classification Via Regression (with
M5 Tree classifier), and Random Subspace (with Regression Tree classifier).
We tested different techniques because it was suggested by [45] that some
individual techniques can outperform the ensemble learners in classification
problems. We evaluate the classifiers with 10 different cut-off thresholds for
‘crel’ and ‘cdup’ from Equations (3.2) and (3.3), in order to cover a wide range
of values. We benchmark the techniques against the decision table technique
[72] which simply assigns the majority class based on matching the features
to a table of learned examples.

5.3 Results

Table 3.4: A description of the experiments conducted

Experiment Graphs in Figure3.4 Matching Approach Scenario Relationship
1 row 1: (a) and (b) 1-To-1 (b) RelpD1, D2q

2 row 2: (c) and (d) 1-To-1 (a) RelpD1, D2q

3 row 3: (e) and (f) Cluster-based (a) RelpD1, D2q

4 row 4: (g) and (h) 1-To-1 (a) DuppD1, D2q

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using the recall, precision,
and efficiency-gain measurements, as described in Equations (3.4),(3.5) and
(3.6) respectively. Here, TP means true-positives which are the pairs of
datasets correctly classified by the classifier. FN are false negatives, FP
are false-positives, TN are true-negatives, and N indicates the total number

3https://weka.wikispaces.com/Use+WEKA+in+your+Java+code
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of possible pairs of datasets. The efficiency gain measures the amount of
reduction in work required, in terms of number of pairs of datasets eliminated
by the classifier.

recall “
TP

TP` FN
(3.4)

precision “
TP

TP` FP
(3.5) e f f iciency´ gain “

TN` FN
N

(3.6)

We change the cut-off thresholds, and we aim to maximize this as much as
possible while maintaining the highest recall possible. The effectiveness of our
approach is evaluated by recall and precision. By applying our approach with
the different scenarios and relationships, we conduct 4 sets of experiments as
in Table 3.4. The results are depicted in the graphs in Figure 3.4.

The measures shown in the graphs are all averages from all datasets
involved in the test sets for a specific data mining technique and a certain
cut-off threshold for the proximity score (darker points have higher cut-off
values). The common measure for all graphs, which is the recall plotted on the
y-axis, is highlighted by having some of its main values labelled on each graph.
Graphs (a) and (b) are the same graphs as (c) and (d) respectively but for the
1-to-1 matching approach applied with the different scenarios. We select for
the experiments certain target results, which are minimum expected values for
each measure. All area above those values are shaded as follows: Min. recall:
0.75 for 1-to-1 matching & 0.9 for cluster matching, Min. efficiency gain: 0.33
for 1-to-1 matching & 0.25 for cluster matching, Min. precision: 0.25 for all
approaches. This means that we were targeting at least 75% recall rate for
1-to-1 matching and 90% recall rate for the cluster based matching (which
improves our previous results in [15] described in Chapter 2). We aimed for at
least 25% efficiency gains with the cluster matching approach, which exceeds
those achieved in [20]. However, we acknowledge that their approach applied
to instances-matching within the same dataset, not cross-schema attribute-
matching as in our case. For experiment 4 for DuppD1, D2q, we aim for a
min. recall of 0.9, min. efficiency gain of 0.75, and min. precision of 0.33.
In real-world applications, the data scientist can choose different minimum
thresholds for each measure according to practical requirements.

5.4 Discussion

General trend. From the results depicted in Figure 3.4, the optimum technique
and cut-off threshold is the one in the top-right quadrant of each graph,
optimising both measures plotted. The recall-precision and recall-efficiency
plots follow the general trend expected which indicate the trade-off between
both measures in each plot, yet, more optimised solutions are possible for
balancing recall-efficiency, as seen by the classifiers performing in the top-right
quadrant. As the cut-off thresholds increase, there is a drop in recall against
an increasing efficiency gain. Still, the top mining techniques and thresholds
can be used to achieve high efficiency gain and recall. This is discussed for
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each property below. As the precision rates are generally low, we conclude
that our approach can only be used as an early-pruning step, and should be
followed by other more expensive and more detailed matching steps. Yet, a
good compromise can still achieve high recall and efficiency gains; efficiency
gains up to 0.5 for Rel and 0.8 for Dup. Such efficiency gains can make an
important difference for computationally-expensive applications of holistic
schema matching in the DL environment.
Rel evaluation. The recall-efficiency plots indicated that it was possible to
achieve an optimum technique and threshold in the top-right quadrant, which
represent the compromise of not sharply losing recall with higher efficiency
gain. For example, from Figure 3.4 (e) for experiment 3, using the AdaBoost
technique at a threshold of 0.5 can lead to 0.42 efficiency gains while still
maintaining 0.95 recall. If a recall of 1.0 is required, then this can be achieved
by the cut-off threshold of 0.3 for the same technique, but only 0.13 efficiency
gain is achieved. The data scientist will have to decide if this efficiency gain
is sufficient and whether a recall rate of 100% is critical in their application,
else, a 0.05 drop in recall should be allowed to achieve much higher efficiency
gain using the techniques and thresholds in the top quadrant. For the 1-to-1
matching in Figure 3.4 (c), we can achieve 0.75 recall and 0.35 efficiency gain.
There is a drop in recall, as would be expected, because the classifier has
more challenges in matching all possible ‘related’ datasets, while in the cluster
matching approach, a single match to a dataset in a cluster acts like a pivot
which results in matching all the required related datasets in the same cluster.
The cluster-matching approach shows an improved performance over the
1-to-1 matching approach, therefore it is recommended to use DS-Prox with
the clustering-based approach.
Dup evaluation. For the results in Figure 3.4 (g) and (h), the top performing
techniques were Random subspace and Random Forest at 0.2 cut-off thresh-
olds. This achieved about 0.97 recall and 0.76-0.8 efficiency gain. The baseline
method was not able to differentiate at different cut-off thresholds, and had
best recall of 0.65, except for the lowest cut-off of 0.1 where it achieved a jump
to 0.94 recall. Since the recall was very high for our target efficiency gain
using the 1-to-1 approach, the cluster-based approach did not yield any better
results.
Baseline comparisons. Different techniques can yield better results than the
baseline for several of our experiments. There is not one single technique
which is best, yet, ensemble learners tend to perform better than their counter-
parts. However, simple techniques like logistic regression and Naïve Bayes
can still have good performance as seen in the graph (e) top-right quadrant.
The baseline technique was never in the top-quadrant of graph (e) and many
techniques outperformed it. In the 1-to-1 matching in graphs (a) and (c),
the baseline classifier was comparable with the other techniques. The top
techniques include the iterative optimiser in graph (c) with 0.75 recall and
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0.35 efficiency gain. Nearly 1.0 recall was possible using the same classifier
at a lower threshold, yet with only 0.09 efficiency gain. For experiment 1,
Random Forest and Random Subspace outperformed the baseline with 0.3
cut-off thresholds.
Generalizability. Although our approach is generic and does not apply to a
specific domain only, we note that we do not claim that the classifiers for one
type of data or of a certain domain will have the same guaranteed effectiveness
when applied in another setting. The approach might need to be adjusted and
retrained within other settings. Albeit, our results from experiments 2 and
3 show a positive indicator of the possibility to train the model on specific
domains, independent of those used in the test set (or real-world setting),
and still be effective. We think that this needs further experimentation in the
future.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter presented a novel approach of similarity search within a DL based
on a proximity mining technique for early-pruning in holistic dataset schema
matching and deduplication applications. The approach uses supervised ma-
chine learning techniques based on meta-features describing semi-structured
datasets. Experiments on a real-life DL demonstrate the effectiveness in achiev-
ing high recall rates and efficiency gains. Proposed techniques support data
governance in the DL by identifying relationships between datasets. The
drawback of our approach, however, is that it needs some manual effort to
annotate training examples for the classifiers. In the future, we will test the
generalizability of applying the same classifier to different data sources. We
plan to experiment with more detailed meta-features which might lead to
improved results. We will also test our approach on other kinds of semi-
structured data (like RDF or XML).
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Figure 3.4: Recall-efficiency plots (left column) and recall-precision plots (right column) for
experiments 1,2,3 and 4 in each row
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Abstract

Data Lakes (DLs) are large repositories of raw datasets from disparate sources. As more
datasets are ingested into a DL, there is an increasing need for efficient techniques to
profile them and to detect the relationships among their schemata, commonly known as
holistic schema matching. Schema matching detects similarity between the information
stored in the datasets to support information discovery and retrieval. Currently, this
is computationally expensive with the volume of state-of-the-art DLs. To handle this
challenge, we propose a novel early-pruning approach to improve efficiency, where we
collect different types of content metadata and schema metadata about the datasets,
and then use this metadata in early-pruning steps to pre-filter the schema matching
comparisons. This involves computing proximities between datasets based on their
metadata, discovering their relationships based on overall proximities and proposing
similar dataset pairs for schema matching. We improve the effectiveness of this task
by introducing a supervised mining approach for effectively detecting similar datasets
which are proposed for further schema matching. We conduct extensive experiments
on a real-world DL which proves the success of our approach in effectively detecting
similar datasets for schema matching, with recall rates of more than 85% and efficiency
improvements above 70%. We empirically show the computational cost saving in
space and time by applying our approach in comparison to instance-based schema
matching techniques.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Today, it is more and more common for data scientists to use Data Lakes (DLs)
to store heterogeneous datasets coming from different sources in their raw
format [128]. Such data repositories support the new era of data analytics
where datasets are ingested in large amounts and are required to be analysed
just-in-time [82]. However, it is a challenge for data wranglers [51, 69, 128]
preparing the datasets for analysis to understand their structure and common-
alities for DL governance purposes [15]. They must extract those datasets
which have related data to be used together in data analysis tasks [82, 89].
This is commonly referred to as schema matching, where the aim is to find
connection strengths between similar concepts from different pairs of datasets
[27, 35, 83, 104]. When applied on large-scale heterogeneous repositories like
DLs, it becomes a case of holistic schema matching [18, 89, 104, 110].

Holistic schema matching: The large-scale application of schema matching
to BD repositories like DLs, where the goal is to match multiple datasets
together considering them all in the matching task.

We focus on DLs having datasets storing data in flat tabular formats. Flat
datasets are organised as attributes and instances, such as tabular data, comma
separated values (CSV) files, hypertext markup language (HTML) tables, etc.
(see Section 3). It is a challenge with such DLs to efficiently process the datasets
to detect their common features, as schema matching tasks are generally
expensive (involving huge amounts of string comparisons and mathematical
calculations) [24, 27, 71]. In this chapter, we propose novel techniques to
reduce those comparisons using pre-filtering techniques that generate less
comparisons. To illustrate this, consider the different types of comparisons in
Figure 4.1. Traditionally, schema matching makes many comparisons of data
values of instances from different datasets (see the instance-based matching
box). With the rise of DLs, previous research [18, 43, 24] recommended using
early-pruning steps to facilitate the task using schema matching pre-filtering.

Schema matching pre-filtering means that only dataset pairs detected to
be of relevant similarity are recommended for further fine-grained schema
matching tasks, and dissimilar ones are filtered out from further compar-
isons. This supports the goal of early-pruning of the number of required
comparisons in order to improve the efficiency of schema matching in
large-scale environments like DLs.
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Figure 4.1 reflects this stratified approach that filters by means of extracted
metadata at the dataset and attribute level before going for expensive instance-
based approaches. For example, consider a DL with 1000 datasets, with
15 attributes and 1000 instances each. Since schema matching techniques
generate n˚pn´1q

2 comparisons, it would result in 499500 comparisons at the
dataset level, 113 million at the attribute level and about 500 billion at the
instance level. Clearly, fine-grained comparisons do not scale and pre-filtering
is necessary.

We propose a pre-filtering approach based on different levels of granularity,
at which we collect metadata using data profiling techniques. Our approach
collects metadata at two different levels: at the dataset and attribute level. This
metadata are then used in a supervised learning model to estimate proximity
among pairs of datasets. Such proximity is then used for pruning out pairs
less likely to be related. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where our goal is to
filter candidate pairs of datasets before conducting computationally intensive
instance-based schema matching techniques. The scope of this chapter is the
early-pruning at the top two granularity tiers. We refer the interested reader
to previous research about classical instance-based schema matching which is
outside the scope of this chapter [24, 27, 83, 111, 121].

Dataset-level matching

Attribute-level matching

Instance-
based

matching

Content-based
metadata

(Relationships)

Filtering
pairs to

generate less
comparisons

More
comparisons

needed

DS-Prox
(Dataset Proximity mining) Dataset

Meta-
features

Attribute-Prox
(Attribute Proximity mining) Attribute

Meta-
features

Schema matching
(string/semantic similarity) Attribute

Values

Goal Cost

Figure 4.1: The stratified holistic schema matching approach at different levels of granularity.

It is a challenge to compute dataset similarities for pre-filtering tasks due
to the difficulty of finding adequate similarity metrics and features to use [18].
This chapter is an extension of our previous work in [18] and Chapter 3, and it
presents a novel proximity1 mining approach (see Section 4) between datasets.
The similarity functions are based on automatically extracted metadata and
can be effectively used for pre-filtering in a stratified approach (see the DS-
Prox and Attribute-Prox boxes attached to the matching steps in Figure 4.1).

1In this chapter, we use proximity and similarity interchangeably.
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To our knowledge, no other approach uses automatically extracted metadata
for this purpose.

To show the feasibility of our approach, we assess its performance by using
it on a real-world DL. Our approach was able to filter the number of fine-
grained comparisons by about 75% while maintaining a recall rate of at least
85% after filtration. Our early-pruning approach also saves computational
costs in terms of space and time requirements by at least 2 orders of magnitude
compared to instance-based matching.

Contributions. We present an approach for pre-filtering schema matching
tasks. We propose techniques for detecting similar schemata based on meta-
data at different levels of granularity. This supports in early-pruning of the
raw-data instance-based schema matching tasks. We present an expanded
and cross-validated experiment for the DS-Prox technique from our previous
work in [18] (see Chapter 3) and comparisons against combining it with our
new proposed attribute-level proximity metrics to find the most appropriate
metrics to assign similarities between pairs of datasets. We demonstrate a
detailed analysis of the different proximity metrics based on different types
of meta-features (name-based and content-based). Our improvements out-
perform our previous work in terms of effectiveness measures like recall and
lift-scores.

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the related work,
Section 3 introduces the main concepts in our research, Section 4 presents our
proximity mining based approach for early-pruning tasks of holistic schema
matching, Section 5 presents our experimental evaluation, and finally, we
conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

State-of-the-art schema matching techniques either use schema-level metadata
(mainly names and data types of schema components) [35, 36, 100, 104] or
instance-level values of data objects [27, 35, 43, 52, 83, 100, 126]. Some others
use a hybrid approach utilising schema metadata and data instances [24, 109].
At the schema-level, these techniques usually use the syntactic similarity of the
names of the schema components for the matching task. At the instance-level,
values are usually compared using Jaccard similarity of intersecting exact
values [89]. This can also be achieved by first matching duplicate instances
and finding the correspondences between their schema components [27].
Further, these algorithms can be domain-specific or generic [83].

Schema matching is a computationally intensive task that requires large
amounts of comparisons [15, 18, 24] because they typically generate a Carte-
sian product between the values to be compared. Moreover, other approaches
also exploit the semantic or linguistic similarity of values, which requires fur-
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ther computations to translate data values (finding synonyms and hypernyms)
or to map them to ontologies [83].

The current focus of the schema matching research community is to imple-
ment efficient holistic schema matching that improves performance by reduc-
ing the number of actual comparisons to conduct [89]. To handle this challenge,
multiple techniques were proposed. For example, several approaches use
clustering techniques as a pre-filter of datasets to match [9, 22, 104]. Only
datasets falling in the same cluster are matched, or datasets from one cluster
are only matched against representative datasets from other clusters. This
is similar to the concept of “blocking” for record linkage [124], where items
having equal data values in some or all of their attributes are placed in the
same bucket for comparison. The work in [124] focuses on matching instances
of data (rows in tabular data) rather than attributes in schemata (columns in
tabular data). We propose in this chapter a supervised learning technique that
can classify dataset pairs (schemata) for a decision whether they are related
(should be compared) or not related, rather than unsupervised techniques like
blocking and clustering. In addition, we tackle the similar schemata search
problem (i.e., schema matching) rather than similar records search (i.e., record
linkage or entity resolution).

In [104], they cluster the schemata and attributes of datasets based on
TF-IDF similarity scores of their textual descriptions. In [9], they exploit
the structural properties of semi-structured XML documents, i.e., data ele-
ments embeddings and hierarchies, to cluster the datasets before applying
instance-based schema matching. In [22], they use the textual descriptions
and keywords of the datasets to cluster them using TF-IDF and WordNet. In
this chapter, we do not consider textual descriptions of datasets, which could
be misleading or missing, but rely on metadata that can be automatically
extracted from any dataset. Metadata describing datasets, their schemata,
and the information stored in them can be collected using data profiling
techniques [1, 15, 75, 82, 98]. Different types of metadata can also describe
the information inside datasets at different levels of granularity, e.g., overall
dataset level [18] (see Chapter 3) or attribute descriptions like we propose in
this chapter.

The pre-filtering of dataset pairs which are less-likely to have interrelated
data before performing schema-matching is called early-pruning [15, 43, 24],
and it was implemented in previous research on semi-structured datasets,
like XML, by finding the similarity of hierarchical structures between named
data objects [9]. Other works have investigated schema matching with semi-
structured datasets like XML [83, 100] and JSON [52]. In the web of data,
previous research like [41] investigated recommendation of RDF datasets in
the semantic web using pre-defined annotations such as the sameAs property.
In this chapter, we consider flat datasets without such a hierarchy of embedded
data objects and without pre-defined semantic linkages.
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To facilitate the early-pruning tasks for schema matching, we can apply
the same approaches and concepts from collaborative filtering and adapt them
to the holistic schema matching problem [6, 62]. The goal is to use profiling
information for comparison and recommendation, which was applied to
multimedia in [6] and semi-structured documents in [52]. Content-based
metadata was also used to predict schema labels [36]. They use minimum
and maximum values for numeric attributes, and exact values for nominal
attributes, including the format of values. We propose to apply similar
techniques but at the dataset granularity level. Accordingly, we adapt such
techniques and find the appropriate similarity metrics for tabular datasets.

Another line of research aims at optimising the schema matching process
by using computational improvements [43, 109]. This can be done using
partitioning techniques that parallelise the schema matching comparison task
[109]. Another approach uses efficient string matching comparisons. Such
techniques are very useful in the case when schema components are properly
named in the datasets. However, such techniques fail when the components
are not properly named (e.g., internal conventionalism, like sequential ID
numbering of the components). In [43], they introduce intelligent indexing
techniques based on value-based signatures.

Schema matching can also be automated using data mining techniques
[35, 36, 52]. In [35], they use hybrid name-based and value-based classification
models to match dataset attributes to a mediated integration schema. Their
approach is focused on one-to-one mediation between two schemata, while
our approach targets all datasets in a DL by holistic schema matching using
coarser meta-features. In [36], they use content-based meta-features in multi-
value classification models to match schema labels of attributes across datasets.
Decision trees were also used to profile semi-structured documents before
schema matching [52]. In this chapter, we also use data mining classification
models, however the goal differs from [35], [36] and [52] as it tackles the early-
pruning and pre-filtering task rather than instance-based schema matching.

We summarise the state-of-the-art in Table 4.1. This table gives a com-
parison of the most relevant techniques discussed with our approach based
on the main features discussed in this section. As a result, we can see that
we propose an approach based not only on string matching, but also on
content metadata matching involving statistics and profiles of data stored in
the datasets. Content metadata are matched based on approximate similarities
and not just exact value-matches at the instance-level [82, 89]. We focus on
proposing novel early-pruning techniques that use supervised learning to pre-
filter irrelevant dataset pairs and to detect likely-to-be similar pairs. Finally,
the table shows that our technique makes a novel contribution to the schema
matching pre-filtering problem that is not achieved by other state-of-the-art
techniques.
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Table 4.1: Schema matching techniques state-of-the-art comparison

COMA++
[109]

PARIS
[126]

LOD Data
Linking
[22]

XML
Semantic-
based
Matching
[71]

Ontology
Clustering
[9]

Proximity
Mining
[this
work]

Type of
Data

Tabular,
semi-
structured,
Semantic
OWL

RDF Semantic
RDF

Semi-
structured
XML

Semi-
structured,
Semantic
OWL

Tabular

Instance-
based

X X X X ˆ ˆ

Metadata
used

Attribute-
level
schema
names

ˆ Ontology
map-
pings, RDF
schema
names,
Textual de-
scriptions

Attribute-
level
schema
names and
structural
metadata

Attribute-
level
structural
metadata

Dataset-
level
content
and name,
Attribute-
level
content
and name

Data Min-
ing based

ˆ ˆ Clustering ˆ Clustering Supervised
learning

Approximate
Matching

ˆ ˆ X ˆ X X

3 Preliminaries

We consider DLs with datasets having tabular schemas that are structured as
attributes and instances like Figure 1.1 as described in Section 2.1. We focus on
two types of attributes: numeric attributes (consisting of real numbers) and
nominal attributes (consisting of discrete categorical values). We differentiate
between those two types of attributes, similar to previous research like [35, 36,
100], because we collect different profiling metadata for them. The resulting
statistics collected are called content meta-features, and are as follows:

• Nominal attributes: frequency distributions of their distinct values.

• Numeric attributes: aggregated statistical value distributions like mean,
min, max, and standard deviations.

For pairs of datasets and attributes, we compute the functions in Table 4.2
and describe them in the rest of this section.

We aim at finding the relationship between a pair of datasets RelpDy, Dzq.
We determine such relationship directly using dataset-level meta-features and
by computing the relationships between their pairs of attributes pAi, Ajq, being
Ai from Dy and Aj from Dz, as could be seen in Figure 4.2. The figure shows
an overview of our proposed proximity mining approach.

The goals of the approach is to use efficient and effective techniques to
accurately predict RelpDy, Dzq for the pre-filtering task. As could be seen in
Figure 4.2, this can be done using metadata and similarity collected at the
dataset level (right-side) or by using the attribute level SimpAi, Ajq to predict
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Table 4.2: Schema matching pre-filtering functions

Relationship Function Type Output Object Type Description
RelpAi , Ajq Binary Z P t0, 1u Attribute

pair
Related attributes storing
data about the same real-life
concept which contain over-
lapping information in their
values. 1 means positively
related and 0 means not.

SimpAi , Ajq Continuous R P r0, 1s Attribute
pair

A value R to measure the
attribute similarity in the
range [0,1].

RelpDy , Dzq Binary Z P t0, 1u Dataset pair Related datasets which con-
tain information about the
same real-life object. 1
means positively related and
0 means not.

SimpDy , Dzq Continuous R P r0, 1s Dataset pair A value R to measure the
dataset similarity in the
range [0,1].

Attribute-level
Proximity

Dataset-level
Proximity

Attribute Content
Meta-features Attributes Names Dataset Content

Meta-features Datasets Names

Levenshtein
distance

Pm
computation

Sim(Ai,Aj)

Agg

Levenshtein
distance

Pm
computation

Mcls-ds

Mcls-num-attr /
Mcls-nom-attr

Sim(Dy,Dz)

Rel(Ai,Aj) Rel(Dy,Dz)

Figure 4.2: The dependencies of components in the metadata-based proximity mining approach
for pre-filtering schema matching.

it (left-side). The figure shows the steps required for combining attribute-level
similarity with the dataset-level similarity to predict RelpDy, Dzq. Here, we
only use SimpAi, Ajq as an auxiliary step that supports us in the main task
of predicting RelpDy, Dzq. This is possible because the attribute metadata are
of finer granularity which can be aggregated to a single similarity score at
the dataset-level with an aggregation function Agg like averaging SimpAi, Ajq
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scores. When predicting RelpDy, Dzq, typically the dataset pair will have infor-
mation contained in some of their attributes which are partially overlapping,
satisfying RelpAi, Ajq, where DAi P Dy ^ Aj P Dz ùñ RelpAi, Ajq “ 1. An
example would be a pair of datasets describing different human diseases,
(e.g., diabetes and hypertension). The datasets will have similar attributes
(partially) overlapping their information like the patient’s age, gender, and
some common lab tests like blood samples.

The intermediate output leading to RelpAi, Ajq and RelpDy, Dzq in our pro-
posed proximity-based approach, seen in Figure 4.2, is a similarity score
consisting of a real number in the range of r0, 1s, which we indicate using
SimpAi, Ajq and SimpDy, Dzq respectively.

The similarity scores are computed based on proximity models we con-
struct using ensemble supervised learning techniques [127], which we denote
as Mcls´ds for models handling dataset-level metadata and Mcls´num´attr or
Mcls´nom´attr for models handling attribute-level metadata (depending on the
attribute type, numerical or nominal respectively). The models take as input
the distance between the meta-features describing content of each object pair,
whether dataset pair or attribute pair for SimpDy, Dzq and SimpAi, Ajq respec-
tively, and we call the distance in a specific meta-feature ‘m’ a proximity metric
which is denoted as PD

m pDy, Dzq for dataset pairs or PA
m pAi, Ajq for attribute

pairs. The names of objects can also be compared using Levenshtein string
distance comparison [86] to generate a distance score. The output from the
models is a score we compute using the positive class distribution (see Section
4.2).

We convert the intermediate similarity scores to the final output consisting
of a boolean value for the binary relationships using Equations (4.1) and
(4.2). The sim score computed for each relationship type is checked against a
minimum threshold in the range of r0, 1s to indicate whether the pair involved
is overall related ‘1’ or unrelated ‘0’, and therefore whether they should be
proposed for expensive schema matching or otherwise filtered out. Using
cut-off thresholds of similarity rankings for the collaborative filtering task
and schema matching is a common practice [43, 62, 82]. We can use different
thresholds ‘cd’ and ‘ca’ for each of the relationship evaluated at the dataset
level and attribute level respectively. This means that we only consider a pair
similar if their similarity score is greater than the threshold as in Equations
(4.1) and (4.2).

RelpDy , Dzq “

#

1, SimpDy , Dzq ą cd

0, otherwise
(4.1) RelpAi , Ajq “

#

1, SimpAi , Ajq ą ca

0, otherwise
(4.2)

To summarise Figure 4.2, the hierarchy to compute the final output is: Rel
is based on Sim similarity scores, which in turn are based on Pm proximity
metrics of meta-features. To convert from Pm to Sim we use an ensemble
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supervised model Mcls which takes the Pm proximity metrics as input. The
output Sim is compared against a minimum threshold, and those passing
the threshold are positive cases for Rel to be considered for further detailed
schema matching.

D2: census_data D3: health_data

A6: type {f,m} A11: gender {female,male} 

A7: age { 0<A2<100} 

A13: age { 30<A3<60} A8: race {01,02,03,04} 

A12: Ethnicity {AS,AF,ER,LT} 

A9: Household { 0<A4<16} A14: Temp { 35<A4<42} 

A10: income { 50k<A5<300k} A15: H_rate { 40<A5<160} 

Rel(D2,D3) = 1D1: 1992_city_data 

A1: salary {25k<A1<600k} 

A2: age { 20<A2<97} 

A3: family_Size { 2<A3<11} 

A4: identity {w,m,t}

A5: house_type {h,t,v,s,p,l} . . .

Rel(D1,D2) = 1

. . .

. . .

Rel(A6,A11) = 1
Rel(A1,A10) = 1

Figure 4.3: Final output of our approach consisting of similarity relationships between two pairs
of datasets.

Examples. Consider the relationships between the three datasets in Figure
4.3 which presents the final output of our approach. Each dataset has a set of
attributes. An arrow links attributes having similar data profiles. We label
this as a RelpAi, Ajq “ 1. For example, attributes ‘A6’ and ‘A11’ from D2
and D3 are nominal attributes with two unique values which we included as
a meta-feature called ‘number of unique values’. The proximity metric is the
distance (difference) in the meta-feature of number of unique values, which in
this case PA

m “ 0, because they are identical (i.e., 2´ 2 “ 0), thus making the
attribute pair similar (in this case, by their number of distinct values). If we
consider this proximity metric of ‘number of unique values’ alongside other
collected content-based meta-features using an ensemble supervised learning
model Mcls, we can compute a SimpA6, A11q score based on the positive-class
distribution (see Section 4.2). This can lead to SimpA6, A11q “ 0.95 and if we
use a threshold of ca “ 0.75 then the final output for RelpA6, A11q “ 1. A
numeric attribute like ‘A7’ in D2 holds similar data as attributes ‘A13’ and
‘A14’ from D3, as expressed by the intersecting numeric ranges. For such
numeric attributes we can consider a meta-feature like ‘mean value’. On the
other hand, attributes ‘A1’ and ‘A7’ have different data profiles (different
numeric ranges) and therefore are not labelled with an arrow and do not
satisfy the RelpA1, A7q relationship, as they will have large differences in
their meta-features, leading to high proximity metric and a low similarity
scores. In those examples, we collect attribute level meta-features from the
datasets (in this case, the number of distinct values for nominal attributes and
means for numeric attributes) to assess the similarity between attributes of a
given pair of datasets. In our approach, we compute the similarity between
attributes SimpAi, Ajq using real number proximity metrics in the range of
r0, 1s and we use it to predict RelpDy, Dzq instead of using the binary output
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of RelpAi, Ajq. We should aggregate the individual attribute pairs’ similarities
with an aggregation function agg to obtain a single value proximity metric for
the overall dataset level similarity. We discuss this in the description of our
approach in Section 4.

Furthermore, we extract higher-granularity dataset level meta-features
(e.g., ‘number of attributes per attribute type’) from the datasets for the task
of directly computing the SimpDy, Dzq similarity relationships. For example,
RelpD2, D3q returns ‘1’ in the case we use ca “ 0.67 because they have 2
nominal and 3 numeric attributes each, so overall they can have SimpD2, D3q “

0.7 passing the minimum threshold. Based on RelpD2, D3q =‘1’, our approach
indicates that these two datasets are possibly related and should be considered
for further scrutinising by schema matching.

4 Approach: Metadata-based Proximity Mining for
Pre-filtering Schema Matching

Our goal is to effectively apply early-pruning for holistic schema matching
in a DL setting. Such pre-filtering is based on novel proximity mining tech-
niques. Those techniques evaluate similarity among pairs of datasets using
automatically extracted meta-features and utilising a data-mining ensemble
supervised model to select highly similar pairs. We apply this using the strat-
ified approach (Figure 4.1). An overview of the approach is summarised in
Figure 4.2, which shows the steps required to compute the schema matching
pre-filtering functions from Table 4.2. We explain how we build and apply
those models in this section.

In the remaining subsections, we describe the details of our approach
as follows: profile the datasets to extract the meta-features and pair-wise
proximity metrics in Subsection 4.1, use supervised proximity mining to build
the ensemble models for RelpAi, Ajq and RelpDy, Dzq in Subsection 4.2, then
apply the models on new pairs of attributes and datasets in the DL to compute
their SimpAi, Ajq and SimpDy, Dzq scores in Subsection 15, and finally using
the SimpDy, Dzq to predict RelpDy, Dzq for pairs of datasets and applying the
pre-filtering step for schema matching in Subsection 4.3.

4.1 Proximity Metrics: Meta-features Distances

Our approach gathers metadata at two levels of granularity: at the I. dataset
level and II. attribute level. Further, at each of these levels, we gather A.
content-based meta-features with profiling statistics and B. name-based meta-
features with the naming of datasets and their attributes. The name-based
techniques are the most commonly used metadata in previous research [52,
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111, 121]. We propose other content-based meta-features at the two levels of
granularity as follows:

• Dataset level (DS-Prox): We collect overall meta-features summarising
the dataset content: overall statistics concerning all the attributes col-
lectively, the attribute types found and the overall number of instances.
The meta-features used are described in our previous work [18] (see
Chapter 3 Section 4.1), which include a detailed list of meta-features that
proved to be effective in predicting related datasets for schema matching
pre-filtering, e.g., number of instances, number of attributes per attribute
type, dimensionality, number of missing values, etc.

• Attribute level (Attribute-Prox): The set of meta-features used for both
types of attributes, nominal and numeric, is described in Table 4.3.
For each attribute Ai in dataset D, we profile it based on its type by
computing the appropriate features.

Table 4.3: Attribute level content meta-features

Attribute Type Meta-feature Description
All distinct_values_cnt The number of distinct values
All distinct_values_pct The percentage of the distinct values from number of instances
All missing_values_pct The percentage of missing values from number of instances
Nominal val_size_avg The average number of strings in values from the attribute
Nominal val_size_min The minimum number of strings in values from the attribute
Nominal val_size_max The maximum number of strings in values from the attribute
Nominal val_size_std The standard deviation of number of strings in values from the attribute
Nominal val_pct_median The median percentage of instances per each value of the attribute
Nominal val_pct_min The minimum percentage of instances per each value of the attribute
Nominal val_pct_max The maximum percentage of instances per each value of the attribute
Nominal val_pct_std The standard deviation of the percentage of instances per each value of the attribute
Numeric mean The mean numeric value of the attribute
Numeric std The standard deviation of the numeric value of the attribute
Numeric min_val The minimum numeric value of the attribute
Numeric max_val The maximum numeric value of the attribute
Numeric range_val The numeric range of the values of the attribute
Numeric co_of_var The numeric coefficient of variance of the attribute

Equation 4.3 shows the proximity metric computed for a pair of attributes
(or datasets), denoted as Oi, Oj. Using the meta-features described, we
compute the z-score distance for each meta-feature m. The result is a real
number, Pm. The z-score is a normalisation where we use the mean ‘µ’ and
standard deviation ‘σ’ of each meta-feature considering its value from all
datasets in the DL. A value of 0 is the most similar, while larger negative or
positive number means more different. The z-score is used to standardise the
comparisons of attributes in a holistic manner that considers all datasets and
attributes in the DL. Most pairs of attributes and dataset will have a value
falling in the range of r´3, 3s.

Pm “ zscore_distancepOi , Ojq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

mpOiq´ µ

σ
´

mpOjq´ µ

σ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(4.3)
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For the name-based metadata we compute the proximity metric Pm with a
Levenshtein string comparison function [86], as in Equation 4.4.

Pm “ levenshtein_distancepnamepOiq, namepOjqq (4.4)

4.2 Supervised Proximity Mining

After the different proximity metrics of meta-features are generated by pro-
filing the datasets, a representative sample (an adequate sample size should
be similar to the sample in our experiments in Section 5) of dataset and at-
tribute pairs should be selected by a human annotator and should be labelled
whether they satisfy RelpDy, Azq and RelpAi, Ajq respectively. The dataset and
attribute pairs with their proximity metrics and labels are fed to a supervised
learning algorithm to create a proximity scoring model. We propose super-
vised ensemble models based on different dataset level and attribute level
proximity metrics for computing overall similarity between pairs of datasets.
The models decide on the number of attributes to consider in order to evaluate
a pair of datasets as ‘related’ by using different aggregation functions agg for
the attribute level metrics, giving different weights to a different number of
attribute linkages of different similarity ranks. This will be explained in detail
in this section.

Our approach builds supervised ensemble models Mcls´ds for RelpDy, Dzq,
and Mcls´nom´attr & Mcls´num´attr for RelpAi, Ajqwhether the attribute type is
nominal or numerical respectively. Model-based learning for pre-filtering has
been applied before in the collaborative filtering field [6]. In such scenarios,
item pairs are recommended or filtered out using model-based learning
algorithms where a learnt model is used to assign the similarities and rankings
of item pairs based on previously annotated examples. We give details of how
we learn the models and how we use them in our approach in the subsections
below.

Building the models from annotated samples

An overview process for building the supervised models in our approach
can be seen in Figure 4.4. In the build phase, we take the pairs of datasets
and profile them by computing their dataset level and attribute level meta-
features, followed by computing the proximity metrics for those extracted
features. We take different dataset pair samples for building the attribute
level models and the dataset level models as seen in the split into samples
OML01 and OML02 (how to build such samples is given in Section 5.1). The
pairs in sample OML01 should be already annotated to indicate whether
their attributes match (i.e., RelpAi, Ajq for attribute level models) or whether
the datasets are relevant for schema matching or not in sample OML02 (i.e.,
RelpDy, Dzq for dataset level models). Initially, we start with the attribute level
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Figure 4.4: An overview of the process to build the supervised ensemble models in our proposed
datasets proximity mining approach using previously manually annotated dataset pairs.

supervised learning procedure as it is only an auxiliary subcomponent used
for the dataset level, where an aggregation step is used to compute dataset
level proximities. First, we divide the pairs into training and test sets, we train
a supervised learning ensemble model for each attribute type (nominal and
numeric types) using the training sample, and we test the performance of the
model on the test set (evaluation distinguished by dotted lines and circles in
the figure). We conduct this test to guarantee that the models generated are
accurate in detecting RelpAi, Ajq. Similarly, we do the same with the dataset
level supervised models which generate RelpDy, Dzq. We use the dataset
level proximity metrics and the attribute level aggregated proximity metrics
together to train a supervised model using a training sub-sample of dataset
pairs from OML02. Finally, we evaluate the generated dataset level supervised
models to guarantee their accuracy in detecting RelpDy, Dzq.

Supervised learning. To build the models, we use classical supervised
learning to create the proximity models. The meta-features are used as input
to the models as seen in Figure 4.5, where an object could be an attribute
for attribute-level models or a dataset for dataset-level models. First, for
each object we extract its meta-features (i.e., ‘m1’, ‘m2’, ...). Then, for each
object, we generate all pairs with each of the other objects and compute the
proximity metrics between their meta-features using either Equation 4.3 for
content-based meta-features or Equation 4.4 for the name-based comparison.
We then take a sample of pairs of objects which are analysed by a data
analyst; a human-annotator who manually decides whether the pairs of
objects satisfy (assign ‘1’) or not (assign ‘0’) the Rel properties (see Section
3). This can be achieved by simply labelling the objects with their respective
subject-areas and those falling under the same one are annotated as positively
matching ‘1’, otherwise all others are labelled with ‘0’ (see Section 5.1). We
then use supervised learning techniques and 10-fold cross-validation over
the proximity metrics to create two types of independent models which can
classify pairs of datasets or pairs of attributes according to RelpDy, Dzq and
RelpAi, Ajq respectively. This is the final output consisting of the two auxiliary
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Figure 4.5: Proximity Mining: supervised machine learning for predicting related data objects.

supervised models Mcls´nom´attr, Mcls´num´attr for RelpAi, Ajq and the main
dataset level model Mcls´ds for RelpDy, Dzq. The positive-class distribution
from the generated models is used to score new pairs of objects (unseen in
the training process) with a similarity score SimpDy, Dzq using Mcls´ds, and
SimpAi, Ajq using Mcls´nom´attr or Mcls´num´attr.

We use a random forest ensemble algorithm [29, 127] to train the super-
vised models in predicting related attribute and dataset pairs as it is one of
the most successful supervised learning techniques. The algorithm generates
a similarity score based on the positive-class distribution (i.e., the predicted
probability of the positive-class based on weighted averages of votes for the
positive class from all the sub-models in the ensemble model) to generate a
score in r0, 1s for Sim. For example, if Random Forest generates 1000 decision
trees, and for a pair of datasets rDy, Dzs we get 900 trees vote positive for
RelpDy, Dzq then we get 900

1000 “ 0.9 for SimpDy, Dzq score.
We feed the supervised learning algorithm the normalised proximity

metrics of the meta-features for pairs of datasets rDy, Dzs. For attribute level
meta-features, we feed the Mcls´ds model with all the different aggregations
of the meta-features after computing their normalised proximity metrics (i.e.,
after applying Equation 4.7, which we describe later in this section).

Attribute-level proximity. To compute the overall proximity of datasets
using their attribute level meta-features we use Algorithm 2, which first
compares in Lines 5-10 the proximity metrics from the meta-features of each
attribute of a specific type against all other attributes of the same type in the
other dataset using Mcls´nom´attr for nominal attributes and Mcls´num´attr for
numeric attributes. The algorithm then finds top matching attribute pairs in
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Algorithm 2: Attribute Level Top-Similarity Matching
Input: Sets of the attribute meta-features of each type Attnominal and Attnumeric containing the

proximity metrics of the meta-features of each attribute in the pair tAi , Aju for each dataset
in the pair tDy , Dzu, the model Mcls´nom´attr for nominal attributes, the model Mcls´num´attr
for numeric attributes, an aggregation function Agg for aggregating attribute links to
compute dataset level proximity

Output: The partially ordered set SP of proximity metrics PD
m pDy , Dzq for each pair of tDy , Dzu

1 SPdataset ÐH;
2 SPattribute ÐH;
3 SPtop_attribute ÐH;
4 foreach tDy , Dzu Ă DL and y ‰ z do
5 foreach tAi , Aju Ă Attnominal and Ai P Dy and Aj P Dz do
6 SimpAi , Ajq = Mcls´nom´attrpAi , Ajq;
7 SPattribute Ð SPattribute YtrAi , Aj , SimpAi , Ajqsu;

8 foreach tAi , Aju Ă Attnumeric and Ai P Dy and Aj P Dz do
9 SimpAi , Ajq = Mcls´num´attrpAi , Ajq;

10 SPattribute Ð SPattribute YtrAi , Aj , SimpAi , Ajqsu;

\\Iterate on the set of attribute pairs SPattribute to find top matching pairs
11 while more attribute pairs tAi , Aju can be picked do
12 Pick pair tAi , Aju from SPattribute that maximises SimpAi , Ajq where Ai and Aj were not

picked before;
13 SPtop_attribute Ð SPtop_attribute YtrAi , Aj , SimpAi , Ajqsu;

14 PD
m pDy , Dzq Ð AggpSPtop_attributeq;

15 SPdataset Ð SPdataset YtrDy , Dz , PD
m pDy , Dzqsu;

Lines 11-13 where we match each attribute to the most similar attribute in the
other dataset using a greedy approach [76]. For each pair of datasets, we match
each attribute only once (we do not allow many-to-many matching). We rank
attribute pairs by proximity top-to-least, then we assign matching pairs on
the top of the list where each attribute did not appear in a previous higher
ranking pair (i.e., both attributes need to be unmatched by any higher ranking
pair in the list, otherwise the algorithm skips to the next pair until all the list
of pairs is traversed). Finally, in order to summarise the attribute linkages
to predict the overall proximity of the dataset pairs, we compute in Line 14
an aggregation of the top-matching attribute linkages found between a pair of
datasets using an function Agg to convert the multiple SimpAi, Ajq scores to a
single proximity metric PD

m for their dataset pair. We use different types of
attribute level aggregation functions. Those functions assign different weights
‘W’ (which is an indicator of relevance, a bigger weight means more relevant)
to the attribute links to consider. The different aggregations should have the
goal of giving less weight to attribute links which could be considered as noise;
i.e., those pairs which are too strongly correlated without any meaning (e.g.,
discrete ID numbers) or those attribute pairs with too low proximity to be
significant.

Thus, the top-matching pairs of attributes are sorted by proximity weights
and are fed to the aggregation function which allocates a weight between r0, 1s
for aggregation in the summation of weights. The total sum of weights should
add up to 1.0. The different aggregations we use are as follows:
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• Minimum: we allocate all the weight (i.e., W “ 1.0) to the single attribute
pair link with the minimum similarity, and we consider this as the overall
proximity between the dataset pair. Therefore, all top-matching attribute
pair links need to have a high similarity score to result into a high
proximity for a dataset pair.

• Maximum: we allocate all the weight (i.e., W “ 1.0) to the single attribute
pair link with the maximum similarity, and we consider this as the overall
proximity between the dataset pair. Therefore, only one top-matching
attribute pair link needs to have a high similarity score to result into a
high proximity for a dataset pair.

• Euclidean: a Euclidean aggregation of the similarities Sim of all matching
pairs of attributes without any weighting as in Equation 4.5. Here we
consider all the attribute pair links in the aggregation and we assign
equal weights to all the links.

PD
m “

g

f

f

e

n
ÿ

i“1,j“2

rSimpAi , Ajqs
2 (4.5)

• Average: a standard averaging aggregation of the pairs of attributes
without any weighting, where all attribute links are equally weighted in
the average.

• Weighted function: a normal distribution function to assign different
proximity weights W for all attribute linkages found, and then summing
up all the weighted similarities as the overall proximity as in Equation
4.6.

PD
m “

n
ÿ

i“1,j“2

rWi ˚ SimpAi , Ajqs (4.6)

This is visualised in Figure 4.6. Here the weight 0.0 ď W ď 1.0 for
each top-matching attribute linkage is assigned based on ordering the
linkages top-to-least in terms of their similarity scores, and the weight
allocated varies according to a normal distribution. We use different
p-parameters (probability of success) of t0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9u, where
a parameter of 0.5 leads to a standard normal distribution of weights
allocated for the sorted pairs of attributes. A lower parameter value
leads to skewness to the left, allocating more weight to highly related
pairs, and a higher parameter leads to skewness to the right, allocating
higher weights to pairs with lower ranked relationships. This means
that with lower p we expect similar datasets to have a few very similar
attributes and a higher p value means we expect most of the attributes
to be strongly similar.
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Figure 4.6: Different normal distributions for assigning weights to ranked attribute linkages.

As can be seen from their descriptions, each aggregation leads to a different
meaning of similarity based on the number of attribute linkages to consider
and which attribute linkages are considered more important (having higher
weights assigned). All the dataset proximity metrics generated by the different
aggregations listed above are finally normalised using Equation 4.7. The
proximity metric PD

m for two datasets Dy and Dz is computed by multiplying
the number of matching attributes found (N), and divided by the minimum
number of attributes of both datasets (Minp|Attry|, |Attrz|q). This is done to
prevent an inaccurate similarity score for two datasets having few very similar
attributes of a single type, and many other attributes of different types. For
example, if dataset D1 has 1 nominal attribute and 10 numeric attributes
and D2 just has 8 nominal attributes, then if the single nominal attribute in
D1 is highly similar to a nominal attribute in D2 (e.g., SimpA1, A2q “ 0.9)
then the overall outcome without normalisation will be a high proximity
metric between both datasets although they have many disjoint attribute
types. The resulting proximity metric after normalisation for the datasets
would be calculated as follows: P1Dm “ 0.9 ˚ 1

9 “ 0.1, so overall they will
have a low proximity compensating for all the unmatched attributes without
corresponding types.

P1Dm “ PD
m ˚

N
Minp|Attry|, |Attrz|q

(4.7)

Applying the models on the DL

In the second phase, after building the ensemble models, we apply them
to each new pair of previously unseen datasets to achieve a measure of
the similarity score. When applying the models, we compute for each pair
of datasets the similarity score of SimpDy, Dzq and for each attribute pair
SimpAi, Ajq using the supervised models extracted in the previous phase. The
Sim score is the positive-class distribution value generated by each ensemble
model [127]. For the attribute level scoring, we complete the proximity mining
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task by aggregating the sim scores between pairs of datasets (as seen in the
last steps of Algorithm 2). To compare dataset pairs, we use Algorithm 3, and
the Mcls´ds model generated by the previous build phase.

Algorithm 3: Dataset level Matching
Input: Dataset-level proximity metrics for each pair of datasets tDy , Dzu, the model Mcls´ds
Output: The set SP of similarity score rDy , Dz , SimpDy , Dzqs for each pair of tDy , Dzu

1 SP ÐH;
2 foreach tDy , Dzu Ă DL and y ‰ z do
3 SimpDy , Dzq = Mcls´dspDy , Dzq;
4 SP Ð SPYtrDy , Dz , SimpDy , Dzqsu;
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Figure 4.7: An overview of the process to apply the learnt supervised models in our approach
for pre-filtering previously unseen dataset pairs independent of the build process.

In the apply phase visualised in Figure 4.7, we take the pairs of datasets
from sample OML02 which have not been used in the build phase and we
compute the proximity metrics for the dataset level and attribute level meta-
features. First, we profile the attribute level meta-features from this new
dataset pairs sample. Then, we apply the attribute level supervised models
resulting from the previous sub-process to score the attribute pairs similarities
from the different dataset pairs. Then, we aggregate the resulting attribute
pairs similarities to the dataset level using the aggregation functions. Once
we have the dataset level proximity metrics generated from dataset level and
attribute level meta-features, we feed them all to the dataset level supervised
models from the build phase to unseen testing set pairs, not used in the
training of the models, which assigns a proximity score to the pairs. If a pair
exceeds a certain proximity threshold, we consider that pair as a positive match
to propose for further schema matching, otherwise the pair is considered as a
negative match and is pruned out from further schema matching tasks (we
evaluate this by pruning effectiveness metrics in Section 5.2). This is described
in the next subsection.
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4.3 Pre-filtering Dataset Pairs for Schema Matching

For the final step of pre-filtering pairs of datasets before applying detailed
instance-based schema matching, we check whether the pairs of datasets are
overall related or not, and therefore whether they should be filtered out or
proposed for expensive schema matching. We analyses the final SimpDy, Dzq

score generated by the model Mcls´ds for each dataset pair in the DL to decide
whether they satisfy the RelpDy, Dzq or not. We consider the relationship of
each dataset with each of the other datasets existing in the DL. Each dataset
must pass the similarity threshold cd with each individual dataset to be
proposed for detailed schema matching (as in Equation 4.1).

If we choose a high cut-off threshold we restrict the supervised model
to return less pairs of high proximity, leading to lower recall but also less
comparisons, thus helping to reduce the computational time at the expense
of possibly missing some misclassified pairs. Alternatively, if we choose a
lower cut-off threshold, we relax our model to return pairs of lower proximity.
This leads to more pairs (i.e., more work for further schema matching tasks)
yielding positive matches and higher recall of positive cases, but, with more
pairs marked incorrectly as matching. We propose how to select an appropriate
threshold that optimises this trade-off empirically in Section 5.

The complexity of our approach is quadratic in the number of objects
(attributes or datasets) compared, and therefore runs in polynomial time,
however, it applies the cheapest computational steps for early-pruning (just
computing distances in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 and applying the model to
score each pair). This way, we save unnecessary expensive schema matching
processing per each value instance of the attributes in later steps, reducing the
computational workload at the detailed granularity schema matching level by
pre-filtering the matching tasks. We demonstrate this empirically in Section
5.5.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the experiments which evaluate our approach by
using a prototype implementation. We evaluate the following components of
our approach in predicting RelpDy, Dzq for pre-filtering schema matching:

• Proximity metrics: we evaluate the different individual dataset level
and aggregated attribute level meta-features.

• Supervised models: we also evaluate the ensemble supervised models,
which consume the proximity metrics, in the pre-filtering task.

In addition, we evaluate the sub-components of our approach which in-
clude the attribute level models Mcls´nom´attr and Mcls´num´attr in predicting
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RelpAi, Ajq. We test the attribute level model in experiment 1, the dataset
level pruning effectiveness against the ground-truth in experiment 2, and the
computational performance in experiment 3.

In experiments 2 and 3, we compare the performance of our proposed
proximity mining models against traditional instance-based schema matching
techniques we proposed in Chapter 2. Those are the most expensive tech-
niques which compare values from instances in the datasets to for computing
schema similarity. We benchmark our results against a naïve averaging of at-
tribute similarity from a prototype called Probabilistic Alignment of Relations,
Instances, and Schema (PARIS), which is one of the most cited schema match-
ing tools [126]. PARIS was found to be best performing with large datasets
when compared against other tools [76] and does not need collection of extra
metadata (see Table 4.1). PARIS does exact value-string matching based on
value-frequency inverse functionality [126]. We implement a prototype in [15]
(see Chapter 2) which compares pairs of attributes from different datasets
using PARIS and generates an overall score for SimpDy, Dzq by averaging
SimpAi, Ajq generated by PARIS from the top-matching attribute-pairs (similar
to Algorithm 2, where PARIS replaces the supervised models). It converts
tabular datasets to RDF triples, and executes a probabilistic matching algo-
rithm for identifying overlapping instances and attributes. We selected PARIS
because of its simplicity and ease of integration with Java-based APIs and its
high performance in previous research [76]. We parametrised the prototype
with the top performing settings from experiments in [15] (see Chapter 2)
sampling 700 instances per dataset, 10 iterations comparisons, with identity
and shingling value strings matching. This will be a baseline pre-filtering
heuristic approach we shall compare against in the experiments.

The rest of this section describes the datasets used in the experiments,
the evaluation metrics used and the different experiments implemented. We
present the results from our experiments and discuss their implications.

5.1 Datasets

We use the OpenML DL2 in our experiments [131], which has more than 20,000
datasets intended for analytics from different subject areas. OpenML is a web-
based data repository that allows data scientists to upload different datasets,
which can be used in data mining experiments. OpenML stores datasets in
the ARFF tabular format which consist of diverse raw data loaded without
any specific integration schema. This allows us to evaluate our approach in a
real-life setting where datasets come from heterogeneous domains.

We use two subsets of manually annotated datasets from OpenML as
our ground-truth (gold standard) for our experiments. Those two subsets

2https://www.openml.org
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have been generated using two different independent processes, and therefore
provide independently generated ground truths that do not overlap. As the
research community is lacking appropriate benchmarking gold standards for
approximate (non-equijoins) dataset and attribute similarity search [89], we
published those datasets online to support in future benchmarking tasks3. The
experimental datasets are described as follows:

• OML01 - The attribute level annotated 15 DS: consists of 15 datasets
from different domains as described in Table 4.4. The total number of
attributes is 126 (61 nominal and 65 numeric), and the average number
of attributes per dataset is 8. There is a total of 3468 pairs of attributes to
be matched (1575 nominal pairs and 1892 numeric pairs). All the pairs
of attributes in this subset were manually scrutinised by 5 annotators
consisting of post-graduates with an average age of 28, where 4 are
pharmacists and 1 is a computer scientist. They checked the attributes
in the datasets and annotated all the pairs of attributes from different
datasets with related data, RelpAi, Ajq. It took on average 3 hours by
each annotator to complete the task. Annotators assign a single value
from t0, 1u, where ‘1’ means a related attribute, and the majority vote is
taken for each pair, where the average Kappa coefficient for the inter-
rater agreement is 0.59, the maximum is 0.80 and the minimum 0.37.
Annotators were given the following to judge if the attribute pair is
related: attribute name, OpenML dataset description, top 10 values, and
the mean and standard deviation for numeric attributes. We didn’t give
instructions on how to use the provided information to judge, but we
described that “related attributes should store data related to similar
real-world properties, e.g., car prices, specific body size measurements
like height, etc., and should contain similar data”. Examples of the an-
notations can be seen in Table 4.5. There are only 56 positively matching
pairs (19 nominal and 37 numeric). This subset is used in training the
attribute level models for computing the similarity between attributes
from different datasets and predicting related attributes, RelpAi, Ajq.

Table 4.4: Description of the OML01 datasets

Domain Datasets IDs Datasets
Vehicles 21,455,967,1092 car,cars,cars,Crash
Business 223,549,841 Stock,strikes,stock
Sports 214 baskball
Health 13,15,37 breast-cancer,breast-w,diabetes
Others 48,50,61,969 tae,tic-tac-toe,Iris,Iris

• OML02 - The dataset level annotated 203 DS: consists of 203 datasets
different from those in the OML01 subset. To collect this sample, we

3https://github.com/AymanUPC/all_prox_openml
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Table 4.5: Example Cross-dataset Attribute Relationships from OML01

No. Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Relationship
1 37 (diabetes) 214 (baskball) age age related
2 455 (cars) 549 (strikes) model.year year related
3 455 (cars) 967 (cars) all all duplicate
4 455 (cars) 1092 (Crash) name model related
5 455 (cars) 1092 (Crash) weight Wt related

scraped the OpenML repository to extract all datasets not included in
the OML01 sample and having a description of more than 500 characters.
Out of the 514 datasets retrieved, we selected 203 with meaningful
descriptions (i.e., excluding datasets whose descriptions do not allow to
interpret the content and to assign a topic). The datasets have a total of
10,971 attributes (2,834 nominal, 8,137 numeric). There are 19,931 pairs
of datasets with about 35 million attribute pairs to match. According to
Algorithm 2, there are 3.7 million comparisons for nominal attributes
(leading to 59,570 top matching pairs) and 31.5 million numeric attribute
pairs (leading to 167,882 top matching pairs). We try to prevent the
value-based schema matching on all possible pairs of values between
datasets, where there are 216,330 values which would lead to 23.4 billion
comparisons at the value level. A domain expert with a background in
pharmaceutical studies and one of the authors collaborated to manually
label the datasets4. They used the textual descriptions of the datasets to
extract their topics, which is common experimental practice in dataset
matching assessment, similar to the experimental setup in [22]. The
annotators sat together in the same room and discussed each dataset
with its description and decided on its appropriate real-life subject-area
(e.g., car engines, computer hardware, etc.). To group similar datasets
in the same subject-area grouping, annotators had to discuss and agree
together on a single annotation to give to a dataset. This was done by
discussing the specific real-world concept which the dataset describes,
e.g., “animal profiles”, “motion sensing”, etc. The annotators were only
allowed to scrutinise the textual descriptions of the datasets and did
not receive the underlying data stored in their attributes to prevent any
bias towards our proposed algorithms. It took the annotators about 15
hours in total to annotate the datasets. Pairs of datasets falling under the
same subject-area were positively annotated for RelpDy, Dzq. The sample
consists of 543 positive pairs from the 20,503 total number of pairs. The
details of the sample is summarised in Table 4.6, which lists the number
of datasets, the number of topics, top topics by the number of datasets,
and the number of related pairs. Some of the pairs from the sample can
be seen in Table 4.7. We can see, for example, that dataset with ID 23

4Those dataset annotations were reviewed by 5 independent judges, and the results of this
validation are published online at:
https://github.com/AymanUPC/all_prox_openml/blob/master/OML02/oml02_revalidation_results.pdf
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should match all datasets falling under the topic of ‘census data’ like
dataset 179. Both datasets have data about citizens from a population
census. In row 4, we can see an example of duplicated datasets having
highly intersecting data in their attributes. Duplicate pairs like those in
row 4 have the same number of instances, but described with different
number of attributes, which are overlapping. We consider all duplicate
pairs of datasets as related pairs. We aim to detect and recommend such
kind of similar dataset pairs as those in Table 4.7 for schema matching
using our proximity mining approach.

Table 4.6: Description of the OML02 datasets

Datasets Topics Top Topics RelpDy, Dzq

203 74 computer software defects (16), health
measurements (13), digit handwriting
recognition (12), robot motion sensing
(11), plant and fungi measurements (9),
citizens census data (8), diseases (8)

543

Table 4.7: An example of pairs of datasets from the OML02 sample from OpenML

No. DID 1 Dataset 1 DID 2 Dataset 2 Topic Relationship
1 23 cmc 179 adult Census Data related
2 14 mfeat-

fourier
1038 gina_agnosticDigit Handwriting

Recognition
related

3 55 hepatitis 171 primary-
tumor

Disease related

4 189 kin8nm 308 puma32H Robot Motion Sensing duplicate

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use different evaluation metrics to assess the effectiveness of our approach.
We use the traditional recommendation and information retrieval evaluation
metrics similar to other research [62, 86], including precision, recall and ROC
measurements. For the supervised models, we use traditional data mining
classification effectiveness metrics [127]. We evaluate the computational costs
of our approach vs. traditional schema matching for baseline comparison.
Those metrics are categorised per the experiment types and granularities:

• Classification effectiveness

– Granularity: Attribute level RelpAi, Ajq and Dataset level RelpDy, Dzq

– Models evaluated: Mcls´nom´attr, Mcls´num´attr, Mcls´ds

– Classification measures: Classification accuracy, Recall, Precision,
ROC, Kappa
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• Pre-filtering (pruning) effectiveness

– Granularity: Dataset level RelpDy, Dzq

– Model evaluated: Mcls´ds, PARIS

– Retrieval measures: Recall, Precision, Efficiency Gain, Lift Score

• Computational performance

– Granularity: Attribute level RelpAi, Ajq and Dataset level RelpDy, Dzq

– Model evaluated: Mcls´nom´attr, Mcls´num´attr, Mcls´ds, PARIS

– Computational measures: computational processing time (millisec-
onds), metadata size (megabytes)

For the classification effectiveness measures, the classification accuracy is
given in our results as a percentage. The recall and precision rate are also
percentages. For the ROC (area under the curve) and Kappa statistic, they are
a real value between 0 and 1, where the value significance is evaluated in our
results according to Tables 4.8-4.9.

Table 4.8: The significance of the Kappa
statistic

Kappa Significance
<0 Disagreement
0.0 - 0.10 No significance
0.0 - 0.20 Slight
0.21 - 0.40 Fair
0.41 - 0.60 Moderate
0.61 - 0.80 High
0.81 - 1.0 Excellent

Table 4.9: The significance of the ROC
statistic

ROC Significance
<0.5 Disagreement
0.5 - 0.6 No significance
0.6 - 0.7 Slight
0.7 - 0.8 Moderate
0.8 - 0.9 High
0.9 - 1.0 Excellent

For the pruning effectiveness measures, we evaluate our approach using
the measurements described in Equations (4.8),(4.9), (4.10) and (4.11). Here, TP
means true-positives which are the pairs of datasets correctly classified by the
models. FN are false negatives, FP are false-positives, TN are true-negatives,
and N indicates the total number of possible pairs of datasets (which is a sum
of all pairs TP` FP` TN` FN). The efficiency gain measures the amount of
reduction in work required, in terms of number of pairs of datasets eliminated
by our models. The lift score measures the capability of the model in filtering
out more pairs than randomly removing pairs for the recall rate achieved. A
higher amount is better, where a value of 3.0 would mean that the model is
capable of retrieving 3 times more positive pairs than the expected amount of
positive pairs from a random sample without using the model.

recall “
TP

TP` FN
(4.8)

precision “
TP

TP` FP
(4.9)

e f f iciency-gain “
TN` FN

N
(4.10)
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li f t-score “
recall

p1.0´ e f f iciency-gainq
(4.11)

5.3 Experiment 1: Attribute-level Models

Our goal in this experiment is to evaluate the supervised models we build
for detecting the relationship between related attributes RelpAi, Ajq using
attribute level content meta-features as follows:

• Dataset: OML01

• Evaluation metrics: Classification effectiveness

• Relationship evaluated: RelpAi, Ajq

• Input: the attribute level meta-features matching for pairs of attributes.

• Output: a supervised model to predict related attributes per type.

• Goal: select the most appropriate models for predicting related attributes
by evaluating their effectiveness for each type (nominal or numerical).

• Description: we take two subsets of attribute pairs and their meta-
features, depending on the attribute type: nominal attributes and nu-
meric attributes. The subsets are annotated by a human to decide
whether RelpAi, Ajq is 1 or 0. We build a proximity model using a
supervised learning algorithm.

Experimental Setup

we evaluate the model using the leave-one-out approach (where we exclude
one pair from training in each run, and use it to test the output model,
therefore having a cross-validation where the number of folds is equal to
the number of pairs). As the number of positive pairs to negative pairs
are imbalanced, we create a balanced training set for each type, nominal or
numeric, which consists of all the positive pairs of attribute matches and
an equal number of negative unmatching pairs. To make the training set
representative of all the different negative cases, we cluster the negative cases
using the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [127] and we select a
representative sample of negative cases from each cluster.

Results

The attribute level models were evaluated for both nominal attribute pairs
and numeric attribute pairs. We evaluate the Mcls´nom´attr and Mcls´num´attr
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models which assign the SimpAi, Ajq for attribute pairs. As could be seen in
Table 4.10, we created two supervised models; one for each type of attribute
pairs. Both models achieved excellent ROC performance and highly significant
results on the Kappa statistic (see Tables 4.8-4.9 results significance). The
models had good accuracy, recall, and precision rates. This is important
because the dataset pairs pre-filtering step depends on this attribute proximity
step, so we have to achieve a good performance at this level to minimise
accumulation of errors for the following tasks.

Table 4.10: Performance evaluation of attribute pairs proximity models

Model ROC Kappa Accuracy Positive Recall Positive Precision
Nominal 0.957 0.65 82.5% 89.5% 77.3%
Numeric 0.915 0.7 84.8% 89.2% 80.5%

5.4 Experiment 2: Dataset-level Models

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of the dataset level models
in pre-filtering dataset pairs for further schema matching. Our goal is to
evaluate how good is our approach in retrieving related datasets RelpDy, Dzq

and filtering out unrelated datasets from the schema matching process. We
evaluate the effectiveness of correctly proposing related datasets for schema
matching using the different types of models we describe later in this section.
The evaluation is as follows:

• Dataset: OML02

• Evaluation metrics: Classification effectiveness, Pre-filtering effective-
ness

• Relationship evaluated: RelpDy, Dzq

• Input: Pairs of datasets with different types of meta-features matching
[dataset level names, dataset level content meta-features, attribute level
names, attribute level meta-features, all meta-features].

• Output: a supervised model Mcls´ds to predict related datasets based
on proximity mining and PARIS baseline.

• Goal: select the best proximity model to predict related datasets and the
proximity threshold cd to use with that model.

• Description: we take annotated pairs of datasets and their meta-features’
normalised metrics. The pairs are annotated by a human annotator to
decide whether RelpDy, Dzq is 1 or 0. We build a proximity model using
a supervised learning algorithm.
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We create different types of dataset pairs ensemble models to score
SimpDy, Dzq by using different combination of meta-feature types. We create
different models depending on the meta-feature type(s) used as input (namely
those are dataset content meta-features, dataset name similarity, attribute
content meta-features, and attribute name similarity). We can combine the
meta-feature types used to build the model or use each type separately to lead
to the following model types depending on which meta-features are used:

• DS-Prox-Content: uses the dataset level content meta-features, without
considering the dataset name distance.

• DS-Prox-Name: uses the dataset name Levenshtein distance as the only
predictor of dataset pairs similarity.

• Attribute-Prox-Content: uses the attribute level content meta-features,
not considering the attribute name meta-features.

• Attribute-Prox-Name: uses the attribute level name meta-features only,
not considering the attribute content meta-features.

• Name-Prox: uses dataset level and attribute level name-based meta-
features only.

• Content-Prox: uses dataset level and attribute level content-based meta-
features only.

• All-Prox: uses all the dataset level and attribute level meta-features,
including both name-based and content-based meta-features.

We differentiate between the meta-feature types in our experiments so we
can test if a specific subset of meta-features is better in predicting RelpDy, Dzq

or whether it is necessary to use all of them together to build an effective prox-
imity mining model for the pre-filtering task. We also investigate if there is a
difference in performance with regards to the types of meta-features extracted:
classical name-based meta-features vs. the newly proposed content-based
meta-features, and whether using both types together in combination leads
to better results. We also separate the types so we can distinguish if purely
content-based meta-features can be used as an alternative to name-based
meta-features, especially in the case when the datasets and their attributes are
not properly named. The most comprehensive of all models is the All-Prox
model which uses all the possible meta-features we collect from the data
profiling step. The DS-Prox-Name is the most generic of all models as it just
considers a single meta-feature at the most abstract-level, therefore it will be
used as our baseline for our performance comparisons in the experiments.
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Figure 4.8: A 10-fold cross-validation experimental setup consisting of alternating folds in
training and test roles. Image adapted from the book: Raschka S (2015) Python Machine

Learning. 1st Edition. Packt Publishing, Birmingham, UK.

Experimental Setup

To evaluate our approach and models, we consider in our experiments a
10-fold cross-validation experimental setup using different subsets of datasets
from a real-world DL, as visualised in Figure 4.8. The purpose of a cross-
validation setup is to select the best supervised model for the pre-filtering task
by evaluating the different models on test-sets separate from the training-sets,
which is commonly used in recommendation assessment experiments [6, 62]
and schema matching tasks [35]. Such an experimental setup increases the
validity and generalisability of our experiments and approach. This is only
achieved if the training set is representative of the cases found in the real-life
population.

We make sure that the folds do not include intersecting dataset pairs. We
create a balanced training set with all the positive cases and an equal number
of negative cases similar to experiment 1. As the number of negative cases
is much higher in the OML02 subset too, we also follow the clustering of
negative cases approach to select a representative sample from each cluster
(see Section 5.3). As seen in Figure 4.8, we iterate 10 times using an alternating
fold as the test set, and the remaining folds as the training set. We evaluate the
models in accurately predicting RelpDy, Dzq with 9 different cut-off thresholds
in r0.1-0.9s for ‘cd’ from Equation (4.1) in order to cover a wide range of
values. Finally, we evaluate the performance of each model by averaging
the evaluation metrics (‘E’) from all 10 iterations. We also compute standard
deviations in performance between different folds to evaluate the stability and
consistency of the models evaluated. For the PARIS baseline implementation,
it does not need to train any models, so we simply run it on all pairs of
datasets and compare its results to our approach.
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Results

Classification effectiveness. First, we created the models for the dataset pairs
which assign SimpDy, Dzq and check if they satisfy RelpDy, Dzq by passing the
minimum threshold. We evaluated the classification effectiveness measures
for each proximity model after the 10-fold cross-validation. The results are
summarised in Figures 4.9-4.11. The figures show a plot of results (from 10
folds) and interquartile ranges of accuracy, kappa statistic and ROC statistic
for each model type. The distribution between folds can also be seen to assess
the stability of the models. For our comparison, we use the name-based
models, which are common in previous research, as our baseline comparison.
As could be seen, all models were stable with very close values for the differ-
ent evaluation metrics, indicating the versatility of our approach. However,
still the All-Prox and Attribute-Prox models consistently had slightly better
stability (lower deviations) than Name-Prox and other models. It can be seen
from the results that the All-Prox and Attribute-Prox models are consistently
performing better than the name-based model in terms of accuracy, ROC and
Kappa statistic. This indicates that our proposed content-based and name-
based combined meta-features models perform best with schema matching
pre-filtering.

Model Type

7172 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 8182

Classification Accuracy

All-Prox
Attribute-Prox
Name-Prox

Content-Prox
DS-Prox

78.18
75.51

74.29
73.72

73.29

Figure 4.9: Classification accuracy from 10-fold
cross-validation of dataset pairs pre-filtering

models.
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Kappa Statistic
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0.47

Figure 4.10: Kappa statistic from 10-fold
cross-validation of dataset pairs pre-filtering

models.
Model Type
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Roc Score

All-Prox
Attribute-Prox
Name-Prox

Content-Prox
DS-Prox

0.86
0.83

0.81
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Figure 4.11: ROC statistic from 10-fold
cross-validation of dataset pairs pre-filtering

models.

The different models used for the schema matching pre-filtering task
achieve different results because the meta-features used in the different models
are not correlated, therefore contain different information about the datasets
leading to the different performance of each model. We evaluated the Spear-
man rank correlation [62] between the different types of meta-features, which
is presented in Table 4.11. The Spearman rank correlation ranks the dataset
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Table 4.11: Spearman rank correlation for the different meta-features. We aggregate minimum
(Min.), average (Avg.), maximum (Max.), & standard deviation (Std. Dev.) for different

meta-feature types.

Type 1 Type 2 Min. Correlation Avg. Correlation Max. Correlation Std. Dev. Correlation
Attribute Name Attribute Content -0.12 -0.01 0.19 0.04
Attribute Name Dataset Content 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.02
Attribute Name Dataset Name 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.02
Dataset Content Attribute Content -0.01 0.09 0.15 0.04
Dataset Content Dataset Name -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02
Dataset Name Attribute Content 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.01

pairs according to the proximity metrics of the meta-features. If the dataset
pairs have the same identical rankings between two different meta-features
then we get a perfect correlation. If the rankings produced in descending
order by the two proximity metrics are different (e.g., a dataset pair can be
ranked in the 100th position by one meta-feature and in the 9th position by
the other, which have a difference of 81 ranks) then we get a lower correla-
tion, with completely uncorrelated meta-features. We evaluated the average,
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of the correlation between the
meta-features falling under the different types of meta-features. Recall that
each type will have multiple meta-features (see Section 4.1), like attribute
content will include all the meta-features in Table 4.3 with all their different
proximity metrics according to the aggregations described in Section 4.2. We
calculate the correlation between each individual meta-feature pair and we
calculate aggregates per type. As can be seen in Table 4.11, all the correlation
values are low.

Pre-filtering effectiveness. We compare the effectiveness of our approach
against the baseline implementation of PARIS. We change the cut-off thresh-
olds for Equation 4.1, and we aim to maximize the efficiency-gain while main-
taining the highest recall for all candidate dataset pairs satisfying RelpDy, Dzq.
The effectiveness is also evaluated by lift scores. The results from our approach
and from the ‘baseline’ PARIS prototype are presented in Figures 4.12-4.15.
Figures 4.12-4.13 show the results for the different supervised models and
PARIS, and Figures 4.14-4.15 show the results of the same evaluation met-
rics but for the individual meta-features in our approach, where we use the
individual proximity metrics of the meta-features directly as an indicator of
RelpDy, Dzq without using any supervised learning models. We evaluate the
dataset level meta-features from Section 4.1. The graphs show the average
performance for all the individual metrics per specific type. We use a different
minimum threshold with each proximity model or meta-feature in Figures
4.12-4.15 leading to the different plotted results per model or meta-feature.
The aim of comparing both models and individual metrics is to be able to
detect if the proposed supervised proximity models perform any better than
simply using single independent metrics for the pre-filtering task.

For each evaluation of the models or the individual metrics, we evaluate
the efficiency gain against recall first. We set a minimum target recall of 80%
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Figure 4.12: Recall against efficiency gain for
the different supervised models.
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Figure 4.13: Recall against precision for the
different supervised models.
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Figure 4.14: Recall against efficiency gain for
the different metric types.
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Figure 4.15: Recall against precision for the
different metric types.

and a minimum target efficiency gain of 60% (i.e., filtering out at least 60%
of the pairs of datasets while still proposing 80% of the true positive pairs),
which are the grey shaded areas in the graphs. The minimum thresholds can
be selected differently according to the requirements of the data analyst. Good
performing models or proximity metrics are those that fall in this shaded area.
The numbers annotated to some of the points in the graphs indicate the lift
score (higher values are better). Similarly, we compare the precision against
the recall in the second graphs for each evaluation (models or metrics). We
also annotate some selected lift scores for some points in the graph.

When comparing our new proposed proximity models with the proximity
model (DS-Prox) from our previous work [18] (described in Chapter 3), it
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5. Experimental Evaluation

can be seen that our Attribute-Prox model and the All-Prox model perform
consistently better. This is expected because we are collecting finer granularity
metadata to describe the datasets which makes it easier in the supervised
learning task to differentiate between positive pairs and negative pairs. Al-
though our new proposed techniques outperform our previous work in the
DS-Prox model in terms of recall rates and lift scores, it comes at the price of a
more computationally expensive algorithm (Algorithm 2). The complexity of
the dataset level Algorithm 3 is Oprn ˚ pn´ 1qs{2q while the complexity of the
attribute level Algorithm 2 is Oprn ˚ pn´ 1q ˚ a2s{2q where ‘n’ is the number of
datasets and ‘a’ is the number of attributes in each dataset (we can use the
average number of attributes per dataset as an approximation for ‘a’ when
estimating the number of computations required).

If we would compare the content meta-features only model (Content-Prox)
with the name meta-features only model (Name-Prox), we would see that both
models perform equally the same in the pre-filtering task, although combining
them in the All-prox model leads to the best results capturing the similarity
of difficult pairs that can not be retrieved by any single type individually.
Therefore, it is possible to solely depend on content-based proximity models
as a replacement of name-based proximity models to achieve similar results.
This will be important in the cases of DLs which are not well maintained and
do not have properly named datasets and attributes. We investigate in detail
the performance of the All-Prox proximity model based on its true positives,
false positives and false negative pairs in the Appendix5, where we present the
exact cases, we discuss the reasons of discrepancies and we give a comparative
analysis of the underlying proximity metrics which led to those cases.

For each of the pruning effectiveness evaluation metrics listed above, we
compute the average and standard deviation of the measure between the
different folds of evaluation for our approach. The average is plotted in the
graphs in Figures 4.12-4.15, and the standard deviations of each model for
the threshold 0.5 (we chose the mean threshold) are given in Table 4.12. The
standard deviation indicates the stability of our proposed metrics and models
with different subsets of datasets. We aim for a low standard deviation to
prove the high adaptability of our approach.

Table 4.12: The standard deviation of each evaluation measure for 10-fold cross-validation of
each dataset pairs pre-filtering model, where cd “ 0.5

Proximity SD Recall SD Efficiency Gain SD Precision SD Lift Score
All-Prox 5.4 0.61 0.58 0.32
Attribute-Prox 6.5 1.0 0.7 0.24
Content-Prox 6.8 1.0 0.38 0.35
DS-Prox 7.86 0.85 0.29 0.28
Name-Prox 6.3 1.1 0.47 0.24

5The appendix could be found online at https://aymanupc.github.io/all_prox_openml
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5. Experimental Evaluation

Dataset Pairs Pre-filtering Meta-features

First, we assess if the supervised learning models perform better than a sim-
pler approach based on the sub-components they are dependant on, which are
the individual meta-features used in the models. The supervised models use
multiple features in combination to score the similarity of pairs of datasets.
Here, we assess the individual features as a baseline to compare against,
and whether simply using a proximity metric of an individual meta-feature
without any models can lead to any good result. We aggregated an average
for the pruning evaluation metrics per each type of meta-feature. The results
comparing recall against efficiency gain is given in Figure 4.14. In our experi-
ments, no single meta-feature was able to individually predict related pairs
of datasets to achieve optimum recall and efficiency gain, as can be seen by
the lack of any plotted result in the top-right box. As seen in Figure 4.15, the
pre-filtering task using the meta-features can not have a precision better than
10% for the higher recall rates.

We note here that the different types of meta-features are able to model
different information about the datasets and their attributes as seen by the low
correlations in Table 4.11. That is the main reason we used the combination
of different types of meta-features in our proximity models which are able to
combine the meta-features to give better results.

Dataset Pairs Pre-filtering Efficiency Gain Vs. Recall

We also evaluated the different supervised proximity models by testing their
pre-filtering performance with different proximity thresholds. As can be
seen in Figure 4.12, all of the proximity models were able to optimise recall
and efficiency gain to achieve results in the top-right shaded area, compared
to the baseline PARIS implementation that was not successful. This shows
the value of approximate proximity matching and the supervised models
in our approach compared to exact instance-based string matching in the
baseline. The best performing models were the All-Prox and Attribute-Prox
models which achieved better results than DS-Prox from our previous work
[18] (described in Chapter 3) and better results than Name-Prox which are
more common in other previous research. This means that combining both
name-based meta-features and content-based meta-feature in a supervised
model achieves best results in the schema matching pre-filtering task. For
example, a good result can be achieved using the All-Prox model (combining
all meta-feature types) with a threshold of 0.4 which achieves a recall rate
of 85%, an efficiency gain of 73% and a lift score of 3.14. This means that
the model is able to effectively propose most of the pairs of datasets for
schema matching with the least effort possible (only proposing 27% of pairs
for comparison), while achieving this with a performance that is three times
better than naive random selection of dataset pairs for schema matching (as
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5. Experimental Evaluation

expressed by the lift score of 3.14 achieved by the All-Prox model).

Dataset Pairs Pre-filtering Precision Vs. Recall

As seen in Figure 4.13, the precision of the proximity models improved
the performance of the schema matching pre-filtering as seen by the higher
precision rates compared to the individual meta-features in Figure 4.15. By
combining the meta-features in a supervised model we were able to achieve
higher precision rates with the same recall rates, for example, a precision
of 17% with a recall rate of 75% using the All-Prox model. This is better
than the best achievable precision with the individual meta-features, which
can achieve a precision of 4% with the same recall rate for the attribute level
meta-feature type. However, we acknowledge that the precision rates are low
for all types of models and meta-features. We can therefore conclude that our
proposed proximity mining approach can only be used as an initial schema
matching pre-filter which is able to prune unnecessary schema matching
comparisons from further steps. Our approach can not be used for the final
schema matching task because it will produce false positives. Therefore,
dataset pairs should be further scrutinised with more comparisons to assess
their schema similarity (as seen in Figure 4.1 bottom instance-based matching
layer). Such comparisons use instance-based matching similar to our previous
work [15] (described in Chapter 2).

5.5 Experiment 3: Computational Performance Evaluation

In this experiment, we evaluate the computational performance in terms of
time and storage space consumption as follows:

• Dataset: OML02

• Evaluation metrics: Computational performance

• Relationship evaluated: all

• Input: All the pairs of datasets from OML02, a model (Mcls´ds) and the
PARIS schema matching prototype.

• Output: attribute-level and dataset-level metadata.

• Goal: test the comparable computational costs of running the different
components of our proximity mining approach vs. traditional instance-
based schema matching techniques. We show the value of pre-filtering
by means of computational costs saving.

• Description: we take all the annotated pairs from OML02 and we do a
complete run which collects the required meta-features and metrics, and
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Table 4.13: The computational performance of our approach vs. the PARIS implementation in
terms of time and storage space

Task Timing Average Time Storage
Space

Dataset Profiling 263,019ms (4:23 minutes) 1,295ms per dataset 31.25MB
Numeric Attribute Matching 1,184,000ms (19:44 min-

utes)
0.04ms per attribute pair In mem-

ory
Nominal Attribute Matching 160,000ms (2:40 minutes) 0.04ms per attribute pair In mem-

ory
Numeric Attribute Top Match-
ing

3,250,000ms (54:10 min-
utes)

0.1ms per attribute pair

208ms per dataset pair
(15,576 dataset pairs)

7MB

Nominal Attribute Top Match-
ing

313,000ms (5:13 minutes) 0.08ms per attribute pair

19ms per dataset pair
(16,290 dataset pairs)

2.33MB

Dataset-level All Aggregations
of Attribute Similarities

500,000ms (8:20 minutes) 25ms per dataset pair
(19,931 dataset pairs)

35MB

Dataset-level Name Matching 202ms (0 minutes) 0.01ms per dataset pair
(20,503 pairs)

Part
of Top
Matching
metadata

Dataset-level Content Matching 5,100ms (5.1 seconds) 0.25ms per dataset pair
(20,503 pairs)

3.25MB

Attribute-level Name Matching,
top pairs computation, and ag-
gregation

1,018,663ms (16:58 min-
utes)

0.03ms per attribute pair
(35,283,824 attribute pair)

51ms per dataset pair
(19,931 dataset pair)

12.5MB

Apply the proximity models on
the dataset pairs to score their
similarities

1,665ms (1.66 seconds) 0.08ms per dataset pair
(20,503 dataset pair)

8.5MB

PARIS Alignment Implementa-
tion

743,077,431ms (12,384:37
minutes)

36,241ms per dataset pair
(0:36 minutes per dataset
pair)

15,450MB
(15.1GB)

we run the algorithms to compute SimpDy, Dzq. We measure the amount
of time and storage space it takes to process the pairs.

We ran the experiments for our approach using a computer running on
Linux Debian, 8GB main memory, a dual-core Intel i7 processor running at
2.4GHz and 4MB cache, Java v8 for the implementation of our algorithms,
and Postgres database v9.5.12 for the metadata storage and management. For
the PARIS baseline implementation, we used a server with more resources as
recommended by the developers. The server runs on Linux Debian, Java v8,
24GB of memory and a quad-core processor at 2.4 GhZ and 4MB cache. We
present the results below.

Results

We compare the computational performance by evaluating the amount of time
and storage space for running our approach and the PARIS-based implemen-
tation with the DL sample OML02. The results can be seen in Table 4.13. We
list the tasks from our approach and compare to the baseline in the last row.
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6. Conclusion

We compute the time for each task, the average time it takes, and the storage
space used. For the attribute matching, we keep the output in memory and
do not materialise it. We only materialise top-matching attribute pairs.

Based on the results in Table 4.13, our approach needs a total of 112
minutes and 100MB storage space for the OML02 DL sample datasets of a
total size of 2.1GB (i.e., 5% metadata space overhead). This is at least 2 orders
of magnitude less than the time and space consumption of the baseline PARIS
implementation. The most expensive steps in our approach were those for the
numeric matching tasks as they were much greater in amount than nominal
attributes. Still, our approach is more efficient in terms of computational
performance and pre-filtering effectiveness as shown by our results.

5.6 Generalisability

In our experiments, we have used the OpenML DL to create a 10-fold cross-
validation experimental setup. OpenML stores datasets representing hetero-
geneous subject-areas. Thus, we expect our proposed techniques to achieve
similar results with different heterogeneous DLs. We tested our approach with
different heterogeneous DL subsets covering randomly selected subject-areas
in each cross-validation fold. This further improves the generalisability of
our results as the results achieved proved to be stable between the different
cross-validation folds. Therefore, our approach is recommended in the early-
pruning and schema matching pre-filtering task in a DL environment with
heterogeneous subject-areas. Under different settings, the data scientist should
first test the performance of our approach on a test sample and then select
the best performing cut-off thresholds accordingly. It is also crucial that the
training samples selected for creating the supervised models are representa-
tive of the specific DL setting they are used for. We also note, that although
our experiments were done over binary approximation for the RelpDy, Dzq

function in the ground truth due to the difficulty to find a ground truth with a
similarity continuum, still our approach can be useful in dataset pairs ranking
problems using the SimpDy, Dzq continuous function.

6 Conclusion

We have presented in this chapter a novel approach for pre-filtering schema
matching using metadata-based proximity mining algorithms. The approach
is able to detect related dataset pairs containing similar data by analysing their
metadata and using a supervised learning model to compute their proximity
score. Those pairs exceeding a minimum threshold are proposed for more de-
tailed, more expensive schema matching at the value-based granularity-level.
Our approach was found to be highly effective in this early-pruning task,
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6. Conclusion

whereby dissimilar datasets were effectively filtered out and datasets with
similar data were effectively detected in a real-life DL setting. Our approach
achieves high lift scores and efficiency gain in the pre-filtering task, while
maintaining a high recall rate. For future research, we will investigate the
different techniques to improve the scalability of our approach by improving
attribute level matching selectivity. We also want to investigate the possibility
of detailed semantic schema matching at the attribute level. We will also in-
vestigate our proximity mining approach in effectively clustering the datasets
into meaningful groupings of similarity.
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Chapter 5

Automatic categorization of
datasets using proximity
mining

Birds that are alike attract each other, flock together, and group
up.

— Old proverb

This chapter is an extended version of the work published as a paper
in the proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Model and Data
Engineering (MEDI) (2019) [16].
The layout of the paper has been revised and the content has been extended
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Abstract

Given the recent growth in the number of datasets stored in data repositories, there has
been a trend of using Data Lakes (DLs) to store such data. DLs store datasets in their
raw formats without any transformation or preprocessing, with accessibility available
using schema-on-read. This makes it difficult for analysts to find datasets that can
be crossed and that belong to the same topic. To support them in this DL governance
challenge, we propose in this chapter an automatic algorithm for categorizing datasets
in the DL into pre-defined topic-wise categories of interest. We utilise a k-NN approach
for this task which uses a proximity score for computing similarities of datasets based
on metadata we collect. We test our algorithm on a real-life DL with a known ground-
truth categorization. Our approach is successful in detecting the correct categories for
datasets and outliers with a precision of more than 90% and recall rates exceeding
90% in specific settings.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Today, a lot of data is generated covering different heterogeneous topics and
domains. Those data are frequently stored as tabular datasets which describe
different entities (in the rows) with information about them stored as attributes
(in the columns). A collection of such raw datasets which are stored in their
original schema without preprocessing or transformations is called a Data
Lake (DL) [128]. Over its lifetime, a DL becomes very diverse and can cover
different topics, making it difficult to find and retrieve relevant datasets for
analysis. Therefore, it is a challenge for the users to govern the DL by detecting
the groupings and underlying structures of similar datasets covering relevant
topics for analytics [15, 18, 85].

Automatic dataset categorization is concerned with the classification of
datasets ingested in the data lake into topic-wise groupings based on their
most-similar counterparts already existing in the DL. We use a lazy super-
vised machine learning approach.

To tackle this challenge, we propose an automated algorithm called DS-
kNN to detect such groupings using k-nearest-neighbour (k-NN). The algo-
rithm relies on collecting relevant metadata about the datasets when they are
ingested, then we compute proximity models of dataset similarities based on
supervised machine learning, and apply those models on new datasets to com-
pute their similarity scores with datasets stored in the DL. Once we computed
the similarities, we apply a k-NN algorithm to categorize the ingested datasets
into the groupings already present in the DL or to classify them as outliers. An
example of the expected results can be seen in Figure 5.1. Here, we visualise
the DL as a proximity graph having datasets as nodes and edges connecting the
nodes showing the similarity scores (R P r0, 1s) computed using the proximity
model. Datasets in the same category (cluster) are shown in the same colour.
We only show edges between datasets in the same category. In Figure 5.1 (a)
we show an example of a complete DL proximity graph and in (b) we zoom-in
on the specific part highlighted with a box for showing more details.

This chapter is an extended version based on our work in [16]. The main
contributions of this chapter are:

1. We propose a kNN-based proximity mining algorithm for finding the
correct categories for datasets based on existing categories in the DL.
The improvement includes a new technique for finding top-k closest
neighbours to propose a category for a dataset, where we search for the
category having the highest aggregate total of similarity scores from the
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Figure 5.1: A visualisation of the output from DS-kNN data lake (DL) categorization. A
proximity graph shows the datasets as nodes and the proximity scores as edges between nodes.

Fig.(a) complete DL and Fig. (b) a zoomed-in view highlighted by the red box in (a)
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2. Preliminaries

top-k nearest neighbours instead of the category with the majority of
datasets in top-k.

2. We use different proximity mining models from Chapters 3 and 4 for
assigning the similarity scores between dataset pairs including models
which consider dataset-names together with dataset content, models
which consider an ensemble of multiple dataset content meta-features,
and models which use different aggregate proximity metrics from at-
tribute comparisons. In addition, we also test models which combine all
of these together.

3. We evaluate the algorithm in an expanded and improved experiment
in a real-world setting to prove its effectiveness in assigning correct
categories to new datasets ingested in the DL. This includes testing
different k-values in full experimentation, treating all outliers (a dataset
forming a category all by itself) as a single ‘Outlier’ category to prevent
the macro-averaging evaluation metrics from being skewed towards
outliers, and testing different category sizes against outliers as well
(in addition to non-outlier datasets). This helps in evaluating if the
algorithm is capable of equally finding the correct categories as well as
detecting outliers without any matching categories in the DL.

4. We experimentally test the effect of different DL settings on the per-
formance of our approach using different size categories and different
annotated ground-truths. This includes a new validation experiment
of the top performing DS-kNN parameters using a new ground-truth
sample of datasets we collect.

In the rest of this chapter, we define the DL and the scenario we consider
in Section 2, we present the DS-kNN algorithm in Section 3, then we test the
algorithm on a real-life DL and we experiment with our algorithm in Section
4, we present related work in Section 5, and we conclude in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

We consider a DL consisting of tabular datasets. Those are large heterogeneous
repositories of flat structured data (i.e., CSV, web tables, spreadsheets, etc.).
Such datasets are structured as groups of instances describing real-world
entities, where each instance is expressed as a set of attributes describing the
properties of the entity. We formally define a dataset D as a set of instances
D “ tI1, I2, ...Inu. The dataset has a set of attributes S “ tA1, A2, ...Amu, where
each attribute Ai has a fixed type, and every instance has a value of the
right type for each attribute. We focus on two types of attributes: continuous
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2. Preliminaries

numeric attributes with real numbers and categorical nominal attributes with
discrete values.

For each dataset, we collect different statistics about their content which
we call content meta-features:

• Nominal attributes: their data profile mainly involves frequency distri-
butions of their distinct values.

• Numeric attributes: their data profile mainly involves aggregated statis-
tics like mean, min, max, and standard deviations.

We compute similarity scores between pairs of datasets rDa, Dbs, as follows:

• SimpDa, Dbq: an estimation (R P r0, 1s) of the similarity based on the
comparison of the content meta-features we collect about the datasets and
their attributes. Typically, the information contained in highly similar
datasets would overlap. An example would be a pair of datasets having
similar numeric values and distribution of values, or nominal attributes
having the same number of values. Alternatively, it could be based on
name string-similarity between datasets and their respective attributes.

Scenario. We aim at governing the DL by incrementally maintaining the
clusters of datasets defined for them. We consider the scenario where we
initially have an existing DL for which we know all clusters of datasets based
on their categories. However, given the dynamic nature of DLs, new datasets
are frequently ingested. Thus, we need to compare these new datasets against
the datasets already in the DL to find their similarity with them, and then to
find their most appropriate category based on the similar datasets found in
the DL, or to assign them to a separate category as an outlier.

This shapes the main problem for this chapter: given a collection of datasets
in a DL and a newly ingested dataset, find all pairs of highly similar datasets,
and based on their categories, assign a new category for the new dataset, or if
no highly similar datasets are found then indicate that the dataset is an outlier.
To compute the similarity between the datasets, we use a proximity model,
which we call MDS´Prox. We discuss how we create this model in Subsection
2.1.

The scenario discussed is visualized in Figure 5.2. Consider that there is
a DL having a group of datasets (white circles) which have annotations of
all their SimpDa, Dbq relationships between pairs (as seen by the lines linking
the datasets). Groups of datasets with linkages are segmented into categories
(seen by the encompassing black circles). Those categories are the groupings
of the subject-areas or domains-of-knowledge we have in the DL. We need
to automatically use this DL and its known annotations to create a model
MDS´Prox which can automatically annotate relationships of a new dataset Di
with SimpDi, Dbq similarity scores. Therefore, we want to learn a model from
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Figure 5.2: The data lake categorization scenario using k-NN proximity mining

the DL and apply it to estimate the similarity between a new dataset and all
other datasets already in the DL, in order to find the top-k nearest neighbours.

Based on the similarity scores from the nearest neighbours we assign a
category to Di. The highlighted edges between the new dataset Di and some
nodes in the DL are those having the highest similarity scores computed
by the model (in this case, we give an arbitrary example where we use
top-3 nearest-neighbours). The numbers labelled on those edges are the
computed SimpDi, Dbq scores. In our proposed approach, each of those top
nearest neighbours passing a similarity threshold (i.e., minimum similarity
score) suggests its category as the correct one for Di, and the category with
the highest total SimpDi, Dbq similarity scores should be proposed to the user,
or if no such similar datasets are found (i.e., no dataset has a similarity score
above the threshold) then Di is marked as an outlier without any relevant
category found. In the case of tied categories among the proposed ones from
the top-k similar datasets, then all of them are proposed to Di. In the example
in Figure 5.2, category ‘C1’ would be proposed as the final category as it has
an aggregated sum of similarity scores of (0.9` 0.7 “ 1.6), as compared to
only 0.5 for category ‘C3’.

To learn the MDS´Prox model, we use supervised machine learning as
described in Subsection 2.1.

2.1 Proximity Mining: Meta-features Metrics and Models

For all the datasets in the DL, we collect two metadata types: A.Content-
based and B. Name-based meta-features. The name-based techniques are the
most commonly used metadata in previous research [52, 85, 111, 121]. In our
DS-kNN approach, we also use our proposed content-based meta-features
complementing the name-based metadata when computing similarity scores
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(see Chapters 3 and 4). Such content meta-features include data profiling
statistics about the content of the datasets. Thus, we use two types of metadata
for similarity computations:

• Name-based metadata: the naming of datasets and their attributes.

• Content-based metadata: profiling statistics about the data stored in the
datasets. The collected meta-features (described in Table 4.3) include
statistics concerning all attributes collectively, the attribute types found
and the overall number of instances, in addition to attribue-level ag-
gregated meta-features in Table 3.1. Those form a concise list of meta-
features that have been proved in our work [18] (see Chapter 3 Section
4.1) to be effective in predicting related datasets with similar schemata
and stored information. Our purpose for those meta-features is to
describe the general structure and content of the datasets for an approxi-
mate comparison using our proximity mining classification models.

For content meta-features, we construct the MDS´Prox model using the
proximity mining approach from Chapters 3 and 4. First, we compute all
proximity metrics for each meta-feature mi between each pair of datasets
rDa, Dbs. We compute this for all dataset pairs rDa, Dbs in the training sample.

For the attribute-names, we compute the proximity metrics between the
attribute pairs from the different datasets and then compute an aggregation
that generates a single value for dataset pairs rDa, Dbs using: minimum
distance, maximum distance, and average. Note that to compute distances
from name-based metadata (instead of content-based meta-features), we use
the Levenshtein distance as a standard string comparison metric [86].

Once we have the metadata collected and their distances computed, we feed
them to a supervised machine learning algorithm to produce a classification
model which identifies those dataset pairs in the same assigned category. This
creates the proximity mining model to compute similarity scores. For this
initial training sample of datasets we have in the DL, a data analyst should
have incrementally assigned a category cluster to each dataset based on their
topics. The target variable for those classifiers is a binary value whether the
datasets in the pair belong to the same category or not.

We use the two top performing ensemble learning algorithms from chapter
3 to learn the model, which are the boosting machine learning algorithms
AdaBoost by [49] and LogitBoost by [50]. We also use the top performing
Random Forest [29] ‘All-Prox’ model from chapter 4 which we call here ‘All-
Ensemble’ model. Those algorithms were compared in our previous work to
other algorithms and were found to be the best in finding related schemata.
The positive-class distribution produced by the ensemble model is used as the
similarity score SimpDa, Dbq [127].
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Finally, we apply the learnt MDS´Prox model on pairs of one new ingested
dataset and each existing datasets in the DL to generate the similarity scores.
We compare the score against a minimum threshold like in Equation 5.1.
Only pairs passing the threshold are considered as candidate top-k nearest
neighbours to a dataset in our DS-kNN algorithm (we discuss this in detail in
Section 3).

ToppDa , Dbq “

#

1, SimpDa , Dbq ą crel

0, otherwise
(5.1)

3 DS-kNN: a Proximity Mining Based k-Nearest-
Neighbour Algorithm for Categorizing Datasets

Algorithm 4: DS-kNN Categorization of a dataset ingested in a Data
Lake

Input: A new ingested dataset Da , each existing dataset Db in the data lake DL, Dataset-level
meta-features distance metrics MF for each pair of datasets tDa , Dbu, the category CatDb for
each existing dataset in the DL, the classification model Mds´prox , algorithmic parameters:
the number k of nearest neighbours, and the similarity score threshold crel

Output: The set SP of the ingested dataset and its similarity scores SimpDa , Dbq and category CatDb
for each pair tDa , Dbu passing crel , the set SP-Top of top matching k datasets and their
categories, the assigned category for the new dataset CatDa

1 SP ÐH;
2 SP-Top ÐH;
3 foreach tDa , Dbu Ă DL and a ‰ b do
4 rDa , Db , SimpDa , Dbqs = Mds´proxpMFtDa ,Dbu

q;
5 if SimpDa , Dbq ą crel then
6 SP Ð SPYtrDa , Db , SimpDa , Dbq, CatDb su;

7 SP-Top = Top-k_Nearest_Neighbours(SP, k); \\Retrieve the subset of the highest ranking k-pairs
by similarity score

8 CatDa “ Top-categorypSP-Topq; \\Get category with highest sum of similarity scores from Top-k
9 if (CatDa “ NULL) then

10 CatDa “
1 Outlier1;

We propose an algorithm for computing the categories of an ingested
dataset as described in the scenario in Section 2. After learning the classi-
fication model MDS´Prox, we apply the classifier to each new pair rDa, Dbs

where Da is any new ingested dataset and Db is each of the existing datasets
in the DL, in order to obtain the similarity score SimpDa, Dbq with all datasets
in the DL. Then, we apply k-NN in our proposed DS-kNN Algorithm 4 to
compute the category for the new dataset. k-NN was already successful in
similar categorization problems, like free-text document categorization [55],
image categorization [78], etc. We also select k-NN as our supervised classi-
fication technique rather than other classification methods like Naïve Bayes
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and decision trees previously used with other applications like text document
classification [19], as we preferred a generic lazy learning approach that does
not need to be trained a priori for a specific list of pre-defined categories.
Rather, k-NN facilitates categorization of datasets without retraining when the
DL is dynamically growing with continuous addition of datasets belonging
to new categories. Other techniques will require retraining whenever a new
category is added to the DL.

First, our algorithm applies in Lines 3-6 the MDS´Prox model on all the
dataset pairs for the new dataset Da to compute their similarity scores, and
those passing the minimum threshold are stored in the set SP. To improve
efficiency, a heap data structure could be used to store the datasets with their
similarity scores for quick search and retrieval of top-k nearest-neighbours.
The next step in Line 7 involves finding those top-k nearest-neighbours which
are existing datasets in the DL with the highest similarity scores to Da. Finally,
we assign a category to the new dataset in Line 8 based on the category
with the highest aggregated sum of similarity scores from the top-k nearest
neighbours. If no top-k nearest neighbours that satisfy the given minimal
similarity are found in Lines 9-10 then the dataset is marked as an ‘outlier’
with no proposed category.

The algorithm has the following parameters as input:

• The number of neighbours (k): the top-k number of nearest neighbours
which our algorithm uses to predict the new category for an ingested
dataset.

• The proximity model (Mds´prox): this is the proximity mining model
created using our approach described in Section 2. We use different
models depending on the metadata, i.e., content-based, dataset-name
based or attribute-name based.

• The similarity threshold (crel): the minimum allowed similarity score
to consider a dataset pair as candidate nearest neighbour. This threshold
helps in detecting outliers as it eliminates noise by preventing any
dataset with a low similarity score from being proposed in the top-k
nearest neighbours and proposing its category incorrectly.

Different similarity thresholds lead to a different performance of the al-
gorithm. A higher threshold prevents suggesting irrelevant categories by
eliminating dataset pairs with a similarity score below the threshold, therefore
helping in improving the capability of the algorithm in detecting outliers
(without any suggested categories in the DL). On the other hand, a lower
threshold allows more dataset pairs with a lower similarity score to suggest
their categories therefore preventing the algorithm from missing any relevant
category for a new dataset. As a consequence of this trade-off, we test multiple
threshold values in our experiments to discover the best one to use. We also
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note that generally a lower value for the parameter k makes the algorithm
more susceptible to outliers and overfitting, while a higher value leads to
underfitting. An optimum value that also tackles this trade-off needs to be
empirically discovered too.

Different proximity models MDS´Prox are expected to lead to a different
performance of the algorithm as different meta-feature comparisons between
datasets will always lead to different similarity scores between them, depend-
ing on what is being compared. For example, if we only consider attribute
names in the model, then datasets with common values stored in their at-
tributes yet having different naming will lead to a low similarity score, and
vice versa. Combining both proximity metrics together might lead to a better
estimation of similarity. Therefore, we need to discover which proximity
models are more effective with the DS-kNN algorithm and are more accurate
in dataset categorization.

The complexity of our algorithm is quadratic in the number of objects
compared (attributes or datasets), and therefore runs in polynomial time. For
each dataset, we first run some data profiling to analyse the schema and to
collect the meta-features in Table 3.1, which run in linear time in the number
of datasets. The comparison of the dataset pairs using Mds´prox is the step
leading to the overall quadratic complexity of the algorithm, however, we
note that this step is very cheap to compute as it involves computing the
proximity metrics and feeding them to the scoring model Mds´prox which on
average takes less than 0.01 millisecond to apply on a single dataset pair in
the experiments (on a single quad-core server running on Linux and 8GB of
RAM).

4 Experimental Evaluation

We test our proposed categorization algorithm on a real-life DL. We describe
the datasets used, the experimental setup and our results with a detailed
discussion of the performance of DS-kNN.

4.1 Dataset: OpenML DL Ground-truth

We created a ground-truth based on manual annotations of two samples of
datasets from a real-life DL called OpenML1. It consists of different datasets
covering heterogeneous topics, each having a name and a description. An
example of the categories found in the ground-truth are summarised in Figure
5.1.

Firstly, we collect a set of 118 datasets from OpenML by topic using 11
keywords-search over the dataset descriptions, e.g., “Disease”, “Cars”,“Flights”,

1http://www.openml.org
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“Sports”, etc. A domain expert and one of the authors collaborated to manually
label the datasets with their topic. They assigned a topic to each dataset as its
category based on the specific entity described by the instances inside it (i.e.,
the item or object being described in the rows of the tabular data). For example,
if each instance describes some health measurements related to patients, they
assigned the dataset to a “patient health measurements” category, etc. The
annotators examined the textual descriptions of the datasets which include
information about how the data was collected and an English description of
the content stored in the datasets. We use this sample of annotated datasets in
Section 4.4 as the validation set used to evaluate the top performing DS-kNN
parameters on them.

We also collected another independent sample of datasets from OpenML to
use them in the training of the proximity models and parametric trials of DS-
kNN in Section 4.3. We scraped OpenML to extract another set of datasets not
included in the above sample and that have a textual description of more than
500 characters. The descriptions helped the manual annotators in deciding
on the assigned topic for each dataset. Out of the 514 datasets retrieved,
we selected 203 with meaningful descriptions (i.e., excluding datasets whose
descriptions do not allow to interpret its content and to assign a topic). Both of
the annotators collaborated to manually label the datasets with their topic. The
datasets were labelled by both their broad subject (e.g., ‘social demographics’)
and the more specific entity described by the instances stored in them (e.g.,
‘citizens census data’)2.

Table 5.1 shows the number of datasets per category assigned based on
topic grouping type and each sample. We only show the top 10 categories
found by size for each grouping. The total number of categories is also given
and the number of categories bigger than a specific size (i.e., with at least
this number of members, for example 8+ means a category with at least 8
member datasets), and the number of outliers (datasets with their own specific
category without any other members). As can be seen in the table, the datasets
in the DL we use in the experiments cover heterogeneous topics and different
category sizes.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Our goal is to test the performance of the DS-kNN algorithm in correctly
proposing the category to datasets. We compare the performance of the DS-
Prox content-based models when applied in DS-kNN against the baseline
models of dataset-names and attribute-names, which are the commonly used
metadata in previous work [52, 85, 111, 121] (see Section 5). We implement
DS-kNN based on those different models in Java using a PostgreSQL database

2The interested reader can download the two annotated datasets from GitHub at
https://github.com/AymanUPC/ds-knn
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Table 5.1: A description of the OpenML categorized datasets collected. Datasets are categorized
by subject and by entity for the 203 ds sample, or by entity for the 118 ds sample.

Sample Category
Type

No. of
Categories

Categories by Type Categories by Size Outliers

203 ds Subject 53 Computer Software (17), So-
cial Demographics (17), Image
Recognition (16), Health (14),
Robot (11), Disease (11), Natu-
ral Water (8), Ecology (8), Com-
puter Hardware (6), Motion
Sensing (5)

8+ members (8),
5+ members (14),
3+ members (25)

21

203 ds Entity 77 Computer Software defects (16),
Citizens Census Data (12), Digit
Handwriting Recognition (12),
Diseases (11), Robot Motion
Measurements (11), Health Mea-
surements (10), Chemical Con-
tamination (8), Plantation Mea-
surements (8), CPU Perfor-
mance Data (6), Animal Profile
(5)

8+ members (8),
5+ members (12),
3+ members (21)

47

118 ds Entity 35 Diseases (46), Plants (13), Cars
(10), Citizen Census Data (4),
University Faculty Evaluations
(4), Stock Prices (3), Employee
HR Records (2), Pollution Mea-
sures (2), Food Nutritional Facts
(2), Baseball Player (2)

8+ members (3),
5+ members (3),
3+ members (6)

18

as its backend for storing the metadata, and we feed it with the datasets
from the OpenML DL. We test the algorithm using different values for k P
t1, 3, 5, 7u. To test the generalizability and adaptability of DS-kNN under
different DL settings, we also conduct trials with the algorithm under the
following different settings which affect the ground-truth used in the training
and testing of Mds´prox:

• Different category sizes: we test DS-kNN with all the datasets (includ-
ing outliers where category size is just 1 dataset) and with categories
that at least contain the following number of members (3,5,8). We test
different sizes of categories to check if the algorithm is affected by them.
We test all the datasets in the sample from different category sizes (in-
cluding those in smaller categories), but we only consider top-k nearest
neighbours from the categories of the sizes specified by this parame-
ter. This way, we also consider outliers if they are not assigned to any
category in the required sizes.

• Different ground-truth types: We test the algorithm with (1) the broad
subject-based categories from the 203 ds sample (Section 4.3), (2) the
more detailed entity-based categories from the 203 ds sample (Section
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4.3), and (3) we validate the top performing models on the 118 ds
entity-based sample (Section 4.4).

For each DL setting, we compare the performance of the DS-kNN algorithm
using the following input parameters:

• k: the number of top ranking nearest neighbours considered for com-
puting the assigned category for a dataset. We use the following values:
1,3,5,7.

• Different models (Mds´prox): we test the different models generated by
different metadata, which are (1) Dataset Name, (2) Attribute Name
(minimum, maximum and average aggregations) and (3) DS-Prox Con-
tent. We also test ensemble models which combine all those different
types of meta-features in ‘All-Prox’.

• Different similarity thresholds: we use different thresholds for SimpDa, Dbq

including (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9).

For the ensemble models, we train a Random Forest based supervised
learning model [29, 127] using the same setup in our previous work [18, 17]
(see Chapters 3 and 4). The difference is the input which consist of all the
distance metrics generated for all the types of meta-features. We also train the
models on a subset based on the type of meta-features used, which leads to
the following set of models:

• Combined all-ensemble (‘All-Prox’): uses all the meta-features together
including dataset name distance, attribute name distances (minimum,
maximum and average), the dataset content meta-features from Table
3.1, and the attribute content meta-features from Table 4.3. This is the
most comprehensive model.

• Name-based: uses only the name based meta-features from the dataset
name and the attribute names.

• DS-Prox-and-Dataset-Name: uses both the dataset-name metadata and
the DS-Prox content-based meta-features (see Table 3.1) to train a single
ensemble model.

We test the different combinations of the above parameters and settings
which resulted in the execution of a total of 2880 independent trials for the
different settings (category sizes and ground-truth types) and algorithmic
parameters (k, Mds´prox, similarity threshold). We utilise a leave-one-out
experimental setup to test our categorization algorithm in each trial, as seen
by the example in Figure 5.2, so for each experimental trial we train the model
under the same settings and with the same parameters 203 times, where for
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each run we keep a single dataset out from the training of the model and
treat it as the new test dataset. We apply the proximity model on the test
dataset with all dataset pairs found in the DL, and we run our algorithm to
compute its allocated category or to mark it as an outlier. Similarly, for the 118
datasets validation sample, we test the top performing models 118 times. We
apply Algorithm 4 on the test dataset and we find the top categories it should
be allocated to. The goal is to maximise the number of correctly assigned
categories based on top-k nearest neighbours.

To evaluate the effectiveness, we consider our algorithm as an example of
a multi-class classification problem. We evaluate whether each dataset gets
assigned the correct category based on top-k nearest neighbours. We compute
the number of correctly annotated categories and outliers by measuring recall,
precision and F1-scores which are commonly used for evaluation in similar
settings [9, 11, 85]. We compute the F1 score as the harmonic mean of the
recall and the precision [86]. The evaluation metrics are described in Equations
(5.2),(5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Here, TP means true-positives which are the
datasets correctly classified to their category. FN are false negatives, and
FP are false positives. We compute the evaluation metrics per category and
average the final scores from all categories to achieve macro-averaging scores
[86]. For example, consider we have in the ground-truth two categories C1
and C2 consisting of 10 datasets each. C1 had 9 TPs and 1 FP (i.e. a dataset
from a different category incorrectly assigned to it by DS-kNN) while C2 had
8 TPs and 2 FPs, therefore they will have a precision of 0.9 and 0.8 respectively.
Therefore, the macro-precision will be 0.8`0.9

2 “ 0.85.

recall “
TP

TP` FN
(5.2)

precision “
TP

TP` FP
(5.3)

F1–score “ 2ˆ
pRecallˆ Precisionq
Recall` Precision

(5.4)

4.3 Results

We present the precision-recall curves from our experiments for k “ 1 in
Figure 5.3, k “ 3 in Figure 5.4, k “ 5 in Figure 5.5 and k “ 7 in Figure 5.6. Each
graph plots the macro-averaging performance resulting from leave-one-out
cross-validation of a specific model for a specific ground-truth type from
the 203 ds sample and different category sizes (which are labelled above the
chart). For all our results we use percentages for the performance metrics.
Here, we plot recall against precision for each of the different model types
used in DS-kNN and the different minimum category sizes we use in the
experiment. The numbers annotated on the points indicate the similarity
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Figure 5.3: Performance of DS-kNN using k=1, different models, different ground-truths, and
different category sizes
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Figure 5.4: Performance of DS-kNN using k=3, different models, different ground-truths, and
different category sizes
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Figure 5.5: Performance of DS-kNN using k=5, different models, different ground-truths, and
different category sizes
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Figure 5.6: Performance of DS-kNN using k=7, different models, different ground-truths, and
different category sizes
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4. Experimental Evaluation

threshold (also indicated by the size of the points, where bigger size indicates
a higher similarity threshold). We show the results for the non-restricted
(category size “ 1+) which includes outliers, and only the biggest category
sizes (category size “ 8+). Each model type has a different symbol and colour.
For attribute-name based models in the first column, we show the results using
the average, minimum and maximum aggregations. In the second column, we
show the results of the dataset-name based model and also the combination
of all the attribute-name based aggregations with the dataset name in a single
ensemble model we call name-based-all. In the third column, we present the
content-based DS-Prox models, where we include the AdaBoost-based model
and the LogitBoost-based model in addition to the model that combines the
meta-features from Table 3.1 and the dataset-name within a single Random
Forest model (we call it DS-Prox-and-Dataset-Name). Finally, we present in the
fourth column the model showing the combination of all meta-features into a
single ensemble model we call All-Ensemble. We also present in Tables 5.2 -
5.5 the evaluation metrics for the top performing parameters for DS-kNN (in
terms of F1-scores) for each category size for the different ground-truth types
and for each model type. We highlight the top 3 performing model types for
each category size and ground truth type.

As could be seen from the results, DS-kNN performs comparatively well
with the attribute-name and the DS-Prox content-based models for category
size 1+, while combining all the meta-features in a single ensemble model
performs the best. There is a trade-off between the similarity threshold used
and recall, the higher the threshold the lower the recall and the higher the
precision, and vice versa. However, there is an optimum similarity threshold
that can perform better than all others, e.g., the All-Ensemble model with a
threshold of 0.9 in Figure 5.6d.

For larger category sizes the DS-Prox content models and the All-Ensemble
are better in assigning the correct categories. For example, in Figure 5.3l, All-
Ensemble leads to a precision of about 70% and recall of about 80% for
category sizes of at least 8 members and the entity-based ground-truth, while
attribute-name model can only achieve in Figure 5.3i a maximum recall of only
about 70% with a precision of about 60%. Dataset-name based model performs
a similar recall and slightly better precision. The results also indicate that the
choice of the similarity threshold can affect the performance of DS-kNN.

In general, DS-kNN performs better with bigger category sizes than smaller
category sizes as it becomes easier for the algorithm to find relevant top-k
nearest neighbours. However, it is still good in detecting outliers and other
categories as seen in Table 5.2 for the performance for ‘min. category size’ “ 1,
for example a recall of 75% and precision of 95% for dataset-name based
model. The dataset-name model performs better in detecting outliers as seen
from this result. The DS-kNN algorithm performed equally good with both
ground-truth types under the same settings and with the same parameters,
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4. Experimental Evaluation

Table 5.2: The evaluation of DS-kNN for the minimum category size of 1+ with the different
model types and ground-truth types. For each setting, we only show here the best performing

parameters based on F1-scores.

Model Type Ground
Truth
Type

Min. Cate-
gory Size

k Similarity
Thresh-
old

Recall Precision F1-
score

Dataset Name entity 1 7 0.6 74.7% 95.2% 83.7%
All-Ensemble entity 1 7 0.9 71.0% 94.7% 81.2%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

entity 1 7 0.9 66.8% 92.3% 77.5%

DS-Prox AdaBoost entity 1 7 0.9 61.0% 100.0% 75.8%
Attribute Name
Min.

entity 1 7 0.7 55.9% 98.5% 71.3%

Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 1 7 0.9 56.6% 94.6% 70.8%

Attribute Name
Max.

entity 1 5 0.1 48.0% 75.5% 58.7%

DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

entity 1 5 0.9 53.2% 61.4% 57.0%

Name-based-all entity 1 3 0.3 44.9% 56.0% 49.8%
Dataset Name subject 1 7 0.6 58.0% 93.1% 71.4%
All-Ensemble subject 1 7 0.9 52.4% 92.3% 66.8%
Attribute Name
Avg.

subject 1 7 0.8 51.7% 92.8% 66.4%

DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

subject 1 7 0.9 52.8% 88.8% 66.3%

Attribute Name
Min.

subject 1 7 0.4 47.9% 95.8% 63.9%

DS-Prox AdaBoost subject 1 7 0.8 44.6% 83.1% 58.1%
DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

subject 1 5 0.9 49.7% 59.1% 54.0%

Attribute Name
Max.

subject 1 5 0.4 38.3% 77.4% 51.3%

Name-based-all subject 1 5 0.7 40.2% 48.0% 43.7%
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Table 5.3: The evaluation of DS-kNN for the minimum category size of 3+ with the different
model types and ground-truth types. For each setting, we only show here the best performing

parameters based on F1-scores.

Model Type Ground
Truth
Type

Min. Cate-
gory Size

k Similarity
Thresh-
old

Recall Precision F1-
score

Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 3 7 0.3 59.3% 75.3% 66.3%

Attribute Name
Max.

entity 3 5 0 54.0% 76.0% 63.2%

All-Ensemble entity 3 7 0.8 53.6% 66.5% 59.4%
DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

entity 3 7 0.7 62.9% 55.1% 58.7%

Dataset Name entity 3 3 0.4 49.9% 70.1% 58.3%
Attribute Name
Min.

entity 3 7 0 51.0% 63.6% 56.6%

DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

entity 3 5 0 49.3% 55.7% 52.3%

Name-based-all entity 3 7 0.6 56.6% 45.6% 50.5%
DS-Prox AdaBoost entity 3 3 0.1 49.0% 50.7% 49.8%
Attribute Name
Avg.

subject 3 7 0.1 53.1% 78.8% 63.4%

Attribute Name
Max.

subject 3 7 0 45.7% 82.3% 58.8%

All-Ensemble subject 3 7 0.5 56.6% 61.0% 58.7%
DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

subject 3 7 0.7 57.6% 57.8% 57.7%

Dataset Name subject 3 5 0.2 58.8% 53.3% 55.9%
Name-based-all subject 3 7 0.7 49.4% 54.4% 51.8%
Attribute Name
Min.

subject 3 5 0.2 38.4% 78.6% 51.6%

DS-Prox AdaBoost subject 3 5 0.4 40.7% 69.2% 51.2%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

subject 3 5 0.3 41.5% 61.7% 49.6%
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Table 5.4: The evaluation of DS-kNN for the minimum category size of 5+ with the different
model types and ground-truth types. For each setting, we only show here the best performing

parameters based on F1-scores.

Model Type Ground
Truth
Type

Min. Cate-
gory Size

k Similarity
Thresh-
old

Recall Precision F1-
score

Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 5 7 0.8 57.4% 93.2% 71.0%

Attribute Name
Max.

entity 5 5 0.9 69.2% 69.9% 69.6%

All-Ensemble entity 5 3 0.9 51.5% 99.5% 67.9%
Dataset Name entity 5 5 0.4 59.6% 77.8% 67.5%
Attribute Name
Min.

entity 5 1 0.5 51.8% 90.8% 65.9%

DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

entity 5 5 0.9 69.6% 61.1% 65.1%

Name-based-all entity 5 5 0.8 68.4% 48.1% 56.5%
DS-Prox AdaBoost entity 5 5 0.5 63.7% 46.6% 53.8%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

entity 5 3 0.9 35.5% 95.1% 51.7%

Attribute Name
Avg.

subject 5 7 0.1 66.2% 66.4% 66.3%

Attribute Name
Max.

subject 5 5 0.4 59.8% 72.9% 65.7%

All-Ensemble subject 5 7 0.6 72.0% 59.1% 65.0%
DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

subject 5 7 0 72.5% 57.7% 64.2%

Dataset Name subject 5 5 0.4 55.7% 72.1% 62.9%
Attribute Name
Min.

subject 5 1 0.5 47.6% 92.2% 62.8%

Name-based-all subject 5 7 0 66.7% 46.8% 55.0%
DS-Prox AdaBoost subject 5 5 0.4 50.3% 53.6% 51.9%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

subject 5 5 0.7 54.9% 45.7% 49.9%
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Table 5.5: The evaluation of DS-kNN for the minimum category size of 8+ with the different
model types and ground-truth types. For each setting, we only show here the best performing

parameters based on F1-scores.

Model Type Ground
Truth
Type

Min. Cate-
gory Size

k Similarity
Thresh-
old

Recall Precision F1-
score

All-Ensemble entity 8 5 0.9 59.7% 99.2% 74.6%
Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 8 7 0.7 64.6% 87.9% 74.5%

Dataset Name entity 8 7 0.4 64.0% 80.2% 71.2%
Attribute Name
Max.

entity 8 5 0.9 73.0% 64.0% 68.2%

Attribute Name
Min.

entity 8 7 0.5 55.1% 85.0% 66.9%

DS-Prox entity 8 5 0.9 76.9% 55.9% 64.7%
Name-based-all entity 8 7 0.8 79.8% 50.2% 61.6%
DS-Prox AdaBoost entity 8 7 0.7 73.4% 43.8% 54.8%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

entity 8 7 0.7 71.4% 36.6% 48.4%

All-Ensemble subject 8 7 0.9 54.8% 99.2% 70.6%
Attribute Name
Avg.

subject 8 7 0.7 58.8% 88.0% 70.5%

Dataset Name subject 8 7 0.4 62.1% 81.0% 70.3%
DS-Prox-and-
Dataset-Name

subject 8 5 0.9 76.9% 61.2% 68.1%

Attribute Name
Max.

subject 8 5 0.4 78.4% 60.0% 68.0%

Name-based-all subject 8 7 0.7 81.2% 52.4% 63.7%
Attribute Name
Min.

subject 8 1 0.5 50.8% 85.1% 63.6%

DS-Prox AdaBoost subject 8 7 0.4 79.3% 44.6% 57.1%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

subject 8 7 0.6 78.8% 42.0% 54.8%
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yet slightly better with the more specific entity-based ground-truth with small
category sizes and outliers. This indicates the adaptability of DS-kNN to
different DL settings and properties.

In general, DS-kNN and All-Ensemble models perform better with bigger
category sizes. For example, they can achieve 90% recall and more than 50%
precision for k “ 5 and a similarity threshold of 0.6 in Fig 5.5p and the subject-
based ground-truth. This is comparatively similar with the entity-based
ground-truth for k “ 3 and a similarity threshold of also 0.6 in Figure 5.4l
which achieves a recall of 97% with a precision of more than 50%. However,
the All-Ensemble model is still average in detecting outliers when combined
with other categories as seen for the performance for ‘min. category size’ “ 1,
for example a recall and precision of about 60% in Figure 5.5d, while the
name-based model performs nearly the same in Figure 5.5b. The dataset-name
model also performs similarly in detecting outliers as seen from the result in
Figure 5.5c. The DS-kNN and All-Ensemble models perform equally good
with both ground-truth types under the same settings and with the same
parameters, yet slightly better with the more specific entity-based ground-
truth with small category sizes and outliers.

Similarly, combining the DS-Prox-and-Dataset-Name leads to a compara-
tively good result like the All-Ensemble model as could be seen in Figure 5.5k
and Figure 5.5o where a recall of about 90% is achieved with a precision above
40%. Therefore, the combination of content-based meta-features with name-
based meta-features lead to optimum results that can equally detect outliers
and accurately assign a relevant category for bigger category sizes. To achieve
higher recall rates, the DS-kNN algorithm generally works better when the
DL contains bigger categories and by using bigger values for ‘k’. With smaller
category sizes and more outliers we need to use a higher similarity threshold
and vice versa.

4.4 Validation Experiment

In order to re-validate our results and to check the generalisability of the
results, we test the highlighted top performing DS-kNN settings from Tables
5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 on the 118 ds sample in Table 5.1. As the sample only
has entity-based granularity of annotations, we only test the top performant
models for the entity-based ground truth. We also only consider the models
for category size 8+ as the 118 ds sample only includes categories with size
3+ or 8+ (i.e., 5+ and 8+ category sizes have the same categories as seen in
Table 5.1). We execute the same leave-one-out experimental setup as described
previously, and we evaluate the recall, precision and F1-scores which are
summarised in Table 5.6. We also test on the 118 ds sample some specific
DS-kNN settings which met specific criteria in our experiments on the 203 ds
sample, for example, at least 90% recall. Those are presented in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.6: The evaluation of top performant DS-kNN settings for the minimum category sizes of
1+, 3+ and 8+ with the 118 ds validation sample.

Model Type Ground
Truth
Type

Min. Cate-
gory Size

k Similarity
Thresh-
old

Recall Precision F1-
score

Dataset Name entity 1 7 0.6 63.1% 90.6% 74.4%
All-Ensemble entity 1 7 0.9 67.2% 98.4% 79.8%
DS-Prox Logit-
Boost

entity 1 7 0.9 42.2% 100% 59.4%

Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 3 7 0.3 79.6% 70.3% 74.7%

Attribute Name
Max.

entity 3 5 0 73.7% 68.1% 70.8%

All-Ensemble entity 3 7 0.8 75.6% 73.4% 74.5%
All-Ensemble entity 8 5 0.9 63.2% 95.2% 75.9%
Attribute Name
Avg.

entity 8 7 0.7 70.0% 97.8% 81.6%

Dataset Name entity 8 7 0.4 68.2% 76.9% 72.3%

Table 5.7: The evaluation of specific DS-kNN settings which met specific criteria with the 203 ds
sample. We re-validate them with the 118 ds sample.

Criteria Model
Type

Ground
Truth
Type

Min.
Category
Size

k Similarity
Threshold

Recall Precision F1-
score

90% recall All-
Ensemble

entity 8 3 0.6 87.2% 49.6% 63.2%

85% recall All-
Ensemble

entity 8 5 0.7 85.7% 51.0% 63.9%

85% recall DS-Prox-
and-
Dataset-
Name

entity 8 5 0.7 92.7% 56.1% 69.9%

85% recall Name-
based-all

entity 8 7 0 94.9% 60.2% 73.7%

70% recall
90% precision Dataset

Name
entity 1 7 0.6 63.1% 90.6% 74.4%

70% recall
90% precision All-

Ensemble
entity 1 7 0.9 67.2% 98.4% 79.8%
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As could be seen in the results in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, we were able to achieve
similar or better results with the 118 ds validation sample by applying the
same top performing DS-kNN settings from Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 and some
DS-kNN settings meeting specific criteria. This indicates the generalisability
of our results and the capability of our algorithm in replicating similar results
with other DL samples.

5 Related Work

Categorization of datasets from heterogeneous domains is an emerging re-
search topic, and relevant previous research include the work by [85], where
they utilise the attribute names to cluster the datasets into categories using
a probabilistic model. Datasets are assigned to different categories using
different probabilities. They tackle the multi-label classification of datasets
and retrieval of datasets from relevant domains by querying systems. Our
approach improves this by using a machine-learning based approximate prox-
imity mining technique instead of the Jaccard similarity of exact values. We
also use content-based metadata for categorizing and not only name-based
metadata. This is important for DLs where datasets are not well maintained
with meaningful attribute names.

Clustering could also be applied to other types of semi-structured datasets
like ontologies [9] and XML documents [11, 77], etc. In [9], they propose
an algorithm to cluster instances from different ontologies based on their
structural properties in the ontology graphs. Their goal is to facilitate ontology
matching rather than domains discovery. Similarly, in [11, 77] they cluster the
semi-structured documents based on their structure similarity and linguistic
matchers.

Clustering free-text without any structure is also possible. For example,
[21] aim to cluster short text messages by computing TF-IDF word similarity
between free-text documents. Classical text document classification can also
use multi-class supervised learning based on the extracted keywords in the
document [19]. Similarly, [55] categorizes free-text documents using a k-NN
based algorithm by first extracting TF-IDF weighted labels and feeding them
to the algorithm. Another specific application would be clustering streaming
data where a sliding window algorithm could be used [61], where they also
use k-NN when finding relevant clusters for a given data instance ingested in
a stream of data points. k-NN was also used with image categorization based
on extracted features describing the images [78].
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6 Conclusion

We proposed DS-kNN, a categorization algorithm for classifying datasets
into pre-defined topic-wise groups. Our algorithm can be applied in a DL
environment to support users in automatically finding relevant datasets for
analysis. Our algorithm uses extracted metadata from datasets to compute
their similarities to other datasets in the DL using a proximity mining model
and name strings comparisons. Those similarity scores are fed to DS-kNN
to decide on the most relevant category for a dataset based on its top-k near-
est neighbours. Our algorithm was effective in categorizing the datasets in
a real-world DL and detecting outliers. In the future, we will seek to im-
prove our algorithm with semantic analysis of values found in the attributes to
complement the syntactical comparisons we compute in the proximity models.

Acknowledgements. This research has been partially funded by the Euro-
pean Commission through the Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate (IT4BI-DC).
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Chapter 6

Prox-mine tool for browsing
DLs using proximity mining

A picture is worth a thousand words and is better
marketing for an idea than just plain words.

Abstract

We present Prox-mine, a tool for browsing DLs using proximity mining. Prox-mine
integrates all the different components of this thesis and presents it in a coherent
prototype. It supports the collection of descriptive statistics about tabular datasets and
their attributes, calculation of overall dataset similarity scores between dataset pairs
using the collected statistics and the proximity models in Chapter 4, categorization of
datasets into pre-existing categories defined in the DL using the computed similarities
between datasets and a k-Nearest-Neighbour algorithm described in Chapter 5, in
addition to construction of proximity graph visualisations which summarise the overall
structure of the DL by showing datasets and their categories as nodes and relationships
(similarities) modelled as edges.

The tool can be used to support the DL users in extracting useful metadata
involving descriptive statistics about the content of the datasets stored, can help data
wranglers and curators in finding relevant datasets by querying similar datasets in
the data lake given an input query dataset, and can also provide schema matching
support by showing the overlap of similar attributes and their data / names between
dataset pairs (using name-based and content-based analysis techniques as described in
Chapter 4).
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1 Introduction

We present a prototype integrating the different components of this thesis.
We call the tool Prox-Mine, where the goal is to support data wranglers and
curators in finding relevant datasets by querying similar datasets in the DL
given an input query dataset, and can also provide schema matching support
by showing the overlap of similar attributes and their data / names between
dataset pairs (using name-based and content-based analysis techniques as
described in Chapter 4).

Prox-mine supports the collection of descriptive statistics about tabular
datasets and their attributes, calculation of overall dataset similarity scores
between dataset pairs using the collected statistics and the proximity models
in Chapter 4, categorization of datasets into pre-existing categories defined
in the DL using the computed similarities between datasets and a k-Nearest-
Neighbour algorithm described in Chapter 5, in addition to construction
of proximity graph visualisations which summarise the overall structure of
the DL by showing datasets and their categories as nodes and relationships
(similarities) modelled as edges.

Prox-mine is organised into the following components:

• Data Lake Index: an index of the datasets stored in the DL and their
ground-truth categories.

• Similarity Search: supports searching for similar datasets to a query
dataset based on the different proximity models and a minimum simi-
larity threshold.

• Dataset Categorization: applies the DS-kNN algorithm from Chapter 5
to facilitate the automatic recommendation of categories for a dataset
based on the most proposed category by the most similar datasets in the
DL.

• Dataset Matching: applies the proximity models over a pair of datasets
in order to compute their overall similarity and the most similar attribute
pairs between them.

• Proximity Graph: constructs a graph visualisation to show the relation-
ships between datasets based on their computed similarities using the
different proximity models and different minimum thresholds.

We describe each of the components above in the rest of this chapter. The
tool is hosted on a web server1 and is implemented as a Java-based web

1A live version of Prox-mine can be accessed at the following link: http://dtim.essi.upc.
edu:8080/proxmine using the credentials of username:"proxmine" and password "12345". The
source code for the tool is provided at: https://github.com/AymanUPC/proxmine, and more
details can be found at the tool’s main page: https://www.essi.upc.edu/dtim/tools/proxmine
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2. Data Lake Index

application. The tool implements a demonstration of the above components
over the OpenML OML02 sample used in our experiments in Chapter 4. All
proximity models used in the demonstration are based on the same cross-
validation experimental setup described in Chapter 4, where we make sure
that the datasets we apply the models on were not used in the training steps.
In addition to this overview, the tool provides tooltip help and support too by
hovering over the input and output fields and titles when using it.

2 Data Lake Index

In this component, an overview of all the datasets stored in the DL is presented.
This includes the following for each dataset:

• Dataset: the filename of the dataset

• Dataset Name: the name of the dataset

• Dataset Description: a link to the webpage with the textual description
and statistical metadata describing the dataset and its attributes.

• No. of Attributes: the number of attributes in the dataset

• No. of Instances: the number of instances in the dataset

• Ground-truth Category: the annotated ground-truth category assigned
to the dataset based on manual inspection of it and its description (see
Chapter 5.1 for more details about this annotation).

We also provide a list of all the ground-truth categories and the number of
datasets which belong to those categories.

3 Similarity Search

This component allows searching for similar datasets to a query dataset (as
shown in Figure 6.1) based on the different proximity models and a minimum
similarity threshold. The proximity models are those described in Chapter 4
and the minimum threshold should be a real-number in the range r0, 1s, for
example 0.75.

The output can be seen in Figure 6.2. This includes a description of the
input dataset used in the query. Then a table with the output similar datasets
is given, ordered by the similarity score computed by the proximity model, in
descending order of similarity.
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Figure 6.1: The input screen for the similarity search component of Prox-mine

Figure 6.2: The output screen for the similarity search component of Prox-mine

4 Dataset Categorization

This component allows recommending a category for a query dataset based
on the most similar datasets found in the DL. This implements the DS-kNN
algorithm described in Chapter 5. The input required, as seen in Figure 6.3,
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Figure 6.3: The input screen for the dataset categorization component of Prox-mine

includes the query dataset, the proximity model, the number of k-nearest-
neighbours to use for the recommendation (i.e., how many datasets from
the top similar ones should recommend their category for the dataset), the
minimum category size as described in Chapter 4 (i.e., only categories having
this number of datasets or above can be recommended), and the minimum
similarity threshold as a real-number in the range r0, 1s.

The output can be seen in Figure 6.4. This includes first a description of
the input dataset used in the query. This table also includes an extra column
called ‘Is Outlier?’ which indicates if the dataset belongs to a category in
the ground-truth of size 1, i.e., a category which only includes the query
dataset and no other dataset stored in the DL. Then a table with the output
recommended categories found using the DS-kNN algorithm is given ordered
by the number of recommendations in descending order. Each of the most
similar k nearest-neighbours recommends its category for the dataset, and
the aggregate count is given for each category here. An indication whether
the recommended category is the correct one is also given in the column
‘Is Correct Category?’. Finally, a table is given showing a drill-down of the
k-nearest-neighbours found which led to the recommended categories. Here
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: The output screens for the dataset categorization component of Prox-mine.

each of the top-k datasets is described in descending order of similarity scores.

5 Dataset Matching

This component allows the application of the proximity models over a pair
of datasets in order to compute their overall similarity and the most simi-
lar attribute pairs between them using the models trained for numeric and
nominal attributes over the OML01 sample described in Chapter 5.1. This is
done using the input screen in Figure 6.5 where 2 datasets can be selected
along with a minimum similarity threshold in the range r0.5, 1s. We restrict
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Figure 6.5: The input screen for the dataset matching component of Prox-mine

the input to this threshold range as attribute matches with a similarity score
below this threshold could be considered as irrelevant and not strong enough
to be significant, distracting the user when analysing the output by presenting
too many attribute pair matches.

The output can be seen in Figure 6.6. This includes first a description
of both input datasets and their ground-truth categories. This is followed
by a table giving all the overall dataset similarity scores based on all types
of proximity models described in Chapter 4. Then the matching attributes
are presented in two separate tables, where the first table is based on a
similarity score computed using the content-based similarity models and
where the second table is based on similarity computed using Levenshtein
distances of the attribute names. Each table shows attribute pair matches
sorted by descending order of the similarity scores computed. We indicate
the attribute types compared, and a description of each attribute matched in
the pair, one attribute from each dataset. For the ‘Values’ column, we give the
unique distinct values found for nominal attributes separated by pipes, and
for numeric attributes we give the range of values (minimum - maximum)
and the mean value.

5.1 New Dataset Matching

Another component for matching datasets include the new dataset matching
component, where the input screen can be seen in Figure 6.7. The user is able
to select a new CSV dataset file from the filesystem (stored on their computer)
as the input of the matching process. The dataset is matched against another
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: The output screens for the dataset matching component of Prox-mine.

dataset available in the DL sample. A minimum similarity threshold in the
range r0, 1s should also be selected.

The output can be seen in Figure 6.8. It also includes a description of the
input datasets, the output content-based similarity scores of attribute matching
and name-based similarity scores as well using the Levenshtein distances of
the attribute names. The overall similarity score for the dataset pair is given
above the matching output tables for content-based and name-based matching.
Here, the content-based and name-based proximity is aggregated using the
attribute-level models and algorithms in Chapter 4 to give a single approximate
similarity score for the dataset pair.
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Figure 6.7: The input screen for the new dataset matching component of Prox-mine

6 Proximity Graph

In this component, we construct a graph visualisation to visualise the rela-
tionships between datasets based on their computed similarities using the
different proximity models and different minimum thresholds. We call this
a proximity graph, which was introduced in Chapter 5. The graph shows
individual datasets as nodes and edges showing relationships between dataset
pairs (where an edge is drawn between dataset pairs having a similarity scores
above the minimum threshold). The purpose of this is to be able to see all the
datasets in the DL and an overview of the relationships between them in a
visually intuitive and interactive manner.

For the input screen seen in Figure 6.9, the user should select which
proximity model to use when constructing the relationships (similarities)
between datasets and the minimum similarity threshold in t0.5, 0.75u. This
way we allow to build proximity graphs with at least average similarity strength
or other graphs only showing strong relationships (in the case of selecting 0.75).
The shape of the graph will differ based on the filtered relationships satisfying
the minimum similarity threshold, as we use a force-directed graph structuring
algorithm [66] which depends on the relationship strengths between the
nodes (the datasets) to group them and to position them accordingly. More
interesting proximity graphs can be achieved with higher minimum similarity
thresholds, as this way only very similar datasets (usually having similar
categories in the ground-truth and the same colour for the nodes) are grouped
together in a more coherent manner.

The overview of the output proximity graph can be seen in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.8: The output screen for the new dataset matching component of Prox-mine

This is an interactive graph visualisation, where the graph is shown in the
middle. On the left-side, there is a graph search and category-filtration selector,
and at the bottom there are three buttons to zoom-in, zoom-out or to return to
default view. When the graph is zoomed-in, the nodes show the names of the
datasets as their labels. The colours of the nodes represent the ground-truth
category they belong to, therefore datasets in the same category have the same
colour.

The user can interact with the graph by zooming in and out and toggling
the view with the cursor to move the view to a different part of the graph. In
addition, the user can search for a specific dataset node using the search bar
in the left panel, as seen in Figure 6.11. The datasets can also be filtered to
only highlight those belonging to a specific ground-truth category by selecting
the category from the drop-down group selector menu. The result of filtration
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Figure 6.9: The input screen for the proximity graph component of Prox-mine

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10: An overview of the output proximity graph component of Prox-mine, where (a)
gives a zoomed-out view and (b) gives a zoomed-in view

by category is given in Figure 6.11b, where a only the datasets belonging to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: The search and filtration panel of the output proximity graph component of
Prox-mine, where (a) gives a view of the category selector in the left-panel and (b) gives the

result of applying the filtration step

the specific category are shown and a list showing those datasets is given in
the information pane on the right.

When a specific node is clicked and selected, only the datasets having a
relationship with a similarity score above the minimum similarity threshold
are shown, as could be seen in Figure 6.12. The description of the selected
dataset and the connections (edges) list is given in the information pane on
the right side. This includes a list of all connected (related) datasets and the
similarity scores for each related dataset. Hovering over a specific dataset in
the connections information pane highlights the dataset in the main proximity
graph view and shows its name label. To exit back to the full proximity graph,
the user should click the ‘X’ symbol at the top of the information pane on the
right side.
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Figure 6.12: The selection of a specific dataset node in the proximity graph and the relationships
information panel shown on the right side
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Directions

Positivity leads to positive energy and success, negativity on
the other hand leads to negative energy and dismay.

Abstract

In this chapter, we summarise the outcome and results of this thesis, presented in
Chapters 2´ 6. Additionally, we present several interesting future directions arising
from this thesis work.
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1. Conclusions

1 Conclusions

Everything must eventually come to an end. [...] Ctrl+S [...]
Alt+F4 [...] Ctrl+Alt+Delete.

We have presented a novel metadata-based framework for computing
dataset proximity using data profiling and supervised machine learning
techniques. The output from this framework is a metadata repository which
can support in DL governance efforts, whereby datasets are automatically
profiled, matched against other datasets in the DL and categorised into topical
domains in order to support information discovery and analytical tasks over
the DL.

We proposed novel approaches for computing approximate dataset similarity
where dataset pairs contain overlapping attribute pairs based on content
statistics summarising the information stored in the attributes (instead of exact
values matching where attribute names should be identical and their values
should be coded using the same string patterns). This makes it possible to
provide estimation of overall dataset similarity to support early-pruning tasks
of holistic schema matching and automatic dataset categorization based on
most similar datasets already categorized. The developed approach and its
techniques are novel solutions for those research challenges.

To implement this approach, we presented in Chapter 2 an overview of
exact value-based matching techniques for the dataset similarity computation
challenge. We were able to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach using
a real-world DL sample and we summarised the shortcomings of such value-
based techniques; mainly: 1. high computational costs for the comparisons
and 2. inability to detect all related attributes due to the differences in the
way values are coded or stored.

To tackle the shortcoming from the value-based approaches in Chapter
2, we developed a novel technique called proximity mining in Chapter 3 for
computing approximate dataset similarity based on schema and content meta-
data we extract from the datasets. We utilise supervised machine learning
techniques to learn models which can detect similar and duplicate schemata
stored in the DL. The effectiveness and efficiency of the approach was evalu-
ated on an expanded real-world DL sample, where we were able to achieve
high recall and efficiency gain.

We improve the proximity mining techniques using finer-grained attribute-
level metadata in Chapter 4. Here, we collect finer grained metadata summaris-
ing the content of each attribute in the datasets, we propose a greedy algorithm
for finding top-matching attribute pairs between different datasets, and we
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utilise supervised machine learning models to compute overall dataset simi-
larity between dataset pairs in the DL. The approach uses different metadata,
mainly schema metadata consisting of attribute names and types in addition
to content metadata consisting of data profiles for the different attributes.
We test our proposed approach against both techniques from Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 and we discover that the improved technique can achieve better
performance in terms of effectiveness and efficiency gains. This was proven to
be useful for the holistic schema matching early-pruning task, whereby dataset
pairs having an overall similarity score exceeding a minimum threshold are
proposed for further, more detailed schema matching, and those which are
below the similarity threshold are pre-filtered from any further scrutinization.

In Chapter 5, we use the output dataset similarity cross-dataset relation-
ships to automatically categorise newly ingested datasets in the DL to topics
of interest already existing or to detect that the ingested dataset is an outlier
which has no similar datasets stored in the DL. This is done using a k-nearest-
neighbour algorithm which uses the computed proximity between datasets in
finding the top-k most similar datasets in the DL and to propose their topics
as candidates for the newly ingested dataset.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we demonstrate a prototype which uses the output
from Chapters 3 and 4 in finding related dataset pairs, their overlapping at-
tributes and to automatically categorize datasets based on those most similar
datasets. We develop a simple web application which is able to store annota-
tions of datasets stored in the DL using a metadata repository (a DB) and to
visualise the output from our approach using a querying interface to support
data wranglers and DL uses in information discovery and DL exploration.

This thesis is a first step towards fully automated DL governance for
supporting information discovery and DL segmentation. We were able to
demonstrate techniques which are able to effectively and efficiently compute
overall dataset similarity in an approximate manner. The proposed techniques
were found to be more effective than state-of-the-art value-based schema
matching techniques and human-based manual analysis.

2 Future Directions

What is partially left should never be completely abandoned.

This thesis opens multiple research directions for future work. Firstly, the
same techniques can be adopted for other dataset types like semi-structured
and unstructured datasets. This can support the different variety of datasets
stored in the DL. In addition, the techniques proposed can be augmented
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with semantic matching where datasets, their attributes and their values
can be mapped to a knowledge base to support the computation of their
similarity. This can be useful for datasets storing different content but which
are modelling the same topics of interest.

The framework can also incorporate human-in-the-loop techniques in
a pay-as-you-go approach whereby the data wrangler can interfere in the
matching process to improve the supervised learning models and to help the
models when they are not accurately detecting similar attribute and dataset
pairs. This can be done by manually correcting false positives and false
negatives, and incorporating this in the training process of the models. This
can be seen as an incremental learning process.

Finally, the output of this thesis can be used for other applications like
dataset search ranking engines, data integration tasks where joinable datasets
are detected, and de-duplication tasks where highly similar schemata are
integrated into a single dataset.
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Dataset Proximity Mining for
Supporting Schema Matching and

Data Lake Governance

The goal of this thesis is to extract metadata and information about datasets
stored in the Data Lake (DL) to support the data scientist in finding relevant
sources. We explore different techniques of data profiling, holistic schema
matching and analysis recommendation to support the data scientist. We pro-
pose a novel framework based on supervised machine learning to automatically
extract metadata describing datasets, including computation of their similari-
ties and data overlaps using holistic schema matching techniques. We use the
extracted relationships between datasets in automatically categorizing them to
support the data scientist in finding relevant datasets with intersection between
their data. This is done via a novel metadata-driven technique called proximity
mining which consumes the extracted metadata via automated data mining al-
gorithms in order to detect related datasets and to propose relevant categories
for them. We focus on flat (tabular) datasets organised as rows of data instances
and columns of attributes describing the instances. We implement our pro-
posed algorithms via a prototype that shows the feasibility of this framework.
We apply the prototype in an experiment on a real-world DL scenario to prove
the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. We were able to achieve high
recall rates and efficiency gains while improving the computational space and
time consumption by two orders of magnitude via our proposed early-pruning
and pre-filtering techniques in comparison to classical instance-based schema
matching techniques. This proves the effectiveness of our proposed automatic
methods, while also demonstrating improvements over human-based data anal-
ysis for the same tasks.

Keywords: Data Lake Governance, Dataset Similarity Mining, Holistic Schema Matching,
Metadata Management, Supervised Machine Learning
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